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Greetings
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Greetings

Alinma Bank has continued to focus on 
 infrastructure expansion, digital transformation, 
and creativity and excellence in the service of 
its partners.  This focus, along with the efforts 
 exerted by bank employees to execute on  Alinma’s 
mission and vision, have resulted in significant 
 accomplishments.
 
Additionally, addressing partner needs and 
 aspirations remains at the forefront of Alinma’s 
 partner-centric approach. And by leveraging 
the latest in banking industry technology and 
 practices, Alinma has been successful in  delivering 

a unique banking experience that Alinma  partners 
value and appreciate.
 
Over the past year, Alinma Bank has made 
 noteworthy progress — progress that the bank 
is committed to continuing going forward.  For 
 partners, this will mean ever more innovative 
products and services, and a level of service 
 excellence that is second to none in the Saudi 
banking sector.

Alinma Bank … For Our Growth
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To be your preferred financial partner.

To provide our partners with total Shariah-compliant financial solutions through the best 
workplace that achieves sustainable development and participates in serving our community.

Vision
Mission
Values

 The
 Bank’s
Vision

 The
 Bank’s
Mission
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The bank has established a work environment based on clear values to which all Alinma employees 
should commit:

Serving Partners
Strengthening
Relationships

Striving to LeadHonesty

InnovationRespect for All

Taking Initiative
 Serving the
Community

 The
 Bank’s
Values
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Establishment
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Establishment
Alinma Bank was established under Royal Decree No. M/15, dated 28 Safar 1427, corresponding to 
March 28, 2006, and under Commercial Registration No. 1010250808 dated 21 Jumada Al-UIa  1429, 
corresponding to May 26, 2008. The bank has been authorized to engage in all aspects of Shariah-
compliant banking and investment services.

Capital
The bank was established with SAR 15,000,000,000 in capital, divided into 1,500,000,000 ordinary 
shares, each with a nominal value of SAR 10.

Founders
The founding shareholders of the bank are as follows: the Public Investment Fund, the Public Pension 
Agency and the General Organization for Social Insurance. Upon the establishment of the bank, 10% 
of its shares were allocated to each of the founding shareholders. The remaining 70% of the shares 
were offered for public subscription during Rabie II 1429 (April 2008).
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Members of 
the Board of 
Directors
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Message from 
the Chairman 
of the Board of 
Directors

It is my pleasure to present to you, on behalf of 
 myself and my colleagues on the Alinma Bank Board 
of  Directors, the annual report for the fiscal year that 
ended on December 31, 2019. The report highlights the 
results of key activities of the bank, operational results, 
and audited financial statements for the same year.

At the outset, I would like to note the pride I have 
for Alinma’s 2019 achievements, through which we 
strengthened the bank’s financial position despite the 
intense competition and great challenges we faced. 
We affirm our determination to continue this effort 
in order to provide the very best Shariah-compliant 
banking products and services.

During the 2019 fiscal year, Alinma Bank achieved 
positive financial and operational results, highlighted 

by the following:
 ■ Net profits amounted to SAR 2,535 million.
 ■ Assets increased by 8% and reached SAR 131,839 
million, compared to SAR 121,538 million in 2018.

 ■ Total operating profit amounted to SAR 5,610 
 million, compared to SAR 4,845 million in 2018, an 
increase of 16%.

 ■ Profit from major activities amounted to SAR 4,394 
million, compared to SAR 3,798 million in 2018, an 
increase of 16%.

 ■ The financing portfolio stood at SAR 94,801 million 
on December 31, 2019, compared to SAR 83,889 
million on December 31, 2018, an increase of 13%.

 ■ Deposits at the end of 2019 reached SAR 102,063 
million, compared to SAR 90,128 million for the 
previous year, an increase of 13%.
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Alinma Bank has continued to meet the needs of its 
partners from both the private and public sectors; 
and during the 2019 fiscal year, the bank provided a 
broad range of products, services, and initiatives that 
helped solidify its position as a pillar of the  Saudi 
economy.  This included cooperating with SAMA in 
order to  enhance financial inclusion through the 
full automation of account opening procedures, the 
launch of the bank’s Saudi Fintech subsidiary, online 
updating of account information, cooperation with 
the Ministry of Justice to automate the promissory 
note service, and the launch of instant, self-service 
international remittances through Alinma Express 
and Western Union.

The bank also focused on the creativity and  innovation 
of its exemplary, Shariah-compliant products and 
services, ensuring that partner needs were met and 
that Alinma lived up to partner expectations.

Alinma Bank has additionally continued to focus on the 
key human components of its operations. In  particular, 
over the course of the fiscal year, the bank paid special 
attention to the quality of  recruitment, training, and 
retention efforts, and logged 7,140 training days for 
its employees.

In conclusion, I would like to take this opportunity to 
extend my thanks and appreciation to my  colleagues 

on the Board of Directors, the  Managing Director/CEO, 
and all Alinma staff members, for their  commitment 
and effort during the 2019 fiscal year.  I would  further 
like to recognize the Ministry of  Finance, the  Ministry 
of Commerce and Investment, the Saudi  Arabian 
 Monetary Authority (SAMA), the Capital  Market 
 Authority (CMA), and other related  government 
 authorities for their support of the  banking sector and 
the national economy.  And I would like to express my 
gratitude to the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, 
King Salman Ibn Abdulaziz Al Saud, and HRH the 
Crown Prince, Deputy Prime Minister, and Minister 
of Defense, Mohammed Ibn Salman Ibn Abdulaziz Al 
Saud, for their ongoing support of the economy and 
development of the kingdom.

Lastly, I would be remiss if I did not mention the 
 contributions made by Alinma Bank’s recently 
 deceased former chairman, H.E. Eng. Abdulaziz Ibn 
 Abdullah Al-Zamil, who was an exceptional  leader, 
and whose service to the bank extended from 
 Alinma’s  establishment to his final working day. May 
Allah  accept all of his good deeds and shower him 
with mercy.

Abdulmalek Bin Abdullah Al-Hogail
Chairman of the Board of Directors
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Message from 
the Managing 
Director/CEO

The 2019 fiscal year was yet another year of 
achievement for Alinma Bank.  As it continued 
to execute on its vision and mission, the bank 
focused on technological development,  especially 
through the enhancement of its information 
technology systems, which have been designed 
and implemented according to best international 
banking standards.  This approach functioned as 
a foundation from which other  accomplishments 
in 2019 became possible, with the end result 
 being that Alinma posted yet another year of 
positive financial results including growth in 
 assets, the financing portfolio, total deposits, 
total revenues, and investments.

In 2019, the bank worked to expand its branch 
and ATM networks, in order to close the  physical 
distance between Alinma and its partners across 
the kingdom.  More importantly, however, the 
bank took significant steps during 2019, to  further 
digitize its partner experience, so as to press its 
advantage in narrowing the digital gap between 
the bank and its partners.

This focus on the digital experience resulted in 
the launch of several online services, including 
 updating account information, current account 
opening for individuals and businesses, the 
 opening of the bank’s first 24/7 digital branch, 
and the launch of Apple Pay, which functioned to 
reduce cash dependence and enhanced financial 
inclusion, in line with the kingdom’s Vision 2030 
initiative.

In 2019, Alinma Bank participated as a   receiving 
bank for the Aramco IPO, the largest such 
 offering in history worldwide. This marked a new 
 achievement for the bank, thanks to its advanced 
online subscription system, which  attracted 
99.8% of all subscriptions from Alinma  partners.  
Such overwhelming demand for digital IPO 
 subscription confirmed partner confidence in the 
safety,  security, accuracy, and robustness of the 
bank’s digital channels.  And it should be  noted 
that  online IPO subscription has been  available 
through Alinma Bank since its  commercial launch 
in 2009.
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2019 also saw Alinma take the lead in social  
 responsibility, which is a major focus of the 
bank.   This commitment extended not only 
to  charitable activities, but also to commercial 
 activities, with Alinma becoming the first bank 
in Saudi  Arabia to offer a Land and Loan financing 
 product in  cooperation with the Ministry of 
 Housing. The bank also launched its Alinma Real 
 Estate  platform, which gives partners access real 
 estate properties offered by the bank’s approved 
 developers.  Both initiatives address the need for 
affordable housing in Saudi Arabia.

Alinma Bank also continued to support the growth 
of Shariah-compliant banking and  finance in 
2019.  The bank hosted a seminar in  cooperation 
with the Accounting and  Auditing  Organization 
for Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) 
 entitled “Debit and Credit Cards”,  sponsored a 
 conference at Qassim University  entitled “Shaykh 
Al Sa’adi Conference: His Scientific and Advocacy 
 Impacts”, released a three-volume compendium 
of  Shariah board  resolutions, and launched the 
second   version of its Alinma Shariah Publications 
 application.

At the community level, Alinma continued to 
 sponsor blood donation campaigns and  supported 
the efforts of such worthwhile  organizations as 
the Alzheimer’s Disease  Association, and the 
 Saudi Food Bank (Itaam).  The bank also  continued 
its support of educational institutions such as 
Imam Mohammed Ibn Saud Islamic University, 
and Ibn Khaldun Schools, while also providing 
co-op training for university students at the 
bank’s head office.  Alinma furthermore made 
SAR 1,000,000 donations to endowment funds 

listed on the capital market (Alinma Fund for 
Sponsoring Orphans, Alinma Enayah Fund, and 
Alinma Fund for Mosques, each receiving SAR 
1,000,000).

Going forward, Alinma Bank will continue 
to keep its partners at the heart of all that it 
does,  whether those partners are individuals, 
 businesses,  non-profits, or government. And it is 
as true today as it was at the bank’s  establishment 
in 2006, that a partner-centric approach is part 
of the Alinma DNA, which has translated into a 
relentless commitment to service in everything 
we do.

In conclusion, I would like to extend my thanks 
and appreciation to the Custodian of the Two 
Holy Mosques, King Salman Ibn Abdulaziz Al 
Saud, and HRH Crown Prince Mohammed Ibn 
Salman Ibn Abdulaziz Al Saud, for their efforts 
to serve the kingdom, safeguard it, and nurture 
is growth and stability.

I would also like to thank the chairman and 
 members of the Alinma Bank Board of  Directors, 
the Shariah board, and all bank staff for their 
 commitment and support, with a special note 
of appreciation for H.E. Eng. Abdulaziz Bin 
 Abdullah Al-Zamil, the bank’s former chairman, 
whose death has impacted us all.  His many 
 contributions will not be forgotten, and we ask 
Allah to extend His utmost mercy to him.

Abdulmohsen Bin Abdulaziz Al-Fares 
Managing Director/CEO
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Key
Accomplishments
of 2019
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Alinma Bank: Growth and Progress  

Growth vs. 2018Achievement

18%Number of partners

13%Partner deposits

8%Asset growth

26%Percentage of partners with financing products

13%Financed amounts allocated to partners

55.16%Number of cards issued to partners

22%Number of transactions executed through ATMs

21%Number of partners registered with Alinma Phone 

36%Number of partners registered with Alinma  Internet

17%Number of transactions executed via Alinma  Internet

39%Number of partners using Alinma Mobile

59%Number of transactions executed through the Alinma smart 
 device application

Human Capital: Investing in Individuals 

As part of its strategy to attract and retain promising Saudi talent, Alinma Bank launched the fourth wave of its 
Al-Qawi Al-Ameen program during the third quarter of 2019, to prepare and train future employees. This included 
the provision of seminars, technical programs, practical training, and e-learning. In 2019, the bank tallied 1,060 
theoretical training days, 2,700 practical training days, and 484 e-learning hours.

Regarding ongoing training and development activities at the bank, the following was achieved: 
 ■ The bank conducted 7,140 training days for 2,327 participants. Training included knowledge, skill, and behavioral 

courses in banking, financial, legal, and administrative subjects. Other courses were also provided on technical 
systems as well as products and services offered by the bank. The courses were offered by a number of specialized 
training providers. Total training days conducted by the bank since its inception reached 81,215 training days 
attended by 18,611 participants. 

 ■ The fourth wave of Alinma’s Measurement and Development program was launched, with 18 participants. The 
program aims to develop and promote leadership, managerial, and banking skills and capabilities, as well as 
to enhance career planning within the bank. The program is supervised by advisory and administrative bodies 
with expertise in performance measurement and delivery of appropriate development plans for executives and 
promising leaders. Approximately 295 individuals have participated in the program since its launch in 2015, 
including executives, managers, and promising talent.

 ■ E-learning materials were developed to facilitate self-learning across a range of subjects including banking 
products, business continuity, information security, and compliance. Over 70% of employees availed themselves 
of these materials.

 ■ The bank conducted a training program to develop leadership competencies for 16 leaders as part of its succession 
planning efforts.

 ■ Alinma Bank’s Coaching Program trained 113 managers in important leadership skills. 
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Student Training 
As part of its commitment to corporate social responsibility, Alinma Bank has, since its inception, cooperated with 
Saudi universities, by providing co-op training opportunities for students across a range of banking disciplines in 
order to meet specific curriculum requirements.

Year Male Students Female Students

٢٠٠٨ 8 0

٢٠٠٩ 5 0

٢٠١٠ 15 0

201١ 19 20

201٢ 27 26

٢٠١٣ 35 24

٢٠١٤ 38 37

٢٠١5 47 130

٢٠١٦ 40 84

٢٠١٧ 61 58

٢٠١٨ 111 78

٢٠١٩ 95 109

Subtotal 501 566

Total 1067

Retail Banking: Modern Products and Services

The Retail Banking Group contributed significantly to Alinma Bank’s overall progress in 2019 with several noteworthy 
achievements: 

 ■ The partner and account base grew by 18%. 
 ■ The number of branches increased from 161 in 2018 to 170 in 2019, a 6% increase.
 ■ The number of cards issued in 2019 grew by 55%. 
 ■ The number of ATMs increased by 2% and reached 1523. 
 ■ The number of Alinma POS terminals increased by 57%, reaching 14,732 at the end of 2019.
 ■ The amounts of finance operations executed during 2019 grew by more than 13%. 
 ■ E-channel transactions grew 46%.
 ■ ATM transactions grew 22%.

As part of its plans for digital transformation and improvement of its e-banking channels, Alinma was among the 
first banks in Saudi Arabia to launch online updating of account information and opening of current accounts for 
individuals and businesses. The Retail Banking Group played a leading role in this process and also contributed to 
the launch of the bank’s fully digital, 24/7, self-service branch, along with other self-service options such as ATM card 
issuance.
In support of the government’s financial sector development program, and its goal of financial inclusion, the Alinma 
Bank led the 2019 launch of Apple Pay, which not only addressed inclusion, but also the need for cashless payment 
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options in the kingdom.  With Apple Pay as well as mada Pay, Alinma saw large numbers of its partners adopting 
these new payment methods, which leverage the near-field communication (NFC) technology already embedded in 
smart devices, to execute fast, secure, reliable payment transactions, both online and at the point of sale.
Another milestone achieved in 2019 was the Saudi Aramco initial public offering (IPO), for which Alinma functioned 
as a receiving bank for subscribers.  As part of this important initiative, the Retail Banking Group established a 
package of IPO-related services including online personal information updating for subscribers and their families, 
and a fully online stock financing request and approval process for subscribers.
As part of its commitment to promoting the concepts of saving and prudent financial planning in the kingdom, 
Alinma enhanced its Nama savings program to permit enrollment through the bank’s self-service channels, and 
introduced a number of new savings packages that address the unique needs of various partner segments.
In terms of affordable housing initiatives, the bank continued its track record of cooperation with the Ministry of 
Housing and the Real Estate Development Fund to develop new and to sustain existing financing programs.  In 
2019, Alinma was the first bank in Saudi Arabia to participate in the ministry’s Land and Loan financing scheme, and 
additionally launched the Alinma Real Estate platform, which gives partners access real estate properties offered by 
the bank’s approved developers.
Support for small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs) was yet another theme during fiscal 2019, with the bank 
ensuring that its efforts were in line with Vision 2030 objectives.  In this regard, Alinma continued its support of the 
Kafalah program and the Miras initiative, which resulted in a 15% increase in the number of SME partners in 2019.
The Retail Banking Group also worked to expand other self-service offerings in 2019, with the launch of the Alinma 
Express international remittance service, Western Union cash transfers, currency exchange service enhancements, 
and other enhanced automated transactions for businesses.

Shared Services 

1. Information Technology (IT):
In 2019, Alinma Bank continued its development of secure, industry-leading banking systems in service of the bank’s 
vision to become the preferred financial partner for all. The bank also improved the performance and availability 
of existing systems to address significant increases in partner transactions and banking operations across all 
touchpoints. This positively affected the bank’s 2019 achievements.

New Systems and Services
1. Fully online, paperless, current account opening for retail and corporate partners.
2. Fully online, paperless ID and KYC updates.
3. Alinma Wallet electronic portfolio that allows subscribers to conduct financial operations in an easy, flexible 

manner. 
4. Apple Pay payment platform for online, in-app, and point of sale transactions.
5. Support for China’s Union Pay payment system for card transactions.
6. E-channel financing requests for IPO subscriptions.
7. SME payroll management system, including integration with the General Organization for Social Insurance (GOSI).
8. Automated promissory note services, including integration with the Ministry of Justice.
9. Automated real estate developer services, including Integration with the Ministry of Housing.
10. Phase two of the Tanfeeth service in cooperation with the Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority (SAMA).
11. Liquidity risk management system (LRM) for the automation of liquidity ratio reports and bank-wide stress 

testing, as per SAMA guidelines.
12. Debit and credit card anti-fraud system for the instant detection and handling of suspicious transactions.
13. Sales opportunity system for the automation, management, and tracking of sales opportunities.
14. Documentary credit system which automates manual processes in the documentary credit cycle within the bank.
15. Electronic document management system for the archiving and searching of bank documents.
16. Ma’ak mobile human resource management system.
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Infrastructure Updates and Improvements
In fiscal 2019, Alinma Bank made further strides in the implementation of state-of-the-art banking infrastructure, 
which allowed for the expansion of the bank’s “big data” initiatives.  This resulted in improvements in system 
efficiency, system intercommunication performance, security, and operational spending. The bank also upgraded 
centralized storage units, servers, databases, call center systems, major networks, and security systems.
In addition, desktop computers in branches were upgraded to ensure that frontline staff were able to maintain the 
service standards that are the hallmark of the Alinma partner experience. A number of cost-cutting initiatives were 
also undertaken at the level of systems and intermediate software.

Technical Support
Service level agreements (SLAs) between IT and other groups and departments were enhanced and updated in 2019 
to reflect the ever-evolving support needs across the bank. Additionally, the bank’s electronic services performance 
monitoring system was enhanced in an effort to further improve partner satisfaction.

2. Banking Operations
As part of the bank’s ongoing effort to increase efficiency, reduce costs, and minimize risks, a number of initiatives 
were adopted and several work procedures were automated, including:

 ■ Implementation of a Musharaka financing system ending in Ijara.
 ■ Implementation of a direct investment system through alternative goods.
 ■ Automation of issuance of documentary credits, collection of administrative fees, and a Musharaka financing 

system ending in Murabaha.
 ■ Automation of POS receipt collections.
 ■ Automation of internal account reconciliation for several bank products and accounts associated with check 

clearing and transfers between branches.
 ■ Activation of automatic payments for internal reconciliation processes, which has reduced the time needed to 

complete reconciliation operations.
 ■ Automation of processing and executing periodic deduction requests (debt and maintenance orders) received 

from SAMA through SAMA Net.
 ■ Development of a dividend distribution mechanism, initiated by the bank and in coordination with the Tadawul, 

to mitigate risks associated with the failures of individuals to update beneficiary information.
 ■ Development of a direct payment mechanism with correspondent banks, whereby beneficiary bank data is 

automatically processed, and transfers are executed instantaneously to beneficiary banks (correspondent banks), 
thereby minimizing transfer time, reducing intermediary bank charges, and increasing partner satisfaction.

 ■ Development of analytics for bank transfers that improves the reconciliation process, and that monitor and 
address issues related to fraud.

 ■ Participation in the government’s digital currency initiative in cooperation with Saudi Payments, the Saudi Arabian 
Monetary Authority (SAMA), and the Alinma Bank Treasury Group.

3. Engineering
Fiscal 2019 saw Alinma Bank continue the expansion of its physical presence in the kingdom with a focus on providing 
infrastructure to meet the needs of an increasing partner base.  Efforts were made to construct and equip branches 
and ATMs, and to carry out necessary maintenance.  Projects included:

 ■ Completion and launch of the Al-Khobar regional office
 ■ Construction and launch of seven new branches.
 ■ Launch of the bank’s first digital branch.
 ■ Installation of 88 ATMs across the kingdom.
 ■ Resolution of 5,954 maintenance requests for branches and ATMs.

4. Business Continuity Management  
The bank continued to enhance its business continuity capabilities by improving administrative and technical systems, 
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raising awareness of the importance of business continuity, and developing plans and proactive preparations to 
increase crisis readiness, all according to international best practices. 2019 achievements included: 

 ■ ISO 22301 business continuity certification.
 ■ Two separate, successful, live tests of backup data center capabilities.
 ■ The review and updating of business continuity processes and procedures with enhancements made in order to 

maintain Alinma’s compliance with SAMA’s Regulatory Manual of Business Continuity in the Banking Sector and 
to ensure implementation of best practices.

 ■ Development of an organizational crisis and disaster management manual as well as the approval of related 
policies and plans that impact overall crisis readiness.

 ■ Launch of several bank-wide awareness programs aimed at helping staff understand crisis policies and procedures, 
as well as their own roles and responsibilities related to business continuity efforts.

5. Access Control  
Enhanced security was another key theme in 2019, with Alinma taking further measures to protect the bank’s 
information assets, secure partner data, safeguard systems against cyber-attacks, and to ensure that staff access to 
technical systems is properly regulated and monitored.  The following were undertaken:

 ■ Automatic reactivation of T24 usernames and passwords in order to adhere to relevant procedures, reduce 
execution time, and increase performance efficiency and security.

 ■ Phase 2 of the bank’s identity management system (IDAM), which controls employee access powers to systems. 
 ■ Automation of access rights requests for all banking systems, in order to enhance electronic applications and to 

facilitate archiving.

Corporate Banking Group

During fiscal 2019, the Corporate Banking Group effectively contributed to the overall achievements of the bank. 
Noteworthy improvements were seen in the following:

 ■ The financing portfolios for large corporates and SMEs increased 10.7% and 18.8%, respectively.
 ■ Trade and guarantee operations increased 31.2% for large corporates and 31.2% for the SME sector.
 ■ The bank’s partner base increased 3.6% for large corporates and 12.1% for SMEs. 

These positive outcomes were achieved through a strategy that successfully balanced business development 
imperatives with risk factors.
2019 also saw the bank redouble its efforts to address ongoing and emergent needs in the corporate sector.   In 
doing so, Alinma provided its corporate partners with a wide range of Shariah-compliant financing products and 
solutions in the areas of trade, real estate development, and project finance. The products across these categories 
were designed to address credit and risk standards, to meet the bank’s own quality standards, and to support 
progress and development in the kingdom.
The Corporate Banking Group also continued to address its human capital needs by focusing on talent identification 
and development through formal bank initiatives such as the Al-Qawi Al-Ameen program, and remained committed 
to Saudization goals in the kingdom.
 

Treasury Group

The Treasury Group’s continued success in fiscal 2019 came as a result of its flexible, balanced, and prudent approach, 
which took into consideration bank needs, market conditions, and other market realities that impact the decision-
making process.  This approach allowed Alinma to benefit from a range of investment opportunities throughout the 
year. Treasury likewise continued to manage the bank’s balance sheet effectively.
The group’s Investment Department continued to invest in Saudi government Sukuk; and through its certification 
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as an official trader of local Sukuk, which was renewed in 2019, the bank played a leading role in the strengthening 
of the secondary market for Sukuk. This helped contribute to the achievement of fixed and stable returns over the 
course of the year.
Moreover, the department’s investment fund activities helped lead to overall positive returns for the year, and 
positioned the bank to benefit, on an ongoing basis, from unique investment opportunities at the local, regional, 
and global levels. Going forward the Investment Department will continue to capture low-risk market opportunities 
that are expected to help improve returns of the bank’s investment portfolio.
Fiscal 2019 also saw the Treasury Group expand its cooperative activities with the bank’s other business lines in order 
to meet the imperatives of Alinma’s commitment to partner service.  This resulted in the extension of numerous 
services to large, medium, and small enterprises, which reflected positively on deposits and foreign exchange sales 
growth. These successes have led the group to open sales desks strategically across the kingdom, with a new sales 
desk set to open in Dammam in the near future, joining the Jeddah sales desk that was launched in 2018.
The group’s Foreign Exchange Management Department continued its efforts in 2019 to maintain its market 
advantages related to exchange rates for foreign currencies, which resulted in increases in market share across the 
range of products offered by the department.  Likewise, the Product Development Management Department saw 
improvements over the fiscal year through its development of a new Shariah-compliant, deferred exchange rate 
product that functions as a hedge against exchange rate fluctuations.
2019 was also a strong year for the group’s Financial Institutions Department, which continued to strengthen trade 
relations with local, regional and global financial institutions, as well as with government and semi-government 
entities.  This resulted in a diversification of liquidity sources. The department also continued to meet partner 
needs through its close relationships with the worldwide network of correspondent banks, and by exploring new 
opportunities in both developed and emerging markets, and by marketing the bank’s Shariah-compliant financial 
and commercial products.

Alinma Investment: Fruitful Partnership  

Alinma Investment Company (AIC), the investment arm of Alinma Bank, continued to offer its exemplary investment 
services to partners in 2019. The value of managed assets amounted to SAR 60 billion, with a growth rate of more 
than 21% compared to the previous year. Asset value ranged from Shariah-compliant real estate funds, to private 
equity funds, public investment funds, and private portfolios investing in domestic and GCC capital markets through 
listed shares, Sukuk, liquidity and Murabaha investments.
The growth in alternative investment funds continued, with assets under management rising to 42% compared to 
the previous year, exceeding SAR 50 billion at the end of 2019. This growth was attributed to the launch of three new 
real estate funds – Alinma Makkah Development Fund 1, Alinma Makkah Development Fund 2, Alinma Masharif Al-
Awali –  bringing the number of existing alternative funds to 17 in total. These include private and real estate funds in 
the major cities of Saudi Arabia, specifically in the Riyadh and Makkah region, distributed across various sectors and 
residential, commercial and industrial uses.
The Asset Management Department continued its progress, with total assets managed reaching SAR 8.8 billion in 
2019, an increase of more than 16% compared to the previous year. These invested assets included a variety of products, 
such as public investment funds and private portfolios invested in domestic and GCC capital markets through listed 
shares, Sukuk, and Shariah-compliant liquidity investments. In addition, managed assets in listed shares grew 12% 
to reach SAR 1 billion, including public investment funds and special portfolios following various strategies (growth 
strategy, income strategy, pure investments strategy, etc.), all designed to address partner needs and aspirations, 
taking into account specific investment goals and potential risk ratios. Liquidity and Sukuk investments grew by more 
than 17% to more than SAR 7.8 billion by the end of the year.
As part of its efforts to support Vision 2030, AIC continued its endowment related initiatives with the launch of three 
new endowment funds – the Alinma Endowment Fund for Orphan Care, the Alinma Enaya Endowment Fund, and the 
Alinma Endowment Fund for Mosques. The total number of endowment funds managed by AIC rose to four in total, 
under the supervision and control of the Capital Market Authority.
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Revenues from brokerage services reached SAR 32.6 million at the end of November 2019, an increase of 25% over the 
previous year, despite the decrease in trading volume of trading in the Saudi stock market. 
Likewise, trading of brokerage services in the Saudi capital market increased by 39%, market share rose 11%, and 
revenues from Sukuk trading increased by 32%, compared to 2018. Much of this progress was attributable to the 
technical regulations for brokerage services implemented by AIC, which allowed the company to successfully navigate 
challenges in both Saudi and international capital markets.
Custody services also saw continued growth over the course of the fiscal year in both domestic and international 
stocks, as well as in investment and real estate funds. Assets related to custody services rose to SAR 4 billion for Saudi 
and GCC shares, and to SAR 10 billion for real estate funds.
With regard to human capital, AIC continued to strengthen its workforce, through its efforts to identify, hire, and 
nurture talented Saudis, as part of AIC’s commitment to Vision 2030 Saudization goals.  As a result, AIC achieved a 
Saudization rate of 95% in 2019, thereby topping Saudization indices as assessed by the Capital Market Authority.

Social Responsibility

Community service is one of the pillars of Alinma Bank; and through it, Alinma expresses its values. It also impacts 
goal-setting, planning, and strategy-building. It additionally enhances the engagement and professionalism of 
employees. As the bank is an integral part of Saudi society, it takes seriously its responsibilities to the communities 
it serves.  What follows are highlights from Alinma Bank’s social responsibility efforts in 2019.

 ■ Symposium on the Future of the Financial Sector
In partnership with Fintech Saudi Arabia and Alinma Investment Company (AIC), Alinma Bank held, during 2019, the 
second edition of its Fintech symposium entitled “The Financial Sector Future”, which included a call for papers that 
resulted in the following being submitted for the event:
• “Financial Technologies and Their Impacts”, by Alinma Bank.
• “Achievements of Financial Technology in Saudi Arabia”, by the Saudi Financial Technology Co. (Fintech Saudi 

Arabia, wholly owned by Alinma Bank).
• “Global Trends and Investments in Fintech Areas”, by Alinma Investment Company.

 ■ Endowment Funds 
Endowments represent an important mechanism for sustainable charitable giving. Alinma Bank has remained 
consistent in its support for endowments in the kingdom, and in 2019, Alinma Bank, in collaboration with Alinma 
Investment Company (AIC), donated a total of SAR 3,000,000 to the Alinma Fund for Sponsoring Orphans, the 
Alinma Enayah Fund, and the Alinma Fund for Mosques, with each organization receiving SAR 1,000,000. These 
contributions join Alinma Bank’s and AIC’s other ongoing efforts to provide endowment authorities with diverse 
institutional investment solutions through a dedicated team that creates innovative, fully Shariah-compliant 
endowment mechanisms and procedures.

 ■ Alinma Shariah Publications
As part of its ongoing commitment to the growth and spread of Shariah-compliant banking, Alinma Bank published 
hard-copy versions its three-volume compendium of Shariah rulings as well as the second version of the Alinma 
Shariah Publications application, which is available for free via Apple and Google application stores online. The 
purpose is to serve students, researchers and other interested individuals, giving them invaluable insight into the 
practical application of Shariah principles in banking transactions.

 ■ Blood Donation Campaigns
To address the vital need for blood donations, and to engage staff in social responsibility efforts, Alinma Bank 
sponsored several blood donation campaigns in 2019 in cooperation with King Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research 
Center. 
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 ■ Affordable Housing Initiatives
In line with government objectives to increase the availability of affordable housing, Alinma branches continued 
to receive real estate financing applications as part of housing schemes sponsored by the Ministry of Housing and 
the Real Estate Development Fund. In addition, the bank participated a number of housing exhibitions across the 
kingdom, which provided Alinma with valuable opportunities to share its commitment to affordable housing with 
exhibition attendees.

 ■ Education Financing
Education Financing has been a perennial mainstay of Alinma Bank’s social responsibility efforts.  Through this 
service, which is available to citizens and expatriates alike, Alinma Bank assumes the financial burden of paying 
education fees upfront (tuition, books, materials, etc.) on behalf of families, who then repay the bank in installments 
over the course of the academic year, with the bank assessing no fees or charges for the service.  It is part of Alinma 
Bank’s ongoing commitment to education in the kingdom, which is a pillar of Vision 2030, and is vital to the future 
success of the kingdom.  The program is applied across all levels of education – grade school, high school, university, 
trade school, etc.  

 ■ Student Visits
Alinma Bank believes in directly engaging the public as part of its education efforts; and hosting delegations from 
local schools and universities provides unique opportunities to teach students about the banking industry and to help 
promote important concepts such as financial planning and saving for the future.  In 2019, the bank hosted student 
delegations from a number of educational institutions, including Ibn Khaldoun School and Imam Muhammad Ibn 
Saud Islamic University.

 ■ Workshops for Corporate Partners 
In 2019 Alinma Bank continued its tradition of holding workshops for its corporate partners in the main cities of the 
kingdom. This has become an annual initiative because of the utility it provides partners, who are introduced to new 
Shariah-compliant products, including financial and banking solutions that enable commercial establishments to 
enhance their cashflow management efforts.  The workshops also educate partners on the use of the bank’s services, 
such as self-service banking, which helps streamline and simplify the finances of their businesses.

 ■ Co-op Training 
Co-op training is vital to the curriculum programs of university students across the kingdom. On an annual basis, 
Alinma Bank hosts several co-op students per semester, who receive training in relevant departments across the bank.
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2019 Awards and Achievements   

 ■ Excellence in Islamic Banking Award
Awarded by Finnovex in recognition of Alinma’s leadership in providing Shariah-compliant banking services.

 ■ Best Digital Service Award
Awarded by the Union of Arab Banks and the Arab Organization for Information and Communication Technologies in 
recognition of Alinma’s efforts to provide partners with the easiest and most convenient financial and technological 
solutions via digital channels. Services that were reviewed by award assessors included self-service card printing at 
Alinma ATMs, digital branches, interactive teller machines (ITMs), online account opening, online ID/information 
updates (KYC), online authentication of personal signatures, instant issuance of Saudi Riyal bank checks, printing of 
check books, account statements, balance certificates, and proof of deposit certificates.

 ■ CEO of the Year Award
Awarded by Finnovex to Alinma Bank CEO, Mr. Abdulmohsen Al-Fares, for his leadership at Alinma Bank, guiding 
its staff to uphold the standards of service excellence, innovation, and Shariah-compliance for which the bank has 
become known.

 ■ Best Corporate Banking Services Award
Awarded by the World Union of Arab Banks at the organization’s annual Arab Banks Awards & Commendations of 
Excellence event. The award recognized Alinma for its distinct financial services delivered with market-leading partner 
service. 

 ■ Islamic Banking Market Leadership Award
Awarded by the Global Islamic Finance Awards (GIFA) in recognition of Alinma’s overall excellence in innovative, 
modern, Shariah-compliant banking.

 ■ Most Innovative Islamic Retail Bank & Best Digital Branch Awards
Awarded by the Islamic Retail Banking Awards (IRBA) for Alinma’s excellence and innovation in the delivery of digital 
banking services and for the comprehensive performance of its Retail Banking Group.

 ■ ISO 22301 Certification - Business Continuity Quality
Conferred by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) after successfully completing the audit of all 
standards required by the British Standards Institution (BSI), thus affirming the bank’s readiness to address emergencies 
and crises.
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The Board of Directors of Alinma Bank (“the Bank”) is pleased to present the Eleventh Annual Report for the year 

ended December 31, 2019.  This report provides information about the Bank’s operations, financial position and 

future plans together with information about the Board of Directors, its committees and other supplementary 

information designed to meet the needs of the audience of this report.   

 

Capital and shares issued 

The bank was established with SAR (15,000,000,000) in capital, divided into 1,500,000,000 ordinary shares, with a 

nominal value of SAR 10 each. 

 

Principal Activities of the Bank  

Alinma provides a comprehensive range of Sharia’a-compliant banking services. It takes care of the needs of its 

partners and strives to provide the best possible services through (170) locations ( 95 for men, 71 for women and 4 

sales centers) as at the end of 2019, supported by the state of the art technology, professionally trained staff, and the 

best electronic channels including Alinma internet www.alinma.com, Alinma phone 8001208000, Alinma mobile and 

the wide network of (1,523 ) ATMs spread across all regions of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

The below table show the activities of the Bank together with their respective contribution to the Gross Revenue:   

Percentage% Activity’s profit  (SAR million)  

78% 4,394 Income from investments and financing, net 

15% 821 Fee from banking services 

7% 395 Others 

100% 5,610 Total operating income 

 

http://www.alinma.com/
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Subsidiary Companies  

Alinma Bank owns five Subsidiary Companies that are conducting different business activities. Following are the 

corporate details of Subsidiaries:  

principal 

place of 

business 

Country of 

establishment  

Percentage of 

Ownership  

Capital  Main Activity  Name of Subsidiary  

Kingdom 

of Saudi 

Arabia  

Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia  

100% Authorized: 

SAR 1,000 

million, Paid 

Up:  SAR 

250 million  

Dealing as principal and 

agent, undertaking coverage 

and management, arranging, 

providing advice and filing in 

securities business 

Alinma Investment 

Company, (Closed Joint 

Stock Company) 

Kingdom 

of Saudi 

Arabia  

Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia  

100% SAR 100,000 Facilitates mortgage 

financing & to hold, on 

behalf of the Bank, the title 

to real-estate 

owned/pledged as collateral 

against financing extended 

by the Bank 

Tanweer Real Estate 

Company (a Limited 

Liability Company) 

Kingdom 

of Saudi 

Arabia  

Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia  

100% SAR 3 

million 

The company operates 

according to the regulations 

of the Saudi Arabian 

Monetary Authority and 

operates as an agent for the 

Alinma Tokyo Marine 

(associate company ) 

Alinma Insurance Agency 

for Cooperative Insurance 

(a Limited Liability Co.) 

Kingdom 

of Saudi 

Arabia  

Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia  

100% SAR 100 

million 

Providing the digital financial 

products and services in 

cooperation with banks, 

together with the providing 

the digital financial 

platforms and  engaging in 

banking agency activity for 

providing the e-commerce 

payment services  

Saudi Fintech Company , 

(Closed Joint Stock 

Company) 

 

Kingdom 

of Saudi 

Arabia  

Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia  

100% SAR 

500,000 

To provide outsourced staff 

to the Bank (customer 

services, management 

support, technical support) 

Esnad Company (a 

Limited Liability Co.) 

 

The below table summarizes the Operational activities and gross revenue of the Subsidiary Companies together with 

their contributions to the Bank’s results:   

Percentage% 
Activity’s profit  

(SAR million) 
 

72% 270 Fund Management 

10% 39 Investment banking and brokerage 

18% 67 Others 

100% 376 Total operating income 
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Shares and Debt Instruments issued by each Subsidiary Companies  

Debt Instruments  Shares  

Name of Subsidiary Company  Bank’s 

Ownership  

Number of Debt 

Instruments 

Bank’s 

Ownership  

Number of 

Shares  

- - 100 % 25,000,000 Alinma Investment Company 

- - 100 % 10,000 Tanweer Real Estate Company 

- - 100 % 
300,000 

Alinma Insurance Agency for Cooperative 

Insurance 

- - 100 % 10,000,000 Saudi Fintech Company 

- - 100 % 50,000 Esnad Company 

 

Credit Rating of the Bank     

During 2019, Fitch Rating has reaffirmed the credit rating for Alinma Bank as (BBB+) with a stable outlook.  

 

Financial highlights 

Financial highlights of the Bank for the last five years are given below: 

 (SAR Million) 

Financial Position 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 

Financing, net 94,801 83,889 79,063 70,312 57,006 

Investments  23,478 18,399 15,066 6,157 6,468 

Total Assets 131,839 121,538 114,752 104,730 88,725 

Customers’ Deposits 102,063 90,128 89,065 80,612 65,695 

Total Liabilities 109,395 100,240 94,408 85,551 70,372 

Shareholders’ Equity 22,445 21,298 20,344 19,178 18,352 
 

(SAR Million) 

Operating Results 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 

Income from investment and financing, net 4,394 3,798 3,493 2,652 2,279 

Fee, Exchange and other income 1,216 1,047 880 676 784 

Total operating income 5,610 4,845 4,373 3,328 3,063 

Operating expenses (2,087)  (1,861)  (1,751) (1,513) (1,285) 

Net income before provisions 3,523 2,984 2,622 1,815 1,778 

Provision for financing and other assets  (706)  (467)  (611) (313) (308) 

Net Income before Zakat  2,817 2,517 2,011 1,502 1,470 

Zakat* (282)  340 (104) - (271) 

Net Income after Zakat 2,535 2,857 1,907 1,502 1,199 

 

* 2017 Includes SAR 42 million related to 2016. 

 

Furthermore, in December 2018, the Bank reached a settlement agreement with the General Authority for Zakat and 

Income to settle all pending Zakat claims/assessments for the years from 2009 to 2018, and the settlement resulted 

in net refund amounts to the bank of SAR 263 million. The above refund together with the surplus provisions made 

during prior years up-to 2017 aggregated to SAR 557 while the Zakat provision for the year 2018 amounted to SAR 217 
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million.  As a result the net amount of SAR 340 million has been added to the net income for the year 2018, whereas 

an amount of SAR 282 has been deducted from the year 2019 net income being the Zakat charge for the fiscal year 

2019. 

 

Operating Results 

The bank recorded net income before zakat at the end of the fiscal year 2019, amounting to SAR 2,816 million, and a 

growth of 12% compared to 2018, where the operating income grew by 16%, while operating expenses increased by 

12% and provisions by 51%, The net income after Zakat for the year 2019 reached to SAR 2.535 million compared to 

SAR 2,857 million for the year 2018, a decrease of 11%, mainly due to the reversal of the Zakat amount of SAR 340 

million in the comparative year 2018 vs the charge of SAR 282 million as a Zakat expense for the year 2019.  

 

 
  

 
*The amount of 340 million riyals was added as a result of the settlement with the Zakat and Income Authority for 

the previous years. 

** Zakat was deducted from net profit of SAR 282 million, previously deducted from the equity. 

 

Total operating income for the year ended December 31, 2019 amounted to SAR 5,610 million compared to SAR 4,845 

million for the fiscal year 2018, registering a growth of 16%. The net income from investment and financing increased 
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to SAR 4,394 million, with a growth rate of 16% compared to by SAR 3,798 million for fiscal year of 2018, and the total 

income from banking services fees, currency exchange income and return on equity investments also increased by 

16%, reaching SAR 1,216 million compared to SAR 1,047 million for the year 2018.  

On the other hand, operating expenses, increased at relatively lower rates by 12% for the year 2019 to reach SAR 

2,087 million compared to SAR 1,861 million for the year 2018. The bank has also increased provisions for credit and 

other losses by SAR 706 million to reach SAR 2,791 million at the end of 2019, compared to SAR 2,528 million at the 

end of 2018. The bank also continued to implement its plans for the strategic expansion of its branches by adding 5 

new sites for men, 4 sites for women and 36 ATMs, bringing the total number of Alinma ATMs to 1,523 by the end of 

2019. 

 

 
*Excluding Provisions 

 

Earnings per Share 

Earnings per share for the year 2019 reached to SAR 1.70, compared to SAR 1.92 for the year 2018, a decrease of 11%, 

due to the restatement of the year 2018 net profit resulting in addition of SAR 340 million as well as deducting an 

amount of SAR 282 million from the year 2019 net profit in light of the change in accounting policy during the year 

2019 to treat the Zakat and income tax in the income statement instead of the statement of changes in shareholders 

equity as was the practice in the prior years, in addition to the impact of the settlement reached in 2018 with the 

General Authority of Zakat and Income, taking into account that the year 2018 earnings per share was SAR 1.69 

excluding the impact of the Zakat restatement as previously published.   

 

Financial Position 

Investments grew by 28% to SAR 23,478 million, Financing by 13% to SAR 94,801 million while the Total Assets 

registered an overall growth of 8% to SAR 131,839 million as of the year ended Dec 31, 2019 compared to SAR 121,538 

million last year. 
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The Customer deposits increased by 13% to reach SAR 102,063 million, compared to SAR 90,128 million for the year 

2018  
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Shareholder’s equity and Capital Adequacy  

The shareholders’ equity rose to SAR 22,445 million at end of year 2019 compared to SAR 21,298 million as at 

December 31, 2018.  Despite the consistent growth in financing and investments portfolio, the Bank continues to be 

one of the highest in the industry in terms of CAR at 20% and has significant edge over the minimum required for 

the bank by the Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority and Basel 8%. 

 

Change in Major Shareholding 

Following are the changes in the composition of the major shareholders holding more than 5% of the shares: 

S Name 
Beginning of the year End of the year 

 Shares  Ownership  Shares  Ownership 

1 Public Pension Agency 160,701,000 10.71% 87,201,000 5.81% 

2 Public Investments Fund 150,000,000 10.00% 150,000,000 10.00% 

 

Financial Position by Segments 

Following is the financial analysis across its major business segments of the Bank. 

      2019 - (SAR Million) 

Total 
Investment & 

Brokerage 
Treasury Corporate Retail Particulars 

131,839 1,056 36,344 75,263 19,176 Total Assets 

109,395 220 27,742 7,044 74,389 Total Liabilities 

5,610 376 1,112 1,781 2,341 Total Operating Income 

 

    2018 - (SAR Million) 

Total 
Investment & 

Brokerage 
Treasury Corporate Retail Particulars 

121,538 907 37,167 68,209 15,256 Total Assets 

100,240 329 24,962 6,352 68,596 Total Liabilities 

4,845 351 1,014 1,581 1,899 Total Operating Income 
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Geographic Analysis of Revenue 

Almost the entire revenue has been derived from the banking activities in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The bank’s 

business locations are divided into five regions. The following table shows the bank’s revenue allocation across 

regions: 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           SAR Million 

Total Central 

Region 

Southern 

Region 

Northern 

Region 

Eastern 

Region 

Western 

Region 

Total revenue   

5,610 3,872 65 65 513 1,095 Financial year ended December 31, 2019 

4,845 3,582 48 57 440 718 Financial year ended December 31, 2018 

 

Branches and ATM networks 

The Bank opened 5 new locations for men, 4 for women during the year 2019 to bringing the total number of 

locations to 170, including 95 for men, 71 for women and 4 sales centers, in addition to operating an additional 36 

ATMs during 2019, bringing the total number of ATMs that Provided and operational by the end of 2019, 1,523 ATMs. 

 

Due to banks and other financial institutions 

Total outstanding funding from the financial sector as of December 31, 2019 amounted to SAR 3,290 million and are 

maturing maximum by March 2020. The aggregate maximum exposure during the year was SAR 6,318 million. These 

borrowings represent short term interbank deposits that are used for the day-to-day liquidity management.  Neither 

the Bank nor any of its subsidiaries has obtained any loans maturing upon demand.  

 

Dividend Distribution Policy     

As stipulated in article (43) of Alinma bank’s By-Laws, the Bank distributes its net income after deducting all general 

expenses, other costs, providing necessary reserves for bad debts, investment losses and any other items that BOD 

may consider appropriate in accordance with the Banking Control Law and SAMA directives, as follows: 

1. The shareholders' Zakat and tax liability is computed and paid by the bank to the concerned authorities. 

2. Not less than 25% is transferred to the Statutory Reserve until such reserve becomes equal to the paid up capital. 

3. At least 5% of the paid up capital may be distributed to shareholders when proposed by the Board of Directors 

and approved by the General Assembly. If the remaining profits are not sufficient to pay 5%, shareholders shall 

have no right to claim the payment during next or subsequent year/(s).The General Assembly shall have no right 

to increase the dividends beyond the one recommended by the Board of Directors. 

4. Remaining balance of profits (after allocating the amounts referred to in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 above) shall be 

appropriated as recommended by the Board of Directors and approved by the General Assembly. 

5. Based on a recommendation made from the Board of Directors, the General Assembly may allocate amounts 

from the net profits to establish social services for the employees of the “Bank” or to support existing services.   

 

During the year 2019, the Board of Directors recommended issuance of bonus shares to the bank's shareholders at 

one share for every three shares, amounting to SAR 5,000 million or 33.3% of the nominal value of the share, partly 

by transferring from the statutory reserve an amount of SAR 3,423 million and remaining SAR 1,577 million from 

retained earnings. The Board has recommended the following appropriations: 
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Following table shows the appropriation of net income, including the 

proposed issue of bonus shares: Details   

م2019 م2018   

Millions of riyals 

Net income for the year 2,535 2,852 

Retained earnings-brought forward 1,991 1,897 

Additions/Exclusions as per the regulatory and accounting 

requirements* 
- (599) 

Amount available for appropriation  4,526 4,155 

Transfer to statutory reserve (25% of net income) (634) (629) 

Proposed Issue of Bonus shares/dividend** (1,577) (1,490) 

Transferred to the Social Services Reserve and Others  (28) (45)  

Retained earnings-carried forward* 2,287 1,991 

*   The statement of changes in shareholders’ equity in the financial statements of the Bank for the year 2019 contains additional 

details about the movements in the Retained Earnings. 

** Proposed Issue of Bonus shares for year 2019 was partially funded by SAR 1,577 million from retained earnings, whereas the 

remaining amount of SAR 3,423 was funded from the statutory reserve.  

 

Accounting Framework 

In preparing the consolidated financial statements of the bank, the bank follows: 

i) The International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) approved in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and other 

standards 

and statements issued by the Saudi Organization for Certified Public Accountants (SOCPA) collectively referred to as 

the standards approved in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia”; 

ii) The provisions of the Banking Control Law, the Companies Law in force in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, and the 

Articles of Association of the Bank. 

 

On July 17, 2019, the Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority issued directives to all banks in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

regarding the treatment of zakat and income taxes in the income statement in line with IFRS and interpretations 

issued by the International Accounting Standards Board, and other standards and issuances endorsed by the Saudi 

Organization for Accountants (collectively referred to as "the International Financial Reporting Standards approved in 

the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia"). 

 

Financial Reporting 

The Board of Directors confirms the following:  

1. The financial statements prepared by the management of the Bank present fairly its state of affairs, the results 

of its operations, cash flow and changes in equity. 

2. Appropriate accounting policies have been consistently applied in preparation of financial statements, except for 

the changes as disclosed in note 3 (a) to the Consolidated Financial Statements.  Key accounting estimates, 

judgments and assumptions as used in the preparation of financial statements have been duly disclosed under 

note 2 (d) to the Consolidated Financial Statements.  

3. Proper books of accounts have been maintained as required by law. 

4. The system of internal controls is sound in design and has been effectively implemented. 

5. There are no doubts about the Bank’s ability to continue as a going concern. 

6. Apart from the information provided in note (33) to the consolidated financial statements, there are no contracts 

entered into by the Bank during the financial year 2019, in which any of the members of the Board of Directors, 

the Chief Executive Officer, the Chief Financial Officer or any other related party has any material interest. 
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Board of Directors 

The Bank is being managed by a Board of directors consisting of nine (9) members who are appointed by the 

shareholders in Ordinary General Assembly for a period of 3 years.   

 

Qualifications, Jobs and Experience of Board Members: 

Qualifications Previous Jobs Current Jobs Name 

PhD in Accounting / 

Finance - Case Western 

Reserve, USA. – CPA and 

SOCPA. 

Vice President and Executive Director of 

Finance - Al-Faisaliah group, Faculty 

member at the Institute of Public 

Administration. 

Consulting and 

membership of 

boards of directors. 

Dr. Abdulmalek bin Abdullah  

Al-Hogail 

(Chairman)  

Ph.D. Economics - 

Colorado State University, 

USA. 

Undersecretary of Ministry of Finance for 

Economic Affairs, General Coordinator 

for (GCC) negotiations 

Deputy Minister of 

Finance 

Dr. Hamad Sulaiman AlBazai (Vice 

Chairman) 

Master of Accounting - 

Western Illinois 

University, 

(CPA) from USA. 

General Manager of Abdul Latif Jameel 

Financial Services Co., General Manager 

of General Authority of Zakat and Tax, 

Manager of General Accounting Dept.  - 

SAMA, Assistant Manager of Internal 

Audit - SAMA. 

Chief Executive 

Officer -Alinma 

Bank. 

Mr. AbdulMohsen Abdul Aziz Al-

Fares 

(CEO - Managing Director) 

Master of Business 

Administration - 

American University-USA. 

Treasury Department-Saudi Aramco. Executive Director 

– Raidah 

Investment Co. 

Mohammed AbdulRahman 

Abdulatif Bin Dayel 

 

Bachelor of Accounting – 

King Saud University, 

KSA. 

Senior Financial Analyst at GOSI. Director of Local 

Shares Trading- 

Hassana 

Investment 

Company 

Mr. AbdulMuhsin Abdul Aziz Al-

Hussein 

Master of Business 

Administration - Stanford 

University, USA. 

Master of Engineering - 

Princeton University, USA. 

Executive Vice President, Finance – SABIC 

Executive Vice President, Shared Services 

– SABIC 

CEO of National 

Industrialization 

Company (Tasnee) 

Eng. Mutlaq Hamad Al Morished  

Master of Finance - 

University of Denver, 

USA. 

SEDCO Holding Group - Managing 

Director of Real Estate Investments, 

National Commercial Bank (NCB) – 

Corporate Banking Sector Head, National 

Commercial Bank (NCB) – Chief Risk 

Officer,  Head of Credit Approvals   (NCB)  

Owner of 

Abdulrahman 

Mohammed Ramzi 

Addas Financial 

Consulting for non-

securities 

Abdulrahman Mohammed Ramzi 

Abdulrahman Addas 

PhD in Public 

Administration - Florida 

State University, USA. 

Dean of College of Business 

Administration  

Professor – Retired Dr. Saud Muhammad Al Nemer 

Business management 

(investment 

management) - USA. 

Head of wealth management (then Chief 

Executive charged)-Saudi Fransi Capita - 

Head of asset management- Aran 

National Investment - Head of portfolio 

management-NCB. 

Independent 

investment and 

management 

consultant 

 

Hytham Rashid AbdulAziz AL 

sheikh Mubarak 
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Qualifications, Jobs and Experience of the Non-Board Committee Members: 

Qualifications Previous Jobs Current Jobs Name   

PhD in Accounting - 

University of Colorado 

- USA 

Part-time consultant - Ministry of 

Health, Head of the Accounting 

Department - King Saud University. 

Prince Sultan University - Vice 

President for Administrative and 

Financial Affairs 

Dr. Saad bin Saleh Al-

Rowaite 

PhD in Accounting and 

Finance - University of 

Dundee, USA. 

Lecturer, Accounting Department - 

King Saud University, Assistant 

Account Auditor – Saudi Industrial 

Development Fund. 

Head of the Accounting Department, 

and the General Supervisor of the 

Internal Audit Unit - King Saud 

University 

Dr. Ahmed Abdullah Al 

Moneef 

 

Board of Directors’ Meetings  

The Board held Six (6) meetings during the financial year 2019 as shown in the table below: 

Member Name 
Membership 

status 
Other Directorship 

Meetings Date 

T
o

ta
l

 

2
0

19
/

0
1

/
2

8
 

2
0

19
/

0
3

/
26

 

2
0

19
/

0
6

/
2

5
 

2
0

19
/

0
9

/
17

 

2
0

19
/

10/
2

8
 

2
0

19
/

12/
2

5
 

Dr. Abdulmalek bin Abdullah bin 

Hamad Al-Hogail 

(Chairman) ** 

Independent Saudi Electricity Co., Saudi Company 

for Maritime Transport, Americana 

Group - Kuwait food, National 

Chemical Carriers 

- - √ √ √ √ 4 

Dr. Hamad Sulaiman AlBazai 

(Vice Chairman) 

Non- Executive Southern Cement Company, Building 

Development Company 
√ √ √ √ √ √ 6 

Mr. AbdulMohsen Abdul Aziz 

Al-Fares 

(CEO - Managing Director) 

Executive Alinma Investment Co, Alinma Tokyo 

Marine Co, Ersal Money Transfer, 

Saudi Fintech Company, JEC Fund, 

Endowment Funds 

√ √ √ √ √ √ 6 

Mr.Mohammed AbdulRahman 

Abdulatif Bin Dayel** 

 

Non- Executive Raza Real Estate Company 

- - √ √ √ √ 4 

Mr. AbdulMuhsin Abdul Aziz 

Al-Hussein 

Non- Executive - 
√ √ √ √ √ √ 6 

Eng. Mutlaq Hamad Al Morished 

Non- Executive Alinma Tokyo Marine Co, Saudi 

Arabian City Group Company, Metal 

company 

√ √ √ √ √ √ 6 

Mr. Abdulrahman Mohammed 

Ramzi Abdulrahman Addas*** 

Independent Savola Group, Saudi Spring Food 

Company, Ahmed Mohamed Saleh 

Baeshen Company, Diyar Al Khayyal 

Real Estate Development Company, 

Tunisian Saudi Bank, Arcoma 

Company 

- - - - - √ 1 

Dr. Saud Muhammad Al Nemer** Independent Saudi Public Transport Company - - √ √ √ √ 4 

Mr. Hytham Rashid AbdulAziz 

Al-AlShaikh Mubarak** 

 

Independent - 

- - √ √ √ √ 4 

Eng. 

AbdulAziz Abdullah Al-Zamil**** 

Independent Sipchem International, Al-Zamil 

Group 
√ - √ - - - 2 
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Member Name 
Membership 

status 
Other Directorship 

Meetings Date 

T
o

ta
l

 

2
0

19
/

0
1

/
2

8
 

2
0

19
/

0
3

/
26

 

2
0

19
/

0
6

/
2

5
 

2
0

19
/

0
9

/
17

 

2
0

19
/

10/
2

8
 

2
0

19
/

12/
2

5
 

Dr. Saad Attia Al-Ghamdi* Independent - √ √ - - - - 2 

Mr. Saad Ali Al-Kathiry* Non- Executive Saudi Industrial Investment Group √ √ - - - - 2 

Mr. Khalid Mohammed Al-Aboodi* 

Independent Anfal Capital, The Saudi Agricultural 

Investment and Animal Production 

(Salik) 

√ √ - - - - 2 

Mr. Mohammed Sulaiman 

Abanumay* 

Independent - 
√ - - - - - 1 

 

* Membership expires on 20/05/ 2019    ** Beginning of membership on 21/05/2019 

*** Beginning of membership on 20/11/2019    ****Membership expires on 06/10/2019 

 

Committees of the Board of Directors 

The Board has formed various committees to assist in discharging its duties and responsibilities, as follows: 

- Executive Committee  

- Nominations and Remuneration Committee  

- Audit Committee  

- Risk Management Committee  

 

Executive Committee  

The Executive Committee has been formed by the Board of Directors, as stipulated by Article (20) of the Bank’s 

Articles of Association. The Executive Committee exercises all powers conferred upon it by the Board of Directors. 

The committee is composed of five (5) members and headed by the Chairman of the Board of Directors. Its meetings 

are deemed valid if attended by at least three (3) members. 

The committee held nine (9) meetings during the financial year 2019 as shown in the table below: 
 

Name  

Meeting date  

2
0

19
/

0
1

/
15

 

2
0

19
/

0
2

/
11

 

2
0

19
/

0
3

/
12

 

2
0

19
/

0
4

/
16

 

2
0

19
/

0
4

/
30

 

2
0

19
/

0
7

/
13

 

2
0

19
/

0
9

/
17

 

2
0

19
/

10/
31

 

2
0

19
/

12/
17

 

T
o

ta
l 

Dr. Abdulmalek bin Abdullah bin Hamad Al-Hogail 

(Chairman)  **  
- - - - - √ √ √ √ 4 

Mr. AbdulMohsen Abdul Aziz Al-Fares √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 9 

Mr.Mohammed AbdulRahman Abdulatif Bin Dayel** - - - - - √ √ √ √ 4 

Eng. Mutlaq Hamad Al Morished** - - - - - √ √ √ √ 4 

Mr.Abdulrahman Mohammed Ramzi Abdulrahman 

Addas*** 
- - - - - - - - √ 1 

Eng. AbdulAziz Abdullah Al-Zamil**** √ √ √ - - - - - - 3 

Mr. AbdulMuhsin Abdul Aziz Al-Hussein* √ √ √ √ √ - - - - 5 

Mr. Khalid Mohammed Al-Aboodi* √ √ √ √ √ - - - - 5 

Mr. Mohammed Sulaiman Abanumay* √ √ √ √ - - - - - 4 

* Membership expires on 20/05/ 2019   ** Beginning of membership on 21/05/2019 

*** Beginning of membership on 20/11/2019   **** Membership expires on 06/10/2019 
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Nominations and Remuneration Committee  

The Benefits and Compensations Committee has been formed by the Board of Directors and is composed of four (4) 

members.  The Committee is responsible for nominating Board members and ensuring their independence. It is also 

responsible to formulate policies for benefits and compensation of Board members and senior executives. 

4 meetings were held during the financial year 2019, and were attended by members as shown in the table below: 

 

Name  
Meeting date 

Total 
15/01/2019 25/03/2019 22/10/2019 11/11/2019 

Dr. Saud Muhammad Al Nemer )Chairman) ** - - √ √ 2 

Dr. Hamad Sulaiman AlBazai** - - √ √ 2 

Mr. AbdulMuhsin Abdul Aziz Al-Hussein** - - √ √ 2 

Mr.Hytham Rashid AbdulAziz Al-AlShaikh 

Mubarak** 
- - - √ 1 

Dr. Saad Attia Al-Ghamdi* √ √ - - 2 

Mr. Saad Ali Al-Kathiry* √ √ - - 2 

Eng. Mutlaq Hamad Al Morished* - √ - - 1 

Mr. Mohammed Sulaiman Abanumay* √ √ - - 2 

* Membership expires on 20/05/ 2019    ** Beginning of membership on 21/05/2019 

 

Audit Committee  

The Audit Committee is composed of three (3) non-executive members, two of them are independent non- Board 

Members. The bank has obtained the No Objection of the Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority, the supervisory 

authority for the banking sector in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, by letter No. (67/65697) dated 11/01 / 1440H for the 

Bank General Assembly Decision No. 12/2019 dated 07/19/1440 forming the committee.  The audit committee will 

study the financial statements and accounting and control policies and supervise the work of internal auditing and 

liaise with the external auditors to ensure their independence, The committee held five (5) meetings during the fiscal 

year 2019 CE as shown in the table following: 

Name  
Meeting date 

Total 
23/01/2019 14/04/2019 13/07/2019 09/09/2019 13/10/2019 

Eng. Mutlaq Hamad Al Morished (Chairman) 

** 
- - √ √ √ 3 

Dr. Ahmed Abdullah Al Moneef  √ √ √ √ √ 5 

Dr. Saad bin Saleh Al-Rowaite **** - - √ √ √ 3 

Dr. Saad Attia Al-Ghamdi* √ √ - - - 2 

Dr. Saud Muhammad Al Nemer*** √ √ - - - 2 

* Membership of the Board of Directors ended on 20/05/ 2019 

** Beginning of membership of the members of the Board of Directors on 21/05/2019 

*** The termination of membership of non-members of the Board of Directors on 20/5/2019 

**** Beginning of membership of non-members of the Board of Directors on 5/21/2019 
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Risk Management Committee  

Risk Management Committee has been formed to assist the Board in overseeing the enterprise risk management 

process and to discharge other related responsibilities. The Risk Management Committee is composed of four (4) 

members. It has held two (2) meetings during the financial year 2019 as shown in the following table: 

Name 
Meeting date 

Total 
05/02/2019 11/11/2019 

Dr. Hamad Sulaiman AlBazai (Chairman) √ √ 2 

Mr. AbdulMohsen Abdul Aziz Al-Fares √ √ 2 

Dr. Saud Muhammad Al Nemer** - √ 1 

Mr.Hytham Rashid AbdulAziz Al-AlShaikh Mubarak** - √ 1 

Mr. AbdulMuhsin Abdul Aziz Al-Hussein* √ - 1 

Mr. Saad Ali Al-Kathiry* √ - 1 

 

* Membership expires on 20/05/ 2019   ** Beginning of membership on 21/05/2019 

 

Notifying the Board of Directors of shareholders' suggestions and observations:  

The Board of Directors’ are regularly updated on all comments and suggestions received from the shareholders. 

 

Sharia’h Board  

Alinma Bank is committed to conduct its business in compliance with Sharia’h.  Article (50) of the Articles of 

Association stipulates that "all the company's business shall be subject to the provisions and controls of Sharia’h".  

The bank appointed a Sharia’h Board to provide guidance, supervision and monitoring of all business conducted by 

the Bank.  The Sharia’h Board has the following four members, all of whom are specialized in the jurisprudence of 

Islamic finance and economics: 

- Dr. Abdul Rahman Ben Saleh Al Atram   – Chairman 

- Dr. Abdullah Ben Wakeel Al Sheikh     – Deputy Chairman 

- Dr. Suleiman Ben Turkey Al Turkey     – Member 

- Dr. Yousef Ben Abdullah Al-Shubaily     – Member 

To achieve its objectives, Sharia’a Board is supported by Sharia’a group, which is one of the important groups within 

the organizational structure of the Bank. 

 

Executive Management 

The executive management is composed of a number of executives headed by the CEO who manage the day-to-day 

business of the Bank. 
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Qualifications, Jobs and experience of Executive Management: 

Qualifications Previous Jobs Current Jobs Name    

Master of Accounting - 

Western Illinois 

University, 

(CPA) from USA. 

General Manager of Abdul Latif Jameel Financial Services Co. 

General Manager of General Authority of Zakat and Tax, 

Manager of General Accountant Dept. – SAMA, Assistant 

Manager of Internal Audit – SAMA. 

Chief 

Executive 

Officer -

Alinma Bank. 

Mr. AbdulMohsen 

Abdul Aziz Al-

Fares 

(CEO - Managing 

Director) 

1 

Bachelor Computer 

Science - Boston 

University, USA 

General Manager Information Technology and Operations-

Alinma Bank, Head of Data Security, Systems Analyst at Saudi 

Arabian Monetary Authority. 

VP, Retail 

Banking 

Group  

Mr. Ibrahim 

Suleiman AlSayari 

2 

Master of Business 

Administration – King 

Fahad University, KSA 

General Manager Corporate Banking- Bank Albilad, 

Head of Commercial Banking -Eastern Region, NCB, 

Head of Corporate Banking Services, United Saudi Commercial 

Bank 

VP, Corporate 

Banking 

Group  

Mr. Emad 

AbdulRahman 

AlButairi 

3 

Bachelor of Industrial 

Management – King 

Fahad University, KSA 

Head of Investment and Treasury-Gulf International Bank, 

Senior Deputy Treasurer-Riyad Bank, 

Assistant General Manager of Portfolios-ANB 

VP, Treasury 

Group 

Mr. Abdullah 

Jamaan Al 

Zahrani 

4 

Bachelor of Science-

Computer Engineering-

King Saud University, 

KSA 

General Manager-Information Technology-Alinma Bank, 

Deputy General Manager- Information Technology-Alinma 

Bank, Head of Information Security-Saudi Telecom Company, 

Head of the Systems Section-Saudi Arabian Monetary 

Authority  

VP, Shared 

Services 

Mr. Meshary 

AbdulAziz 

AlJubair 

5 

Ph.D.  

Business 

Administration – 

Lyceum Northwestern 

University, USA. 

General Manager Human Capital Division ,CEO of Elite World 

Co for Professional Recruitment and Human Resource 

Services, 

Vice President of Human Resources Group Samama, 

Head of Human Resources and Development, Al Rajhi Bank. 

VP, Strategy 

and Business 

Excellence 

Dr. Sulaiman Ali 

AlHudaif 

6 

Master of Business 

Administration - 

University of Manila, 

Philippines. 

Head of Risk – Central Region – SAMBA. 

Deputy Manager Risk – Central Region – SAMBA, 

Head of Corporate Risk and advisor – SAMBA. 

CRO & VP, 

Risk 

Management  

Mr. Felipe 

Montalban 

Cortejos 

7 

-Bachelor of Commerce 

from Karachi 

University, Pakistan, 

Fellow Member of the 

Institute of Chartered 

Accountants of 

Pakistan (FCA).  

CFO and Executive Vice President of Finance at Faysal Bank 

Ltd. – Pakistan. 

CFO and Company Secretary at Prudential Group – Pakistan, 

CFO and Company Secretary at Group Dawood - Pakistan 

CFO and 

General 

Manager 

Finance  

Mr. Muhammad 

Iqbal Ibrahim  

8 

Master of Information 

Systems - King Saud 

University, KSA 

Deputy Director General Manager of the Human Capital - 

Alinma Bank, Deputy General Manager of the Information 

Technology - Alinma Bank, Manager of Information Security 

Awareness Department - Saudi Telecom Company, Teaching 

Assistant - King Saud University. 

General 

Manager 

Human 

Capital  

Mr. Abdullah 

Mohammed 

AlSalamah 

9 

Ph.D.  

Accounting from - 

University of 

Melbourne - Australia 

Executive Manager-PwC, 

Head of Accounting Department, King Saud University, Head 

of the Control Project Team – KSU. 

General 

Manager, 

Internal Audit  

Dr. Mohammed 

Sultan Alsehali 

10 

High School - Banking 

experience for 29 years. 

Deputy General Manager, Corporate Operations, Alinma Bank, 

Assistant General Manager, Operations and Technology 

Samba, 

Senior Operations and Technology Manager, Samba 

General 

Manager, 

Operations  

Mr. Ghurmallah 

Khader Al-Zahrani 

11 
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Boards’ Remunerations 
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275,000 12,000 20,000 - - - 307,000 - - - - - - - - 307,000 -

50,000 3,000 5,000 - - - 58,000 - - - - - - - - 58,000 6,352

275,000 12,000 9,000 - - - 296,000 - - - - - - - - 296,000 -

275,000 6,000 6,000 - - - 287,000 - - - - - - - - 287,000 -

345,000 3,000 15,000 - - - 363,000 - - - - - - - - 363,000 -

175,000 6,000 6,000 - - - 187,000 - - - - - - - - 187,000 5,944

175,000 6,000 25,000 - - - 206,000 - - - - - - - - 206,000 -

175,000 3,000 26,000 - - - 204,000 - - - - - - - - 204,000 -

1,745,000 51,000 112,000 - - - 1,908,000 - - - - - - - - 1,908,000 12,296

450,000 18,000 12,000  -    -  - 480,000  -  -    -  -  -    -    -    - 480,000    -

275,000 12,000 20,000  -    -  - 307,000  -  -    -  -  -    -    -    - 307,000    -

448,000 18,000 34,000  -    -  - 500,000  -  -    -  -  -    -    -    - 500,000    -

450,000 18,000 23,000  -    -  - 491,000  -  -    -  -  -    -    -    - 491,000    -

175,000 6,000 9,000 - - - 190,000 - - - - - - - - 190,000    -

1,798,000 72,000 98,000 - - - 1,968,000 - - - - - - - - 1,968,000 -

431,000 18,000 51,000 - - - 500,000 - - - - - - - - 500,000    -

431,000 18,000 51,000 - - - 500,000 - - - - - - - - 500,000 -

Mr. AbdulMohsen Abdul Aziz Al-Fares

 Total

Dr. Saad Attia Al-Ghamdi

 Total

Dr. Hamad Sulaiman AlBazai

Eng. Mutlaq Hamad Al Morished

 Total

Third: Executive Directors

Mr. Khalid Mohammed Al-Aboodi

Mr. Mohammed Sulaiman Abanumay

Second:  Non- Executive Directors

Mr.Mohammed AbdulRahman Abdulatif Bin Dayel

Mr. AbdulMuhsin Abdul Aziz Al-Hussein

Mr. Saad Ali Al-Kathiry

Dr. Abdulmalek bin Abdullah bin Hamad Al-Hogail  

Mr.Abdulrahman Mohammed Ramzi Abdulrahman Addas

Dr. Saud Muhammad Al Nemer

Mr.Hytham Rashid AbdulAziz Al-AlShaikh Mubarak

Eng. AbdulAziz Abdullah Al-Zamil
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Variable remunerationsFixed remunerations

 Members of Board of Directors

 
 

Board Members and Executive Management Compensation Policy 

The Bank complies with the provisions of the Companies Law and instructions issued by supervisory authorities on 

the banking sector in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Total remuneration received by a Board member during the fiscal 

year, including financial or in-kind benefits and privileges, shall not exceed SAR 500,000 in total. Compensations of 

employees and senior executives shall be determined in accordance with contracts, policies, and resolutions 

approved by the Board of Directors in this regard in light of relevant rules and regulations issued by supervisory 

bodies on the banking sector in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.  
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Remuneration of Members of Committees              

Total SAR  
Allowance for attending 

Committee meetings 

Fixed Remuneration 

(Except for the allowance 

for attending Committee 

meetings) 

 

Audit Committee Members 

9,000 9,000 - 
Eng. Mutlaq Hamad Al Morished (Chairman) 
** 

118,000 18,000 100,000 Dr. Ahmed Abdullah Al Moneef  

69,833 9,000 60,833 Dr. Saad bin Saleh Al-Rowaite **** 

6,000 6,000 - Dr. Saad Attia Al-Ghamdi* 

44,892 6,000 38,892 Dr. Saud Muhammad Al Nemer*** 

247,725 48,000 199,725 Total 

* Membership of the Audit Committee ended on 20/05/ 2019 

** Beginning of membership of the members of the Audit Committee on 21/05/2019 

*** The termination of membership of non-members of the Audit Committee on 20/5/2019 

**** Beginning of membership of non-members of the Audit Committee on 5/21/2019 
 

* Membership expires on 20/05/ 2019   ** Beginning of membership on 21/05/2019 

Total SAR  
Allowance for attending 

Committee meetings 

Fixed Remuneration 

(Except for the allowance 

for attending Committee 

meetings) 

 

Nomination and Remuneration Committee Members 

6,000 6,000 - Dr. Saud Muhammad Al Nemer )Chairman) ** 

6,000 6,000 - Dr. Hamad Sulaiman AlBazai** 

6,000 6,000 - Mr. AbdulMuhsin Abdul Aziz Al-Hussein** 

3,000 3,000 - Mr.Hytham Rashid AbdulAziz Al-AlShaikh Mubarak** 

6,000 6,000 - Dr. Saad Attia Al-Ghamdi* 

6,000 6,000 - Mr. Saad Ali Al-Kathiry* 

3,000 3,000 - Eng. Mutlaq Hamad Al Morished* 

6,000 6,000 - Mr. Mohammed Sulaiman Abanumay* 

42,000 42,000 - Total 
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Total SAR  
Allowance for attending 

Committee meetings 

Fixed Remuneration 

(Except for the allowance 

for attending Committee 

meetings) 

 

Risk Management Committee 

6,000 6,000 - Dr. Hamad Sulaiman AlBazai (Chairman) 

6,000 6,000 - Mr. AbdulMohsen Abdul Aziz Al-Fares 

3,000 3,000 - Dr. Saud Muhammad Al Nemer** 

3,000 3,000 - 
Mr.Hytham Rashid AbdulAziz Al-AlShaikh 

Mubarak** 

3,000 3,000 - Mr. AbdulMuhsin Abdul Aziz Al-Hussein* 

3,000 3,000 - Mr. Saad Ali Al-Kathiry* 

24,000 24,000 - Total 

* Membership expires on 20/05/ 2019 

** Beginning of membership on 21/05/2019 

 

Total SAR  
Allowance for attending 

Committee meetings 

Fixed Remuneration 

(Except for the allowance 

for attending Committee 

meetings) 

 

Executive Committee  

20,000 20,000 - 
Dr. Abdulmalek bin Abdullah bin Hamad Al-Hogail 

(Chairman)  **  

45,000 45,000 - Mr. AbdulMohsen Abdul Aziz Al-Fares 

20,000 20,000 - 
Mr.Mohammed AbdulRahman Abdulatif Bin 

Dayel** 

20,000 20,000 - Eng. Mutlaq Hamad Al Morished** 

5,000 5,000 - 
Mr.Abdulrahman Mohammed Ramzi Abdulrahman 

Addas*** 

15,000 15,000 - Eng. AbdulAziz Abdullah Al-Zamil**** 

25,000 25,000 - Mr. AbdulMuhsin Abdul Aziz Al-Hussein* 

25,000 25,000 - Mr. Khalid Mohammed Al-Aboodi* 

20,000 20,000 - Mr. Mohammed Sulaiman Abanumay* 

195,000 195,000 - Total 

* Membership expires on 20/05/ 2019   ** Beginning of membership on 21/05/2019 

*** Beginning of membership on 20/11/2019   **** Membership expires on 06/10/2019 
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Remunerations of Senior Executives 

 

Ownership of the Bank's shares by the Chairman and members of the Board of Directors and 

Senior Executives and their spouses and minor children 

Description of all ownership by members of the Board of Directors, their spouses and minor children in the shares, 

Sukuks and other instruments issued by the Bank or any of its subsidiaries 

S Member’s Name 
Beginning of the year End of the year Net 

change 

% 

change No. of Share Sukuks No. of Share Sukuks 

1 
Dr. Abdulmalek bin Abdullah bin 

Hamad Al-Hogail 

- - 150,000 - 150,000 100% 

2 Dr. Hamad Sulaiman AlBazai  46,000 - 90,500 - 44,500 96.73% 

3 Mr. AbdulMohsen Abdul Aziz Al-Fares 710,000 - 710,000 - - - 

4 
Mr. Mohammed AbdulRahman 

Abdullatif Bin Dayel 

1,000 - 1,000 - - - 

5 
Mr. AbdulMuhsin Abdul Aziz Al-

Hussein 

- - - - - - 

6 Eng. Mutlaq Hamad Al Morished  21,000 - 21,000 - - - 

7 
Mr. Abdulrahman Mohammed Ramzi 

Abdulrahman Addas 

859 - 859 - - - 

8 Dr. Saud Muhammad Al Nemer 50,000 - 50,000 - - - 

9 
Mr. Hytham Rashid AbdulAziz Al-

AlShaikh Mubarak 
- - - - - - 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Top Six Senior Executives who received the highest compensation and remuneration from the bank, 

including the CEO and CFO 
Total SAR 

Fixed remunerations 

Salaries 15,279,854 

Allowances 3,509,632 

In-kind benefits - 

Totals  18,789,486 

Variable remunerations 

Periodic remunerations 9,865,306 

Profits - 

Short-term incentive plans - 

Long-term incentive plans - 

Granted shares (Market value at the vesting date) - 

Totals  9,865,306 

End- of service  award 18,032,942 

Total remunerations for Board executives 431,000 

Aggregate Amount 47,118,734 
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Description of all ownership by senior executives, their spouses and minor children in the shares, Sukuks and other 

instruments issued by the Bank or any of its subsidiaries 

S  Senior executive’s Name 
Beginning of the year End of the year Net 

change 
% change 

No. of Share Sukuks No. of Share Sukuks 

1 Mr. Ibrahim Suleiman AlSayari 36,600 - - - (36,600) 100) )% 

2 Mr. Emad AbdulRahman AlButairi 134,859 - 134,859 - - - 

3 Mr. Abdullah Jamaan Al Zahrani  3,359 - 3,359 - - - 

4 Meshary AbdulAziz AlJubair 86,086 - 86,086 - - - 

5 Mr. Muhammad Iqbal Ibrahim 15,000 - 18,000 - 3000 20% 

6 Dr. Mohammed Sultan Alsehali 1,200 - 1,700 - 500 41,66% 

7 Dr. Sulaiman Ali AlHudaif - - 18,350 - 18,350 100% 

8 Mr. Abdullah Mohammed AlSalamah 9,599  16,309 - 6,710 69.90% 

 

Legal Penalties and Sanctions 

The bank has not been imposed to any material penalties during the year. Following are the penalties imposed on 

Alinma bank during 2019: 

First\ SAMA penalties:  

Current Financial Year Violation 

Total amount of financial 

penalties in Saudi Riyals 

Number of 

penalties  
 

352,500 9 Violation of Supervisory directives 

155,000 1 
Violation of directives for conducting  due diligence related to the 

Anti- Money laundering and the Financing  of Terrorism 
 

Second: Sanctions and penalties imposed by other supervisory bodies: 

Current Financial Year Violation 

Total amount of financial 

penalties in Saudi Riyals 

Number of 

penalties  
 

1,649,200 4 
ATM rooms space rules and advertisement posters- 

Riyadh Region Municipality 
  

These penalties were mainly related to operational issues that have been rectified subsequently. 

 

Corporate Governance provisions implementation  

In general, the bank ensures compliance with the guidance provided by the Corporate Governance Regulations 

issued by the Capital Market Authority as well as the Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority (SAMA).   

 

 

Social contribution to the Society 

The bank allocates a percentage not exceeding 1% of the net profits each year to the account of the community 

service reserve, and the payments were made from the reserve in accordance with the programs, amounts and 

powers approved by the Board of Directors. 

During the year 2019, the following was spent from the Community Service Reserve: 
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S Social contribution Amount (SAR) 

1 The bank's participation in supporting the Autism Center of Excellence 7,500,000 

2 Participate in the 2019 Etaam campaign 150,000 

3 
Support the Saudi Charitable Society for Alzheimer's Disease in the Alzheimer's Crane 

Program 

325,600 

4 The bank’s contribution to the Alinma Fund for Orphan Care 1,000,000 

5 The bank’s contribution to the Development Fund , Care  1,000,000 

6 The bank’s contribution to the Development Fund for Mosques 1,000,000 

           Total  10,975,600 

 

General Assembly Meetings during the year 

The General Assembly held an extra ordinary meeting in 26 March 2019.  Following table provides the names of the 

members of the Board who attended the meeting: 

Attendance * 

Name Assembly meeting 

1 Eng. AbdulAziz Abdullah Al-Zamil × 

2 Dr. Saad Attia Al-Ghamdi √ 

3 Mr. AbdulMohsen Abdul Aziz Al-Fares √ 

4 Dr. Hamad Suleiman Al-Bazai √ 

5 Hussein-Mr. AbdulMuhsin Abdul Aziz Al √ 

6 Mr. Saad Ali Al-Kathiry √ 

7 Eng. Mutlaq Hamad Al Morished √ 

8 Mr. Khalid Mohammed Al-Aboodi √ 

9 Mr. Mohammed Sulaiman Abanumay × 

 

Regulatory accrued obligation  

The estimated Zakat for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2019 amounted to SAR 282 million, whereas the 

withholding tax and value-added tax due at the end of the fiscal year 2019 amounted to SAR 2 million and SAR 4 

million, respectively. 

In July 17, 2019, the Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority instructed all the banks in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to 

account for the Zakat and income tax in the income statement instead of the list of changes in shareholders ’equity, 

which aligns with the IFRS and its interpretations as endorsed in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Accordingly, the bank 

changed its accounting policy for the Zakat retrospectively as required by the IAS 8 "Accounting policies, changes in 

accounting estimates and errors". 

As a result of the retrospective changes, an amount of SAR 340 million was added to the net income for the year 

2018 to reach SAR 2,857 million in addition to increasing the earnings per share by SAR 0.23 to reach SAR 1.92 

 

Staff Benefits  

Benefits and compensation are paid to employees in accordance with the provisions of the Saudi Labor Law.  As at 

December 31, 2019, the accumulated balance due to employees on account of the end of service benefits obligation 

amounted to SAR 347 million.  Additionally, the Bank and its employees make monthly contributions towards the 

General Organization for Social Insurance (GOSI) for staff welfare as per the Saudi Labor Law.   
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Treasury Shares 

As required by the CMA new guidance document, below are the details of treasury shares held by the Bank along 

with its intended use in future.  

Usage details 
Date of 

acquisition  
Value 

Number of treasury shares held by the 

Bank as on December 31, 2019 

For future Employee  share based plans 2012 103,475,000 10,036,372 

 

Shareholders' Records Requests 

Below are the details of the number and dates of the Company's requests for the Shareholders Records: 

Number of  

Shareholders 

Records requests 

Date of 

request  
Reasons 

1 24/02/2019 To answer shareholder inquiries regarding shares 

2 25/02/2019 Update the register of shareholders 

3 20/03/2019 Ordinary General Assembly No. (9)   & Dividend distribution for the year 2018. 

4 26/12/2019 Requirements for preparing the Board of Directors Report for 2019 

 

Transactions with related parties 

Following are transactions with related parties whereas the Board members of the Bank Mr. AbdulMohsen Abdul 

Aziz Al-Fares and Eng. Mutlaq Hamad Al Morished have an indirect interest, being members of the Board of Directors 

of Alinma Tokyo Marine Company, wherein the bank owns 28.75% of the shares, as shown in the below table:  

 

Related party 
Relation 

type 
Transaction type Duration Value 

Alinma Tokyo Marine Co 

 

Contractual  Services 1 Year 
Transactions in 2019 consisted of the bank's total 

premiums of SAR 3,768 thousand 

Contractual  Insurance 1 Year 

Transactions in 2019 consisted of issuing and 

renewing the bank's insurance policies in total 

installments of SAR 27,702 thousand paid claims 

of SAR 13,446 thousand and outstanding claims of 

SAR 1,070 thousand. 

Alinma Tokyo Marine Co 

and Alinma Investment Co. 
Contractual  

Investment 

Agreement 
1 Year 

The transactions made in 2019 as an investment 

agreement of SAR 34,085 thousand  

 

Waiver of rights/interest by Board Members, Senior Executives or Shareholders  

The Bank does not have any information about any arrangement or agreement by virtue of which any Board 

member(s), senior executive(s) or Shareholder(s) has waived its right to receive dividend or any other interest in the 

Bank. 

Internal Control System 

The management is responsible for establishing and maintaining an adequate and effective system of internal 

controls for implementing strategies and policies as approved by Board of Directors. The system of internal controls 

is based on what management considers to be appropriate for the Bank’s activities, considering the materiality of 

the financial and other risks inherent in those activities and the relative costs and benefits of implementing specific 

controls. It is designed to manage rather than eliminate the risk of failure to achieve business objectives and, as 
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such, provides reasonable, but not absolute, assurance against material misstatement and loss. In addition, the 

General Assembly has formed an Audit Committee, which periodically reviews the reports submitted by the 

internal/external auditors. Such reports also include the evaluation of the effectiveness or otherwise of the internal 

controls.  In view of the above, we believe that the bank has a reasonably sound and effective system of internal 

controls in force, both in design and implementation. During the year, there have been no material observations in 

respect of the effectiveness of internal control system and procedures of the Bank. 

 

Work ethics 

Since its inception, Alinma Bank has been pursuing a business environment which is committed to the highest 

ethical standards stemming from the rules, regulations and guidance issued by the Sharia and regulatory authorities. 

It is continuously striving to inculcate amongst its employees the ethics to improve service quality for its partners. 

The Bank also encourages its employees through training and awareness programs to demonstrate accountability, 

honesty, innovation and respect to all partners and colleagues at work, together with avoiding any acts that may 

contradict the Islamic values, the bank image or regulations and supervisory controls. 

 

Risk identification and Management: 

During normal course of business, the Bank is exposed to various risks. Systems and procedures are in place in 

Alinma to identify, control and report the major risks that could be encountered by the bank.  The major risk types 

that might be encountered by the bank are as follows:  

 

Credit risk:   

Credit risk is the risk that counterparty may fail to meet its obligations towards the Bank and, therefore, could result 

in a financial loss for the Bank. The Bank actively manages its credit risk exposure through the establishment of 

Credit Risk Policies and procedures which provide guidance, among others, on target market, risk acceptance criteria, 

minimum disclosure from customers, review and approval process, concentration limits in addition to the day to day 

account management.  

 

Market risk:  

Market risk is the risk that the fair value or the future cash flows of the financial instruments will fluctuate due to 

changes in market variables such as equity prices, profit rates, foreign exchange rates, and commodity prices.  

The Bank has a Market Risk Management team under the Risk Management Group that regularly monitors the 

Market risks including liquidity risk of the bank.   
 

Liquidity risk 

Liquidity risk is the risk that the Bank will encounter difficulty in meeting obligations associated with its financial 

liabilities that are settled by delivering cash or other financial assets. Liquidity risk can be caused by market 

disruptions or credit downgrades, which may cause certain sources of funding to dry up immediately. To mitigate 

this risk, management has diversified funding sources and assets are managed with liquidity into consideration, 

maintaining an adequate balance of cash and cash equivalents.  

Exposure to above mentioned risks is monitored by various committees of directors and management.  The Board of 

Directors has also constituted a Risk Management Committee to assist the Board in overseeing the Enterprise risk 

management process and to discharge related responsibilities. A detailed discussion on significant risks and 

mitigation strategies is included in notes 26 to 31 of attached consolidated financial statements. 
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Small and Medium Enterprises 

SMEs shall be defined as follows: 

Staff Revenues Type of Enterprise 

1 to 5 0 to 3 M Micro Enterprise 

6 to 49 3 to 40 M Small Enterprise 

50 to 249 40 to 200 M Medium Enterprise 

Above Large Enterprise 

 

Total number of employees in the SME sector in the bank stood at 34 employees at the end of the fiscal year 2019. 

During the year, the bank focused on developing the business of the SME sector through:  

- Expanding the SME services in all regions of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

- Expansion through Kafalah program for financing Small and Medium Enterprises; 

- Designing and developing new products and services tailored to meet the needs of the SME sector 

- Designing and implementing unique training programs targeting partners, employees, and fresh graduates in 

order to train and prepare them to serve the SME sector. Training days were as follows: 

 

No of Training Day  
 

62 Number of man-days training provided to staff of the Small and Medium Enterprises 

3 Number of man-days training provided to partners of the Small and Medium Enterprises 
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The following are the main performance indicators of the SME sector during the year 2019 compared to 2018: 

2019 (SAR ‘000) 

 

Micro 

Enterprise 

Small 

Enterprise 

Medium 

Enterprise 

Large 

Enterprise Total 

Small and Medium enterprises Financing - On 

Balance Sheet 7,122 265,828 1,732,713 793,999 2,799,662 

Small and Medium enterprises Financing - Off the 

Balance Sheet - 23,184 174,701 79,885 277,770 

SMEs Financing as a percentage of total financing 

was -  On Balance Sheet %0.009 %0.34 %2.24 1.03% %3.62 

SMEs Financing as a percentage of total financing 

- off  Balance Sheet - %0.20 %1.50 %0.69 %2.38 

Number of Financing transactions (on/off Balance 

Sheet) 2 64 876 397 1,339 

Number of Financing customers ( on/off Balance 

Sheet ) 1 20 119 36 176 

Number of Financing transactions guaranteed by 

Kafalah program 19 62 4 - 85 

Total Financing amount guaranteed by Kafalah 

program 8,569 95,579 44,625 - 148,773 

 

2018 (SAR Thousand) 

 

Micro 

Enterprise 

Small 

Enterprise 

Medium 

Enterprise 

Large 

Enterprise Total 

Small and Medium enterprises Financing - In the 

Balance Sheet - 124,977 1,566,859 864,105 2,555,941 

Small and Medium enterprises Financing - Off the 

Balance Sheet - 17,348 133,424 121,631 272,403 

SMEs Financing as a percentage of total financing 

in the financial position - 0.15%  1.87%  1.03%  3.05%  

SMEs Financing as a percentage of total financing 

off  the financial position - 0.14%  1.06%  10%  2.17%  

Number of Financing transactions (in/off Balance 

Sheet) - 65 759 420 1244 

Number of Financing customers (in/off Balance 

Sheet) - 12 113 39 164 

Number of Financing transactions guaranteed by 

Kafalah program 4 62 4 - 85 

Total Financing amount guaranteed by Kafalah 

program 1,261 57,916 6,000 - 65,177 

 

Kafalah program: 

The bank continued its contribution in supporting small and medium and micro enterprises through the Kafala 

program for financing small and medium enterprises, where several achievements were achieved in 2019. 
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Key achievements of the Kafala program during 2019: 

- The program's financing portfolio growth by 128% compared to the year 2018. 

- The program's number of clients rose by 102% compared to the year 2018.  

- Launching the financing products to the local pilgrim's service companies.  

- Launching the financing program for the Points of Sales. 

 

Future Plans: 

The Bank will continue to enhance its operations through introduction of more Sharia’a compliant products and 

services, expansion of branches/ ATMs networks and growth in number of Retail and Corporate relationships. Alinma 

has also the plans to launch additional Assets Management Funds through its investment arm (Alinma Investment 

Company).  The Bank is the pioneer having obtained CMA Approval for launching shortly the Alinma Sovereign Sukuk 

Fund.  The expansion of the SME Business in addition to the remittance business through ERSAL, a joint venture with 

the Saudi Post company, are also under consideration. 

 

Gratitude: 

The Board of Directors is proud of the bank’s performance for the year 2019 in terms of the expansion in branches, 

ATMs, electronic channels and the banking products and services made available to its customers, as well as 

launching the first digital branch in addition to the launching of various digital products and services that have been 

provided at the first time in Kingdom including the opening of accounts for the individuals and corporates digitally 

without the need for visiting the branches, and that in turn have reflected in the improved operational results and 

the customer base. 

The board also expresses its sincere gratitude and appreciation to the honorable shareholders, customers, and the 

governmental and supervisory authorities in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for their support, trust and cooperation, 

which led to the aforesaid achievements and that will surely play a vital role in further advancement and prosperity 

for the Bank. The Board would also like to place on record the sincere appreciation for the loyalty and dedication of 

the Alinma group employees in accomplishment of their tasks. 

On this occasion, the Board of Directors and the bank’s employees would like to express their gratitude to the 

Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud and to His Royal Highness the Deputy Prime 

Minister and the Minister of Defense Prince Mohamed Bin Salman Bin Abdulaziz Al Saud for the extensive efforts 

exerted by them for the country and the citizens. May Allah bless and guide them to lead the Kingdom in the best 

manner and protect our precious country in all aspects.  

 

The Board of Directors  
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Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining an adequate and effective internal control system. An 

internal control system includes the policies, procedures and processes, which are designed under the supervision of 

the board of directors to achieve the strategic objectives of the bank.  

 

The scope of the Internal Audit department, independent from line management, includes the assessment of the 

adequacy and the effectiveness of the internal control system across the bank, as well as to assess compliance with 

prescribed policies and procedures. All significant and material findings of internal audit assessments are reported to 

the Audit Committee. The bank’s internal audit function forms an opinion on the adequacy and effectiveness of the 

control processes and reports to the Audit Committee and senior management at least once a year. The opinion is 

based on sufficient audit evidence obtained through completion of audits and, where appropriate, reliance on the 

work of other assurance providers.  

 

Concerted and integrated efforts are made by all functions of the bank to improve the control environment at a 

grass roots level, through continuous reviewing and streamlining of procedures to prevent and rectify any control 

deficiencies. Each function, under the supervision of senior executive management, is entrusted with the 

responsibility to oversee rectification of control deficiencies identified by internal and external auditors. The 

compliance function, through centrally automated applications, self-assessments, and compliance testing ensures 

adherence to regulatory requirements and the bank’s internal policies and procedures.  

 

The bank’s internal control system has been designed to provide reasonable assurance to the board, that 

management of risks are adequate to achieve the bank’s strategic objectives. Internal control systems, no matter 

how well designed, have inherent limitations, and may not prevent or detect all control deficiencies. Moreover, the 

projection of current evaluations of the effectiveness to future periods is subject to a limitation that controls may 

become inadequate due to changes in conditions or compliance with policies or procedures.  

 

Management has adopted the internal controls integrated framework, as recommended by SAMA, through its 

guidelines on internal controls.  

 

The Audit Committee also reviews the assessment report on the effectives of the internal control system, as 

prepared by the Internal Audit Department of the bank. The report on assessment of internal controls does not 

contain material weaknesses in the bank’s internal control framework, which has not been adequately addressed by 

the management. 

 

Based on the results of the ongoing evaluation of internal controls carried out by management during the year, 

management considers that the bank’s existing internal control system is adequately designed, operating effectively, 

and monitored consistently. Nevertheless, management continuously endeavors to enhance and further strengthen 

the internal control system of the bank. Based on the above, the Board of Directors has duly endorsed management’s 

evaluation of the internal control system, as prescribed by SAMA. 
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Audit Committee Report to the General Assembly 

for the year ended December 31, 2019 

 
 

The Audit Committee (the Committee) undertakes responsibilities of reviewing the bank’s financial statements, 

accounting policies, and overseeing the work of internal and external auditors. The Committee held five meetings 

during the 2019 fiscal year and carried out the following main tasks within its scope: 

 Reviewing and approving the internal audit plan for 2019 

 Overseeing the internal audit function and the execution of the internal audit plan for 2019 

 Reviewing internal audit reports issued during 2019 

 Reviewing annual financial statements as of December 31, 2019, quarterly reviews and providing 

recommendations for approval to the Board of Directors 

 Reviewing the “Management Letter” issued by external auditors 

 Evaluating external auditors’ proposals and providing recommendations on appointment of external auditors for 

the year ended December 31, 2019 

 Reviewing quarterly compliance reports reflecting the bank’s adherence to regulatory requirements 

 

Internal Control System 

The Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining an adequate and effective system of internal 

controls for implementing strategies and policies as approved by the Board of Directors. The system of internal 

controls is based on what management considers to be appropriate for the bank’s activities, to the materiality of the 

financial and other risks inherent in those activities, and to the relative costs and benefits of implementing specific 

controls. It is designed to manage rather than eliminate the risk of failure to achieve business objectives and, as 

such, provides reasonable, but not absolute, assurance against material misstatement and loss. In addition, the 

Board of Directors has established the bank’s Audit Committee, which periodically reviews the reports submitted by 

the internal/external auditors. Such reports also include the evaluation of the effectiveness, or otherwise, of the 

internal controls. 

In view of the above, we believe that the bank has reasonably sound and effective system of internal controls in 

force, both in design and implementation. During the year, there have been no material observations with respect to 

the effectiveness of the internal control system and procedures of the bank. 

 

 

Eng. Mutlaq Hamad AlMuraished (Chairman) 

Dr. Saad Saleh AlRuwaitea  (Member) 

Dr. Ahmed Abdullh Al Monief  (Member) 
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION 

As at December 31, 2019 and 2018 
Notes 

2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Assets    

Cash and balances with Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority  4 8,039,748  7,359,684  

Due from banks and other financial institutions, net 5 2,144,269  8,293,206  

Investments, net 6 23,477,660 18,399,178 

Financing, net 7 94,801,398  83,889,150  

Property and equipment, net 8  2,413,893   1,896,679  

Other assets 9 962,473  1,700,073  

TOTAL ASSETS   131,839,441   121,537,970 

    

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY    

    

LIABILITIES    

Due to banks and other financial institutions 10  3,289,844   6,318,336  

Customers’ deposits                    11  102,062,835   90,128,138  

Other liabilities 12 4,041,838  3,793,788  

TOTAL LIABILITIES  109,394,517  100,240,262  

    

SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY    

Share capital 13  15,000,000   15,000,000  

Statutory reserve 14 100,000  2,888,815  

Fair value reserve for FVOCI investments   77,372   (22,377) 

Other reserves 15 83,725  54,085  

Retained earnings  2,287,302  1,990,693  

Proposed issue of bonus shares 13, 21 5,000,000 -  

Proposed dividend 21 - 1,489,967 

Treasury shares 15  (103,475)  (103,475) 

TOTAL SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY  22,444,924 21,297,708 

    

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY  131,839,441 121,537,970 

 

The accompanying notes from 1 to 38 form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. 
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF INCOME  

For the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 
Notes 

2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

(Restated) 

    

Income from investments and financing     17 5,608,762 4,893,617 

Return on time investments 17 (1,214,303) (1,095,785) 

Income from investments and financing activities, net 17 4,394,459 3,797,832 

    

Fees from banking services-income 18 1,127,259 986,755 

Fees from banking services-expense 18 (306,676) (255,701) 

Fees from banking services-net 18 820,583 731,054 

Exchange income, net  207,970 176,616 

Gain from FVSI financial instruments, net  166,155 131,338 

Gain from FVOCI sukuk investments, net  8,916 - 

Dividend income  9,136 4,204 

Other operating income                                                                                                        2,942 3,878 

Total operating income  5,610,161 4,844,922 

    

Salaries and employee related expenses 19 1,001,641 939,583 

Rent and premises related expenses  80,679 159,209 

Depreciation and amortization                                           8 273,258 178,192 

Other general and administrative expenses  720,985 578,719 

Operating expenses before provisions for  

credit and other losses 

 2,076,563 1,855,703 

Charge for impairment of financing   700,480 392,796 

Charge for impairment of other assets  5,837 73,756 

Total operating expenses  2,782,880 2,322,255 

Net operating income  
 2,827,281 2,522,667 

Share of loss from an associate and a joint venture 6.4, 6.5 (10,825) (5,234) 

Net income for the year before zakat   2,816,456 2,517,433 

Zakat    

- Current year 22 (281,646) (217,061) 

- Prior years 22 - 556,579 

  (281,646) 339,518 

Net income for the year after zakat  2,534,810 2,856,951 

Basic and diluted earnings per share (SAR) 20 1.70 1.92 

 

The accompanying notes from 1 to 38 form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. 
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 

For the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 Notes  

2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Net income for the year after zakat  2,534,810 2,856,951 

Other comprehensive income: 

Items that cannot be reclassified back to consolidated statement 

of income in subsequent periods 

 

  

Net change in fair value of FVOCI equity investments  49,567  (23,820) 

Gain on sale of FVOCI equity investments   7,044  1,941 

Actuarial (loss)/gain on re-measurement of End of Service 

Benefits Scheme balances  

 

24.2 (14,218) 8,851 

Items that can be reclassified back to consolidated statement of 

income in subsequent periods 

 

  

Net change in fair value of FVOCI sukuk investments  59,098  28,581 

Net gain realized on sale of FVOCI sukuk investments  (8,916)  - 

Total comprehensive income for the year  2,627,385 2,872,504 

 

The accompanying notes from 1 to 38 form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. 
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 

For the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 SAR’000 

2019 Notes 

Share            

capital 

Statutory 

reserve 

Fair value 

reserve for 

FVOCI 

investments 

Other 

reserves 

Retained 

earnings 

Proposed 

issue of 

bonus 

shares / 

dividend 

Treasury 

shares Total 

Balance at the 

beginning of the 

year 

 

 15,000,000 2,888,815 (22,377) 54,085 1,990,693 1,489,967 (103,475) 21,297,708 

Net income for the 

year after zakat  - - - - 2,534,810 - - 2,534,810 

Net change in fair 

value of  FVOCI 

equity investments  - - 49,567 - 

 

- - - 49,567 

Gain on sale of 

FVOCI equity 

investments  - - - - 7,044 - - 7,044 

Actuarial loss on re-

measurement of 

End of Service 

Benefits Scheme 

balances 24.2 - - - - (14,218) - - (14,218) 

Net change in fair 

values of FVOCI 

sukuk investments  - - 59,098 - - - - 59,098 

Net gain realized on 

sale of FVOCI sukuk 

investments  - - (8,916) - - - - (8,916) 

Total comprehensive 

income  - - 99,749 - 2,527,636 - - 2,627,385 

Transfer to statutory 

reserve 14 - 633,703 - - (633,703) - - - 

Dividend paid for 

2018 21 - - - - - (1,489,967) - (1,489,967) 

Proposed issue of 

bonus shares for 

2019 13, 21 - (3,422,518) - - (1,577,482) 5,000,000 - - 

Employee share 

based plan and 

other reserve 15 - - - 29,640 (19,842) - - 9,798 

Balance at the end 

of the year  15,000,000 100,000 77,372 83,725 2,287,302 5,000,000 (103,475) 22,444,924 

The accompanying notes from 1 to 38 form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.  
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY 

For the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 SAR’000 

2018  Notes 
Share                  

capital 

Statutory 

reserve 

Fair value 

reserve for 

FVOCI 

investments 

Other 

reserves 

Retained 

earnings 

Proposed 

dividend 

Treasury 

shares 
Total 

Balance at the 

beginning of the 

year (restated) 

 

 15,000,000 2,259,457 86,764 16,484 1,896,529 1,191,964 (107,436) 20,343,762 

Effect of adopting 

IFRS-9 at  January 01, 

2018  - - (113,902) - (608,966) - - (722,868) 

Restated balance as 

at  January 01, 2018  15,000,000 2,259,457 (27,138) 16,484 1,287,563 1,191,964 (107,436) 19,620,894 

Net income for the 

year after zakat -

restated 22 - - - - 2,856,951 - - 2,856,951 

Net change in fair 

value of FVOCI 

equity investments  - - (23,820) - - - - (23,820) 

Gain on sale of 

FVOCI equity 

investments  - - - - 1,941 - - 1,941 

Actuarial gain on re-

measurement of End 

of Service Benefits 

Scheme balances 24.2 - - - - 8,851 - - 8,851 

Net change in fair 

values of FVOCI 

sukuk investments  - - 28,581 - - - - 28,581 

Total comprehensive 

income  - - 4,761 - 2,867,743 - - 2,872,504 

Transfer to statutory 

reserve 14 - 629,358 - - (629,358) - - - 

Dividend paid for 

2017  - - - -  (1,191,964) - (1,191,964) 

Proposed dividend 

for 2018 21 - - - - (1,489,967) 1,489,967 - - 

Employee share 

based plans reserve 

and others  - - - 37,601 (45,288) - - (7,687) 

Net change in 

treasury shares 19 - - - - - - 3,961 3,961 

Balance at the end 

of the year  15,000,000 2,888,815 (22,377) 54,085 1,990,693 1,489,967 (103,475) 21,297,708 

The accompanying notes from 1 to 38 form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. 
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CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 

For the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 

Notes 2019 2018 

 SAR’ 000 SAR’ 000 

OPERATING ACTIVITIES    

   Net income for the year before zakat  2,816,456 2,517,433 

Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash from operating 

activities: 

 
  

Depreciation and amortization 8 273,258 178,192 

Gain on disposal of property and equipment, net  (966) (274) 

Unrealized gain from FVSI financial instruments, net  (6,971) (32,370) 

Gain from FVOCI sukuk investments, net  (8,916) - 

Dividend income  (9,136) (4,204) 

Charge for impairment of financing  700,480 392,796 

Charge for impairment of other assets  5,837 73,756 

Employees share based plans reserve  20,772 282 

Share of loss from an associate and a joint venture 6.4, 6.5 10,825 5,234 

  3,801,639 3,130,845 

Net (increase)/decrease in operating assets:    

Statutory deposit with Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority  (503,219) (110,964) 

Due from banks and other financial institutions with original 

maturity of more  than three months                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 
1,057,813 389,960 

Investments held at FVSI  (67,741) (172,196) 

Financing  (11,638,738) (5,624,310) 

Other assets  705,237 (66,830) 

Net increase/(decrease) in operating liabilities:    

Due to banks and other financial institutions  (3,028,492) 4,965,449 

Customers’ deposits  11,934,697 1,063,387 

Other liabilities  (432,276) (195,694) 

Net cash from operating activities  1,828,920 3,379,647 

INVESTING ACTIVITIES    

Purchase of investments not held at FVSI   (5,810,082) (3,281,060) 

Proceeds from sales and maturities of investments not held at FVSI  904,080 125,826 

Purchase of property and equipment 8 (267,311) (198,456) 

Proceeds from disposal of property and equipment  3,355 282 

Dividends received  9,384 4,204 

Net cash used in investing activities  (5,160,574) (3,349,204) 

FINANCING ACTIVITIES    

Cash payment for principal portion of lease liability  (77,124) - 

Cash payment for financing cost portion of lease liability  (17,867) - 

Dividend paid  (1,489,967) (1,191,964) 

Net cash used in financing activities  (1,584,958) (1,191,964) 

Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents  (4,916,612) (1,161,521) 

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year  9,540,679 10,702,200 

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year 23 4,624,067 9,540,679 

Income received from investments and financing  5,281,801 4,558,755 

Return paid on time investments  1,131,501 1,065,492 

Supplemental non-cash information:    

Net changes in fair value of FVOCI investments  99,749 4,761 

Financing written-off during the year 7.1 442,818 96,767 

Right of use assets at date of initial recognition 8 479,159 - 

Lease liabilities at date of initial recognition 3(a) 447,043 - 

 

The accompanying notes from 1 to 38 form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. 
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NOTES TO THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
For the years ended December 31, 2019 and 2018 
 

1. General 
 

a) Incorporation 
 

Alinma Bank, a Saudi Joint Stock Company, was formed and licensed pursuant to Royal Decree No. M/15 dated 28 

Safar 1427H (corresponding to March 28, 2006), in accordance with the Council of Ministers’ Resolution No. 42 dated 

27 Safar 1427H (corresponding to March 27, 2006). It operates under Ministerial Resolution No.173 and Commercial 

Registration No.1010250808 both dated 21 Jumada I, 1429 (corresponding to May 26, 2008) and provides banking 

services through 95 branches (2018: 90) in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The address of the Bank’s head office is as 

follows: 

 

Alinma Bank 

Head Office 

King Fahad Road 

P.O. Box 66674 

Riyadh 11586 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
 

The consolidated financial statements comprise the financial statements of Alinma Bank and its following 

subsidiaries (collectively referred as the “Bank”) which are registered in KSA: 
 

Subsidiary Bank ownership Establishment date Main Activities 

Alinma Investment 

Company 

100% 07 Jumada II 1430H 

(corresponding to May 31, 

2009) 

Asset management, custodianship, 

advisory, underwriting and brokerage 

services 

Al-Tanweer Real Estate 

Company 

100% 24 Sha’aban  1430H 

(corresponding to August 15, 

2009) 

Formed principally to hold legal title 

of properties financed by the Bank. 

Alinma Cooperative 

Insurance Agency 

100% 29 Rabi Awaal 1435H 

(corresponding to January 30, 

2014) 

Insurance agent for Alinma Tokio 

Marine Company (an associate 

company) 

Saudi Fintech Company 100% 6 Dhul Qa’da 1440H 

(corresponding to July 9, 2019) 

Provide financial technology products 

and services to Alinma and others. 

Esnad Company 100% 24 Ramadan 1440H 

(corresponding to May 29, 

2019) 

To provide outsourced staff to the 

Bank. 

 

The Bank provides a full range of banking and investment services through products and instruments that are in 

accordance with Sharia’a, its By-Laws and within the provisions of laws and regulations applicable to banks in the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

 

b) Shariah Board 
 

The Bank has established a Sharia’a Board in accordance with its commitment to comply with Islamic Sharia’a Laws. 

Sharia’a Board ascertains that all the Bank’s activities are subject to its review and approval. 

 

2. Basis of preparation 
 

a) Statement of compliance 
 

The consolidated financial statements of the Bank have been prepared; 
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i) in accordance with ‘International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as endorsed in the Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia and other standards and pronouncements issued by the Saudi Organization for Certified Public 

Accountants (“SOCPA”) (collectively referred to as “IFRS as endorsed in KSA”); and, 

ii) In compliance with the provisions of Banking Control Law, the Regulations for Companies in the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia and By-Laws of the Bank. 

The consolidated financial statements of the Bank as at and for the period and year ended March 31, 2019 and 

December 31, 2018, respectively, were prepared in compliance with the International Financial Reporting Standards 

(“IFRS”) as modified by Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority (“SAMA”) for the accounting of zakat and income tax 

(relating to the application of IAS-12 “Income Taxes” and IFRIC-21 “Levies” so far as these relate to zakat and income 

tax) and the Banking Control Law and the Regulations for Companies in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

 

On July 17, 2019, SAMA instructed the banks in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to account for the zakat and income 

taxes in the statement of income. This aligns with the IFRS and its interpretations as issued by the International 

Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”) and as endorsed in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and with the other standards 

and pronouncements that are issued by the SOCPA. 

Accordingly, the Bank changed its accounting treatment for zakat by retrospectively adjusting the impact in line with 

International Accounting Standard (IAS) 8 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors (as 

disclosed in note 3(a)) and the effects of this change are disclosed in note 22 to the consolidated financial 

statements). The Bank has adopted IFRS-16 Leases from January 1, 2019. The change in accounting policies due to this 

new standard and treatment of Zakat are disclosed in the Note 3(a). 

 

b) Basis of measurement and presentation 
 

The consolidated financial statements are prepared under the historical cost convention except for the measurement 

at fair value of the financial instruments held at fair value through statement of income (“FVSI”), investments carried 

at fair value through other comprehensive income (“FVOCI”) and end of service benefits. 

 

The consolidated statement of financial position is stated broadly in order of liquidity. 

 

c) Functional and presentation currency 
 

These consolidated financial statements are presented in Saudi Arabian Riyals (“SAR”) which is the Bank’s functional 

currency. Except where indicated, financial information presented in SAR has been rounded off to the nearest 

thousands. 

 

d) Critical accounting judgments, estimates and assumptions 
 

The preparation of consolidated financial statements in conformity with IFRS as endorsed in KSA and other 

standards and pronouncements issued by SOCPA requires the use of certain critical accounting judgments, estimates 

and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities. It also requires management to exercise 

its judgment in the process of applying the Bank’s accounting policies. Such judgments, estimates and assumptions 

are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other factors, including obtaining professional 

advices and expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances.  Revisions to 

accounting estimates are recognized in the period in which the estimate is revised, if the revision affects only that 
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period, or in the period of revision and in future periods if the revision affects both current and future periods. 

Significant areas where management has used estimates, assumptions or exercised judgements are as follows: 

 

i) Impairment losses on financial assets (Note 3(i)). 

The measurement of impairment losses under IFRS 9 across all categories of financial assets requires judgement, in 

particular, the estimation of the amount and timing of future cash flows and collateral values when determining 

impairment losses and the assessment of a significant increase in credit risk. These estimates are driven by a number 

of factors, changes in which can result in different levels of allowances. 

The Bank’s ECL calculations are outputs of models with a number of underlying assumptions regarding the choice of 

variable inputs and their interdependencies. Elements of the ECL models that are considered accounting judgements 

and estimates include: 

 

1. The Bank’s internal credit grading model, which assigns PDs to the individual grades. 

2. The Bank’s criteria for assessing if there has been a significant increase in credit risk and so allowances for 

financial assets should be measured on a Lifetime ECL basis and the qualitative assessment. 

3. The segmentation of financial assets when their ECL is assessed on a collective basis. 

4. Development of ECL models, including the various formulas and the choice of inputs. 

5. Determination of associations between macroeconomic scenarios and, economic inputs, such as price of oil and 

collateral values, and the effect on PDs, EADs and LGDs. 

6. Selection of forward-looking macroeconomic scenarios and their probability weightings, to derive the economic 

inputs into the ECL models. 

 

ii) Fair value measurement (Note 32). 

iii) Useful lives of property and equipment (Note 3(j)). 

iv) Assessment of control over investees (Note 3(b)).  

v) Valuation of End of Service benefits scheme (Note 24). 

 

e)  Going concern 
 

The Bank’s management has made an assessment of the Bank’s ability to continue as a going concern and is 

satisfied that the Bank has the intention and resources to continue in business for the foreseeable future. 

Furthermore, the management is not aware of any material uncertainties that may cast significant doubt upon the 

Bank’s ability to continue as a going concern.  

 

3. Summary of significant accounting policies 
 

The significant accounting policies adopted in the preparation of these consolidated financial statements are set out 

below.  

 

a) Change in accounting policies  

The accounting policies used in the preparation of these consolidated financial statements are consistent with those 

used in the preparation of the annual consolidated financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2018 except 
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for the adoption of the following new standard and other amendments to the accounting treatment of Zakat 

explained below.  

 

i) IFRS-16 “Leases” 

The Bank adopted IFRS-16 “Leases”. Before January 1, 2019, the Bank followed the below Accounting for Leases: 

 

Where the Bank is the lessee 

Leases that do not transfer to the Bank substantially all of the risk and benefits of ownership of the asset are 

classified as operating leases. Consequently, all of the leases entered into by the Bank are all operating leases. 

Payments made under operating leases are charged to the consolidated statement of income on a straight-line basis 

over the period of the lease. 

 

Where the Bank is the lessor 

When assets are transferred under a finance lease, including assets under Islamic lease arrangement (e.g. Ijara 

Muntahia Bittamleek or Ijara with ownership promise) the present value of the lease payments is recognized as a 

receivable and disclosed under “Financing”. The difference between the gross receivable and the present value of the 

receivable is recognized as unearned finance income. Lease income is recognized over the term of the lease using the 

net investment method, which reflects a constant periodic rate of return. 

 

IFRS-16 ‘Leases’ replaces the existing guidance on leases, including IAS 17 ‘Leases”, IFRIC 4 ‘Determining whether an 

Arrangement contains a Lease”, SIC 15 “Operating Leases – Incentives” and SIC 27 “Evaluating the Substance of 

Transactions in the Legal Form of a Lease”.   

 

IFRS 16 was issued in January 2016 and is effective for annual periods commencing on or after January 1, 2019. IFRS 16 

stipulates that all leases and the associated contractual rights and obligations should generally be recognize in the 

Bank’s financial position, unless the term is 12 months or less or the lease for low value asset. Thus, the classification 

required under IAS 17 “Leases” into operating or finance leases is eliminated for Lessees. For each lease, the lessee 

recognizes a liability for the lease obligations incurred in the future. Correspondingly, a right to use the leased asset 

is capitalized, which is generally equivalent to the present value of the future lease payments plus directly 

attributable costs and which is amortized over the useful life.  

 

The Bank has opted for the modified retrospective application permitted by IFRS 16 upon adoption of the new 

standard. During the first-time application of IFRS 16 to operating leases, the right to use the leased assets was 

generally measured at the amount of lease liability using the interest rate at the time of first-time application.  IFRS 

16 transition disclosures also requires the Bank to present the reconciliation of off-balance sheet lease obligations as 

of December 31, 2018 to the recognized lease liabilities as of January 1, 2019. 
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Reconciliation of Lease Liabilities 

 2019 

SAR in ‘000’ 

Off-balance sheet lease obligations as of December 31, 2018 529,907 

Current leases with a lease term of 12 months or less and low-value leases (2,652) 

Operating lease obligations as of January 1, 2019 (Gross before discounting) 527,255 

Discounting to present value (80,212) 

Operating lease obligations as of January 1, 2019 (net, discounted) 447,043 

 

Maturity Analysis – Contractual Undiscounted cash flows 2019 

2018 

(Restated) 

Less than one year 90,220 99,440 

One to five years 248,878 312,915 

More than five years 128,535 117,552 

Total undiscounted lease liabilities at 31 December 467,633 529,907 

 

ii) Zakat 

As mentioned in note 2 (a), the basis of preparation has been changed from the period ended June 30, 2019 as a 

result of the issuance of instructions from SAMA dated July 17, 2019. Previously, zakat were recognized in the 

consolidated statement of changes in equity as per the SAMA circular no 381000074519 dated April 11, 2017. With the 

latest instructions issued by SAMA dated July 17, 2019, the zakat shall be recognized in the consolidated statement of 

comprehensive income. The Bank has accounted for this change in the accounting for zakat retrospectively and the 

effects of the above change are disclosed in note 22 to the consolidated financial statements. 

 

b) Basis of consolidation   

The consolidated financial statements comprise the financial statements of Alinma Bank and its subsidiaries. The 

financial statements of the subsidiaries are prepared for the same reporting year as that of Alinma Bank, using 

consistent accounting policies. 

Subsidiaries are the entities that are controlled by Alinma Bank. The control over an entity arises when, someone has 

power over the investee entity, and it is exposed, or has a right, to variable returns from its involvement with the 

entity and has the ability to affect those returns through its power over that entity.  

When the Bank has less than a majority of the voting or similar rights of an investee entity, it considers relevant 

facts and circumstances in assessing whether it has power over the entity, including: 

 The contractual arrangement with the other voters of the investee entity. 

 Rights arising from other contractual arrangements. 

 Bank’s current and potential voting rights granted by equity instruments such as shares. 

 

The Bank re-assesses whether or not it controls an investee entity if facts and circumstances indicate that there are 

changes to one or more elements of control.  

Subsidiaries are consolidated from the date on which control is transferred to the Bank and cease to be consolidated 

from the date on which the control is transferred from the Bank. The results of subsidiaries acquired or disposed of 

during the period, if any, are included in the consolidated statement of income from the effective date of acquisition 

or up to the effective date of disposal, as appropriate. 
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A change in the ownership interest of a subsidiary, without a loss of control, is accounted for as an equity 

transaction. If the Bank loses control over a subsidiary, it: 

- Derecognises the assets (including goodwill) and liabilities of the subsidiary 

- Derecognises the carrying amount of any non-controlling interests 

- Derecognises the cumulative translation differences recorded in equity 

- Recognises the fair value of the consideration received 

- Recognises the fair value of any investment retained 

- Recognises any surplus or deficit in profit or loss 

- Reclassifies the parent’s share of components previously recognised in OCI to profit or loss or retained earnings, 

as appropriate, as would be required if the Bank had directly disposed of the related assets or liabilities. 

 

The consolidated financial statements have been prepared using uniform accounting policies and valuation methods 

for like transactions and other events in similar circumstances. The accounting policies adopted by the subsidiaries 

are consistent with that of Bank’s accounting policies. Adjustments, if any, are made to the financial statements of 

the subsidiaries to align with the Bank’s financial statements.  

Since the subsidiaries are fully owned by the Bank, there is no non-controlling interest to be disclosed. The functional 

currency of all subsidiaries is Saudi Arabian Riyal (“SAR”). 

Inter-group balances and any income and expenses arising from inter-group transactions, are eliminated in 

preparing these consolidated financial statements.  

 

Funds management  

The Bank manages and administers assets held in unit trusts and other investment vehicles on behalf of investors. 

The financial statements of these entities are not included in these consolidated financial statements except when 

the Bank controls the entity. 

 

c) Trade date accounting 

All regular way purchases and sales of financial assets are initially recognized and derecognized on the trade date 

(i.e. the date on which the Bank becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument). Regular way 

purchases or sales of financial assets require delivery of those assets within the time frame generally established by 

regulation or convention in the market place. 

All other financial assets and liabilities are also initially recognized on the trade date at which the Bank becomes a 

party to the contractual provisions of the instrument. 

 

d) Foreign currencies 

Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into Saudi Arabian Riyals at the spot exchange rates prevailing at 

transaction dates. Monetary assets and liabilities at year-end, denominated in foreign currencies, are translated into 

Saudi Arabian Riyals at the exchange rates prevailing at the reporting date. The foreign currency gain or loss on 

monetary items is the difference between amortised cost in the functional currency at the beginning of the year 

adjusted for the effective interest rate and payments during the year, and the amortised cost in foreign currency 

translated at the exchange rate at the end of the year. Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical 

cost in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates as at the dates of the initial transactions. Exchange 

gains or losses on settlement and translation are recognized in the consolidated statement of income. 
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e) Offsetting 

Financial assets and liabilities are offset and reported net in the consolidated statement of financial position when 

there is a currently legally enforceable right to set off the recognized amounts and when the Bank intends to settle 

on a net basis, or to realize the asset and to settle the liability simultaneously. 

Income and expenses are not offset in the consolidated statement of income unless required or permitted by any 

accounting standard or interpretation. 

 

f) Revenue/ expenses recognition 
 
Income from investments and financing and return on time deposits 

Revenue and expenses related to profit bearing financial instruments are recognized in the consolidated statement 

of income using the effective interest rate (EIR) method. The EIR is the rate that exactly discounts the estimated 

future cash flows through the expected life (or where appropriate, a short period) of the financial asset or liability to 

its carrying amount. When calculating the EIR, the Bank estimates future cash flows considering all contractual 

terms including all fees, transaction costs, discounts that are an integral part of the effective yield but does not 

include the future financing losses. Transaction costs are incremental costs that are directly attributable to the 

acquisition, issue or disposal of financial asset or liability. 

The carrying amount of the financial asset or liability is adjusted if the Bank revises its estimates of payments or 

receipts. The change in carrying amount is recorded as income/expense. 

 

Exchange income/loss 

Exchange income/loss is recognized when earned/incurred. 

 

Fees from banking services, net  

Fees from banking services that are not an integral part of the EIR calculation on the financial assets are recognized 

when the related service is rendered i.e. when the performance obligation is satisfied. In all other cases, the fee is 

recognized as part of the EIR of the financial assets. Commitment fee is recognized over the commitment period. 

Fees and commission expense relate mainly to transaction and services, and are expensed as the transaction is 

completed or the services are received. 

 

Dividend income 

Dividend income is recognized in consolidated statement of income, when the right to receive income is established. 

 

Income / (loss) from FVSI financial instruments, net 

Net income / (loss) from FVSI financial instruments relates to financial assets designated as FVSI and includes all 

realized and unrealized fair value changes, profit, dividends and foreign exchange differences. 

 

g) Financial assets and financial liabilities 
 

i. Classification and measurement of financial assets 

The classification and measurement of financial instruments under IFRS-9 is a result of two main assessments, 

namely, business model assessment and analysis of contractual cash flows.  
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Business model assessment 

The Bank makes an assessment of the objective of a business model in which an asset is held at a portfolio level 

because this best reflects the way the business is managed and information is provided to management.  The 

information considered includes: 

 The stated policies and objectives for the portfolio and the operation of those policies in practice. In particular, 

whether management's strategy focuses on earning contractual interest revenue, maintaining a particular 

interest rate profile, matching the duration of the financial assets to the duration of the liabilities that are 

funding those assets or realizing cash flows through the sale of the assets; 

 how the performance of the portfolio is evaluated and reported to the Bank's management; 

 the risks that affect the performance of the business model (and the financial assets held within that business 

model) and how those risks are managed; 

 how managers of the business are compensated- e.g. whether compensation is based on the fair value of the 

assets managed or the contractual cash flows collected; and 

 The frequency, volume and timing of sales in prior periods, the reasons for such sales and its expectations about 

future sales activity. However, information about sales activity is not considered in isolation, but as part of an 

overall assessment of how the Bank's stated objective for managing the financial assets is achieved and how 

cash flows are realized. 

 

The business model assessment is based on reasonably expected scenarios without taking 'worst case' or 'stress case’ 

scenarios into account. If cash flows after initial recognition are realized in a way that is different from the Bank's 

original expectations, the Bank changes the classification of the remaining financial assets held in that business 

model. 

 

Financial assets that are held for trading and whose performance is evaluated on a fair value basis are measured at 

FVTPL because they are neither held to collect contractual cash flows nor held both to collect contractual cash flows 

and to sell financial assets. 

 

Assessments whether contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal and profit 

For the purposes of this assessment, 'principal' is the fair value of the financial asset on initial recognition. 'Profit' is 

the consideration for the time value of money, the credit and other basic lending risk associated with the principal 

amount outstanding during a particular period and other basic lending costs (e.g. liquidity risk and administrative 

costs), along with profit margin. 
 

In assessing whether the contractual cash flows are solely payments of principal and profit, the Bank considers the 

contractual terms of the instrument. This includes assessing whether the financial asset contains a contractual term 

that could change the timing or amount of contractual cash flows such that it would not meet this condition. In 

making the assessment, the Bank considers: 

 contingent events that would change the amount and timing of cash flows; 

 leverage features; 

 prepayment and extension terms; 

 terms that limit the Bank's claim to cash flows from specified assets (e.g. non-recourse asset arrangements); and 

 Features that modify consideration of the time value of money- e.g. periodical reset of profit rates. 

Based on the said assessments, on initial recognition, a financial asset is classified as measured at either amortized 

cost, FVOCI or FVSI. 
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Financial Asset at amortized cost  

A financial asset is measured at amortized cost if it meets both of the following conditions and is not designated as 

at FVSI: 

 The asset is held within a business model whose objective is to hold assets to collect contractual cash flows; and 

 The contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on specified dates to a cash flow that are solely payments 

of principal and return on the principal amount outstanding. 

 

Generally, Financing to customers, due from banks and other financial institutions, SAMA Murabaha and certain 

investments in Sukuk qualify for measurement under amortized cost. 

 

Financial Assets at FVOCI 

 

Sukuk and like instruments: are measured at FVOCI only if they meet both of the following conditions and are not 

designated at FVSI: 

 The asset is held with a business model whose objective is achieved by both collecting contractual cash flows 

and selling financial assets; and 

 The contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments of 

principal and return on the principal amount outstanding. 

 

Equity Instruments: On initial recognition, for an equity investment that is not held for trading, the Bank may 

irrevocably elect to present subsequent changes in fair value in other comprehensive income (OCI). This election is 

made on an investment-by-investment basis. 

 

Financial assets at FVOCI are subsequently measured at fair value with gains and losses arising due to changes in fair 

values are recognized in OCI. Interest income and foreign exchange gains and losses are recognized in profit or loss. 

 

Financial Assets at FVSI 

 

All other financial assets are classified as measured at FVSI. Financial assets in this category are classified as either 

investment held for trading or those designated as FVSI on initial recognition. Financial assets classified as held 

trading are acquired principally for the purpose of selling in short term. 

 

In addition, on initial recognition, the Bank may irrevocably designate a financial asset to be measured at FVSI that 

otherwise meets the requirements to be measured at amortized cost or at FVOCI, if doing so eliminates or 

significantly reduces an accounting mismatch that would otherwise arise. 

 

Financial assets at FVSI are recorded in the consolidated statement of financial position at fair value. Changes in the 

fair value are recognized in the consolidated statements of income for the year in which it arises. Transaction costs, if 

any, are not added to the fair value measurement at initial recognition of FVSI investments and are expensed 

through consolidated statement of income. Dividend income on financial assets held as FVSI is reflected as 

“Gain/(loss) from FVSI financial instruments, net” in the consolidated statement of income. 

 

Financial assets are not reclassified subsequent to their initial recognition, except in the period after the Bank 

changes its business model for managing financial assets. 
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ii. Classification and measurement of financial liabilities 

The Bank classifies its financial liabilities, other than financial guarantees and loan commitments, as measured at 

amortized cost. Amortized cost is calculated by taking into account any discount or premium on issue funds and 

costs that are an integral part of financial liabilities’ effective interest rate (EIR).  

 

Financial guarantees and loan commitments are measured at higher of amortized cost or allowance for impairment. 

 

iii. De-recognition of financial assets and financial liabilities 

Financial assets 

The Bank derecognizes a financial asset when: 

 The contractual rights to the cash flows from the financial asset expires or,  

 it transfers the rights to receive the contractual cash flows in a transaction in which substantially all of the risks 

and rewards of ownership are transferred or, 

 The Bank neither transfers nor retains substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership but it does not 

retain control of the financial asset. 

 

On de-recognition of a financial asset, the difference between the carrying amount of the asset (or the carrying 

amount allocated to the portion of the asset derecognized) and the sum of (i) the consideration received (including 

any new asset obtained less any new liability assumed) and (ii) any cumulative gain or loss that had been recognized 

in OCI is recognized in consolidated statement of income. 

 

However, the cumulative gain/loss recognized in OCI in respect of equity investments is not recognized in 

consolidated statement of income on de-recognition of such investments.  

 

Financial liabilities 

The Bank derecognizes a financial liability when its contractual obligations are discharged, cancelled, or expired.  

 

iv. Modifications of financial assets and financial liabilities 

Financial assets 

If the terms of a financial asset are modified, the Bank evaluates whether the cash flows of the modified asset are 

substantially different. If the cash flows are substantially different, then the contractual rights to cash flows from 

the original financial asset are deemed to have expired. In this case, the original financial asset is derecognized and a 

new financial asset is recognized at fair value. 

 

If the cash flows of the modified asset carried at amortized cost are not substantially different, then the modification 

does not result in de-recognition of the financial asset. In this case, the Bank recalculates the gross carrying amount 

of the financial asset and recognizes the amount arising from adjusting the gross carrying amount as a modification 

gain or loss in profit or loss. If such a modification is carried out because of financial difficulties of the borrower, then 

the gain or loss is presented together with impairment losses.  In other cases, it is presented as ‘Income from 

financing’. 
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Financial liabilities 

The Bank derecognizes a financial liability when its terms are modified and the cash flows of the modified liability 

are substantially different. In this case, a new financial liability based on the modified terms is recognized at fair 

value. The difference between the carrying amount of the financial liability extinguished and the new financial 

liability with modified terms is recognized in the consolidated statement of income. 

 

v. Fair value measurement 

The Bank measures financial instruments, such as financial assets measured at FVSI and FVOCI, at fair value at each 

reporting date. Also, fair values of financial instruments measured at amortized cost are disclosed in Note 32. 

 

Fair value is the price that would be received upon sale of an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly 

transaction between market participants at the measurement date. The fair value measurement is based on the 

presumption that the transaction to sell the asset or transfer the liability takes place either: 

 In the principal market for the asset or liability, or 

 In the absence of a principal market, the most advantageous market for the asset or liability. The principal or the 

most advantageous market must be accessible to by the Bank. 

 

The fair value of an asset or a liability is measured using the assumptions that market participants would use when 

pricing the asset or liability, assuming that market participants act in their economic best interest. 

 

The Bank uses valuation techniques that are appropriate in the circumstances and for which sufficient data are 

available to measure fair value, maximizing the use of relevant observable inputs and minimizing the use of 

unobservable inputs. 

 

All assets and liabilities for which fair value is measured or disclosed in the financial statements are categorized 

within the fair value hierarchy, described in note 32. 

 

For assets and liabilities that are recognized in the financial statements on a recurring basis, the Bank determines 

whether transfers have occurred between Levels in the hierarchy by re-assessing categorization (based on the lowest 

level input that is significant to the fair value measurement as a whole) at the end of each reporting period. 

 

For the purpose of fair value disclosures, the Bank has determined classes of assets and liabilities on the basis of the 

nature, characteristics and risks of the asset or liability and the level of the fair value hierarchy as explained above. 

 

h) Financing 

Financing assets are non-derivative financial assets originated or acquired by the Bank with fixed or determinable 

payments. These are recognized upon actual disbursements.  Financing assets are derecognized upon repayment, or 

when sold or written off, or upon transfer of substantially all risk and rewards of ownership. 

 

All financing assets are initially measured at fair value including any incremental associated acquisition charges. 

Subsequently, these are measured at amortized cost less allowance for impairment.  

Financing primarily includes Murabaha, Ijarah, Musharaka and Bei Ajel products. A brief description of these products 

is as follows: 
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Murabaha: is an agreement whereby the Bank sells to a customer certain commodity or an asset, which the Bank has 

initially purchased. The selling price comprises of cost plus an agreed profit margin. 

Ijarah: is an agreement whereby the Bank, acting as a lessor, purchases or constructs an asset according to the 

customer (lessee) request, based on his promise to lease the asset for an agreed rent over a specific period.  

Ijarah could conclude either by transferring the ownership of the leased asset to the lessee at an agreed amount or 

by termination of lease and re-possession of underlying asset. 

Musharaka: is an agreement between the Bank and the customer to contribute to a project, investment enterprise or 

property and concludes by transferring the full ownership of the underlying investment to the customer. The profit 

or loss is shared as per the terms of the agreement. 

Bei Ajel: is an agreement whereby the Bank sells on a deferred payment basis, to a customer certain commodity or 

an asset on a negotiated price. 

 

i) Impairment of financial assets 

The Bank recognizes impairment allowances based on a forward-looking Expected Credit Loss (ECL) approach on 

financial assets that are not measured at FVSI. This mainly includes financing, investments that are measured at 

amortized cost or at FVOCI (other than equity investments), interbank placements, financial guarantees, lease 

receivables and credit commitments.  

No impairment loss is recognized on equity investments.  

The Bank measures loss allowances at an amount equal to lifetime ECL, except for the following, for which they are 

measured as 12-month ECL: 

a- Financial assets that are determined to have low credit risk at the reporting date; and 

b- other financial instruments on which credit risk has not increased significantly since their initial recognition 

 

The Bank considers a financial asset to have low credit risk when their credit risk rating is equivalent to the globally 

understood definition of 'investment grade'. The Bank considers its exposure to other banks, financial institutions 

and Sukuk investments to have low credit risk as their credit risk rating is equivalent to the globally accepted 

definition of 'investment grade'. 

12-month ECL are the portion of ECL that result from default events on a financial instrument that are possible 

within the 12 months after the reporting date. 

 

Measurement of ECL 

ECL are a probability-weighted estimate of credit losses. They are measured as follows: 

 Financial assets that are not credit-impaired at the reporting date: as the present value of all cash shortfalls (i.e. 

the difference between the cash flows due to the entity in accordance with the contract and the cash flows that 

the Bank expects to receive); 

 Financial assets that are credit-impaired at the reporting date: as the present value of cash shortfalls being the 

difference between the gross carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows; 

 Undrawn loan commitments: as the present value of cash shortfalls being the difference between the 

contractual cash flows that are due to the Bank if the commitment is drawn down and the cash flows that the 

Bank expects to receive; and 

 Financial guarantee contracts: the expected payments to reimburse the holder less any amounts that the Bank 

expects to recover. 

The key inputs into the measurement of ECL are the term structure of the following variables; 

 Probability of default (PD) 
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 Loss given default (LGD) 

 Exposure at default (EAD) 

 

The above parameters are generally derived from internally developed statistical models and historical data which 

are adjusted for forward looking information. The Bank categorizes its financial assets into the following three 

stages in accordance with IFRS 9 methodology: 

 

 Stage 1: Performing assets: Financial asset(s) that have not significantly deteriorated in credit quality since 

origination. The impairment allowance is recorded based on 12 months ECL. 

 Stage 2: Underperforming assets: Financial asset(s) that have significantly deteriorated in credit quality since 

origination. This credit quality assessment is made by comparing the remaining lifetime of PD as at reporting 

date with the remaining lifetime PD point in time that was estimated at the time of initial recognition of the 

exposure (adjusted where relevant for changes in prepayment expectations). The impairment allowance is 

recorded based on lifetime ECL. 

 Stage 3: Credit-impaired assets: For financial asset(s) that are impaired, the Bank recognize the impairment 

allowance based on lifetime ECL. 

 

The Bank also considers the forward-looking information in its assessment of significant deterioration in credit risk 

since origination as well as the measurements of ECLs. 

The forward-looking information includes the elements such as macroeconomic factors and economic forecasts 

obtained through internal and external sources. 

To evaluate a range of possible outcomes, the Bank formulates various scenarios. For each scenario, the Bank derives 

an ECL and applies a probability weighted approach to determine the impairment allowance in accordance with the 

accounting standards requirements. 

 

Credit-impaired assets 

At each reporting date, the Bank assesses whether financial assets carried at amortized cost and debt financial assets 

carried at FVOCI are credit-impaired. A financial asset is 'credit-impaired' when one or more events that have 

detrimental impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial asset have occurred. 

 

Evidence that a financial asset is credit-impaired includes the following observable data: 

 Significant financial difficulty of the borrower or issuer; 

 A breach of contract such as a default or past due event; 

 The restructuring of a loan or advance by the Bank on terms that the Bank would not consider otherwise; 

 It is becoming probable that the borrower will enter bankruptcy or other financial reorganization; or 

 The disappearance of an active market for a security because of financial difficulties. 

 

A loan that has been renegotiated due to deterioration in the borrower's condition is usually considered to be credit-

impaired unless there is evidence that the risk of not receiving contractual cash flows has reduced significantly and 

there are no other indicators of impairment. In addition, a retail loan that is overdue for 90 days or more is 

considered impaired. 

 

In making an assessment of whether an investment in sovereign sukuk is credit-impaired, the Bank considers the 

following factors: 
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 The market's assessment of creditworthiness as reflected in the sukuk yields. 

 The rating agencies' assessments of creditworthiness. 

 The country's ability to access the capital markets for new sukuk issuance. 

 The probability of sukuk being restructured, resulting in holders suffering losses through voluntary or mandatory 

debt forgiveness. 

 The international support mechanisms in place to provide the necessary support as 'lender of last resort' to that 

country, as well as the intention, reflected in public statements, of governments and agencies to use those 

mechanisms. This includes an assessment of the depth of those mechanisms and, irrespective of the political 

intent, whether there is the capacity to fulfil the required criteria. 

 

Restructured financial assets 

If the terms of a financial asset are renegotiated or modified or an existing financial asset is replaced with a new one 

due to financial difficulties of the borrower, then an assessment is made of whether the financial asset should be 

derecognized and ECL are measured as follows. 

 

 If the expected restructuring will not result in derecognition of the existing asset, then the expected cash flows 

arising from the modified financial asset are included in calculating the cash shortfalls from the existing asset. 

 If the expected restructuring will result in derecognition of the existing asset, then the expected fair value of the 

new asset is treated as the final cash flow from the existing financial asset at the time of its derecognition .This 

amount is included in calculating the cash shortfalls from the existing financial asset that are discounted from 

the expected date of derecognition to the reporting date using the original effective interest rate of the existing 

financial asset. 

 

Presentation of allowance for ECL in the statement of financial position 

Loss allowances for ECL are presented in the statement of financial position as follows: 

 Financial assets measured at amortized cost: as a deduction from the gross carrying amount of the assets; 

 Loan commitments and financial guarantee contracts: generally, as a provision which is reported under ‘Other 

liabilities’; 

 Where a financial instrument includes both a drawn and an undrawn component, and the Bank cannot identify 

the ECL on the loan commitment component separately from those on the drawn component: the Bank presents 

a combined loss allowance for both components. The combined amount is presented as a deduction from the 

gross carrying amount of the drawn component. Any excess of the loss allowance over the gross amount of the 

drawn component is presented as a provision under ‘Other liabilities’; and 

 sukuk and like instruments measured at FVOCI: no loss allowance is recognized in the statement of financial 

position because the carrying amount of these assets is their fair value. However, the loss allowance is disclosed 

and is recognized in the fair value reserve. 

 

Write-off 

Financial assets are written off (either partially or in full) when there is no realistic prospect of recovery. However, 

financial assets that are written off could still be subject to enforcement activities in order to comply with the Bank's 

procedures for recovery of amounts due. If the amount to be written off is greater than the accumulated loss 

allowance, the difference is first treated as an addition to the allowance that is then applied against the gross 

carrying amount. Any subsequent recoveries are credited to ‘Charge for credit impairment’ 
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j) Property and equipment 

Property and equipment are measured at cost and presented net of accumulated depreciation / amortization and 

impairment loss, if any. Land is not depreciated. Subsequent expenditure is capitalized only when it is probable that 

the future economic benefits of the expenditure will flow to the Bank. On-going repairs and maintenance are 

expensed as incurred. The cost of other property and equipment is depreciated and amortized on the straight-line 

method over the estimated useful lives of the assets as follows: 

 

Buildings 33 years 

Furniture, equipment (including intangibles) 5-10 years 

Leasehold improvements the shorter of lease period or 10 years 

Right of use assets Over the lease period 

 

The assets’ residual values, depreciation methods and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each 

reporting date. Depreciation is charged from the date of addition (when asset is available for use) and up till the date 

preceding disposal. 

Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing proceeds with carrying amount. These are included in 

the consolidated statement of income. 

All assets are reviewed for impairment at each reporting date whenever that events or changes in circumstances 

indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable.  The carrying amount is written down immediately to its 

recoverable amount if the asset’s carrying amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount. 

 

 

k) Other real estate 

The Bank, in the ordinary course of business, acquires certain real estate properties in settlement of due financing. 

Such properties are considered as assets held for sale and are initially stated at the lower of carrying amount of due 

financing and the current fair value of the related properties, less any costs to sell. No depreciation is charged on 

such properties.  

Subsequent to initial recognition, any write down to fair value, less costs to sell, is charged to the consolidated 

statement of income. Any subsequent revaluation gains in the fair value less costs to sell of these assets to the 

extent this does not exceed the cumulative write down is recognized in the consolidated statement of income.  

Gains or losses on disposal are recognized in the consolidated statement of income 

 

Collateral valuation 

To mitigate its credit risks on financial assets, the Bank seeks to use collateral, where possible. The collateral comes 

in various forms, such as cash, securities, letters of credit/guarantees, real estate, receivables, inventories, other non-

financial assets and credit enhancements such as netting agreements. Collateral, unless repossessed, is not recorded 

on the Bank’s statement of financial position. However, the fair value of collateral affects the calculation of ECLs. It is 

generally assessed, at a minimum, at inception and re-assessed on a periodic basis. However, some collateral, for 

example, cash or securities relating to margining requirements, is valued daily.  

To the extent possible, the Bank uses active market data for valuing financial assets held as collateral. Other financial 

assets which do not have readily determinable market values are valued using models. Non-financial collateral, such 

as real estate, is valued based on data provided by third parties such as professional real estate appraisers and 

brokers, or based on housing price indices. 
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Collateral repossessed 

The Bank’s policy is to determine whether a repossessed asset can be best used for its internal operations or should 

be sold.  

Assets determined to be useful for the internal operations are transferred to their relevant asset category at the 

lower of their repossessed value or the carrying value of the original secured asset. Assets for which selling is 

determined to be a better option are transferred to assets held for sale at their fair value (if financial assets) and fair 

value less cost to sell for non-financial assets at the repossession date in, line with the Bank’s policy. 

In its normal course of business, the Bank does not physically repossess properties or other assets in its retail 

portfolio, but engages external agents to recover funds, generally at auction, to settle outstanding debt. Any surplus 

funds are returned to the customers/obligors. As a result of this practice, the residential properties under legal 

repossession processes are not recorded on the consolidated statement of financial position. 

 

l) Financial guarantees and loan commitments 

In the ordinary course of business, the Bank issues financial guarantees (consisting of letter of credit, guarantees, 

standby letter of credits and acceptances) and credit commitments. Financial guarantees are contracts that require 

the Bank to make specified payments to reimburse the holder for a loss that it incurs because a specified debtor fails 

to make payment when it is due in accordance with the terms of a debt instrument. 'Credit commitments' are firm 

commitments to provide credit under pre-specified terms and conditions. Financial guarantees issued or 

commitments to provide a loan at a below-market interest rate are initially measured at fair value and the initial fair 

value is amortized over the life of the guarantee or the commitment. Subsequently, they are measured at the higher 

of this amortized amount and the amount of ECL. The Bank has issued no loan commitments that are measured at 

FVTPL. For other loan commitments, the Bank recognizes loss allowance. Any increase in the liability relating to the 

financial guarantee is recognized as “charge for impairment of financing”, in the consolidated statement of income. 

The premium received is recognized in the consolidated statement of income under "Fees from banking services, net" 

on a straight-line basis over the life of the guarantee. 

Credit commitments are measured at ECL. For contracts that include both financing and undrawn commitments 

which are not distinctly identifiable, the ECL is recognized together with the loss allowance for the financing. 

 

m) Provisions  

Provisions are recognized when a reliable estimate can be made by the Bank for a present legal or constructive 

obligation as a result of past events and it is more likely than not that an outflow of resources embodying economic 

benefit will be required to settle the obligation. 

 

n) Accounting for Ijarah (leases) 
 

Where the Bank is the lessor 

When assets are leased under Islamic lease arrangements (e.g., Ijarah), the present value of the lease payments is 

recognized as a receivable and disclosed under “Financing”. The difference between the gross receivable and the 

present value of the receivable is recognized as unearned income from financing. Lease income is recognized over 

the term of the lease on net investment basis, using the effective yield method, which reflects a constant periodic 

rate of return. 
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Where the Bank is the lessee 

On initial recognition, at inception of the contract, the Bank shall assess whether the contract is, or contains, a lease. 

A contract is, or contains, a lease if the contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified asset for a period 

of time in exchange for consideration. Control is identified if most of the benefits are flowing to the Bank and the 

Bank can direct the usage of such assets. 

At inception or on reassessment of a contract that contains a lease component, the Bank allocates the consideration 

in the contract to each lease component on the basis of their relative stand-alone prices. However, for the leases of 

land and buildings in which it is a lessee, the Bank has elected not to separate non-lease components and account 

for the lease and non-lease components as a single lease component. 

 

Right of Use Assets 

Bank applies cost model, and measure right of use asset at cost; 

1. Less any accumulated depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses; and  

2. Adjusted for any re-measurement of the lease liability for lease modifications 

 

Generally, right of use asset would be equal to the lease liability. However, if there are additional costs such as site 

preparation, non-refundable deposits, application money, other expenses related to transaction etc. need to be 

added to the right of use asset value. 

The right of use asset is subsequently depreciated using the straight-line method from the commencement date to 

the earlier of the end of the useful life of the right-of-use asset or the end of the lease term. The estimated useful 

lives of right-of-use assets are determined on the same basis as those of property and equipment. 

 

Lease Liability    

On initial recognition, the lease liability is the present value of all remaining payments to the lessor, discounted 

using the interest rate implicit in the lease or, if that rate cannot be readily determined, the Bank's incremental 

borrowing rate. Generally, the Bank uses its incremental borrowing rate as the discount rate. 

 

After the commencement date, Bank measures the lease liability by: 

1. Increasing the carrying amount to reflect interest on the lease liability. 

2. Reducing the carrying amount to reflect the lease payments made and; 

 

Re-measuring the carrying amount to reflect any re-assessment or lease modification. The lease liability is measured 

at amortized cost using the effective interest method. It is re-measured when there is a change in future lease 

payments arising from a change in an index or rate, if there is a change in the Bank's estimate of the amount 

expected to be payable under a residual value guarantee, or if the Bank changes its assessment of whether it will 

exercise a purchase, extension or termination option 

 

When the lease liability is re-measured in this way, a corresponding adjustment is made to the carrying amount of 

the right-of-use asset, or is recorded in profit or loss if the carrying amount of the right-of-use asset has been 

reduced to zero. 
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Short-term leases and leases of low-value assets 

The Bank has elected not to recognize right-of-use assets and lease liabilities for short-term leases that have a lease 

term of 12 months or less and leases of low-value assets, including IT equipment The Bank recognizes the lease 

payments associated with these leases as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term. 

 

o) Cash and cash equivalents 

For the purpose of the consolidated statement of cash flows, “cash and cash equivalents” are defined as amounts 

included in cash in hand, balances with SAMA excluding statutory deposits, and due from banks and other financial 

institutions with an original maturity of three months or less from the date of acquisition which are subject to 

insignificant risk of changes in their fair value. 

 

p) Short term employee benefits 

Short term employee benefits are measured on an undiscounted basis and are expensed as the related services are 

provided. A liability is recognized for the amount expected to be paid under short term cash bonus or share based 

plans if the Bank has a present legal or constructive obligation to pay this amount as a result of past service provided 

to the Bank and the obligation can be estimated reliably. 

 

q) End of service benefits 

Benefits payable to the employees of the Bank at the end of their services are accrued based on actuarial valuation in 

accordance with Saudi Arabian Labor laws. These are included in other liabilities in the consolidated statement of 

financial position. The liability recognized is the present value of the defined benefit obligation discounted at the 

yield on government bonds that have terms approximating the related obligation. The defined benefit obligation is 

calculated annually by independent actuaries using the projected unit credit method. 

Re-measurement gains and losses arising from experience adjustments and changes in actuarial assumptions are 

recognized in other comprehensive income directly. 

 

r) Zakat 

The basis of preparation has been changed for the period ended December 31, 2019 based on latest instructions from 

SAMA dated July 17, 2019. Previously, zakat was recognized in the consolidated statement of changes in equity as per 

the SAMA circular no 381000074519 dated April 11, 2017. With the latest instructions issued by SAMA dated July 17, 

2019, the zakat shall be recognized in the consolidated statement of income. The Bank has accounted for this change 

in the accounting for zakat retrospectively and the effects of the above change are disclosed in note 22 to the 

consolidated financial statements. 

The Bank is subject to Zakat in accordance with the regulations of the General Authority of Zakat and Tax (“GAZT”). 

Zakat expense is charged to the consolidated statement of income.  

GAZT has prescribed a new criteria for calculation of Zakat effective January 1, 2019.  Due accruals have been made 

for the obligation up to December 31, 2019. Zakat is not accounted for as an income tax and as such no deferred tax 

is calculated relating to Zakat.  

 

s) Treasury Shares 

These are recorded at cost and presented as a deduction from the equity as adjusted for any transaction cost, 

dividends and gains or losses on sale of such shares. Subsequent to their acquisition, these are carried at the amount 

equal to consideration paid. 
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These stocks are acquired by the Bank with the approval of SAMA, primarily for discharging its obligation under its 

employee share-based payment plans. 

 

t) Investment management services 

The Bank provides investment management services to its customers, through its subsidiary which includes 

management of certain mutual funds. Determining whether the Bank controls such a mutual fund usually depends 

on the assessment of the aggregate economic interests of the Bank in the fund (comprising its investments, any 

carried profit and expected management fees) and the investor’s rights to remove the Fund Manager.  

As a result of the above assessment, the Bank has concluded that it acts as an agent for the investors in all cases, and 

therefore has not consolidated these funds. Fee earned are disclosed in consolidated statement of income. The 

Bank’s share of investments is included under “FVSI investments, net” in the consolidated statement of financial 

position. 

Any assets held in trust or in a fiduciary capacity are not treated as assets of the Bank and accordingly are not 

included in the consolidated financial statements. 

 

u)   Investments in an associate and a joint venture 

Investments in an associate and a joint venture are initially recognized at cost and subsequently accounted for under 

the equity method of accounting. An associate is an entity in which the Bank has significant influence (but not 

control), over financial and operating policies and which is neither a subsidiary nor a joint venture. A joint venture is 

an entity in which the Bank exercises joint control. 

Under the equity method, the investments in an associate and a joint venture is carried on the statement of financial 

position at cost plus post acquisition changes in the Bank’s share of net assets of the associate/joint venture. The 

Bank’s share of profit of an associate and a joint venture is shown on the face of the consolidated statement of 

income.  

The consolidated statement of income reflects the Bank’s share of the results of operations of the associate. When 

there has been a change recognised directly in the equity of the associate, the Bank recognises its share of any 

changes and discloses this, when applicable, in the consolidated statement of changes in equity. Unrealised gains on 

transactions are eliminated to the extent of the Bank’s interest in the investee. Unrealised losses are also eliminated 

unless the transaction provides evidence of impairment in the asset transferred. 

The Bank’s share of profit of an associate is shown on the face of the consolidated statement of income. This is the 

profit attributable to equity holders of the associate and, therefore, is profit after tax and non-controlling interests in 

the subsidiaries of the associate. The financial statements of the associate are prepared for the same reporting 

period as the Bank. When necessary, adjustments are made to bring the accounting policies in line with those of the 

Bank. 

After application of the equity method, the Bank determines at each reporting date whether there is any objective 

evidence that the investment in the associate is impaired. If this is the case, the Bank calculates the amount of 

impairment as the difference between the recoverable amount of the associate / joint venture and its carrying value 

and recognises the amount in the ‘share of profit/loss from an associate and a joint venture’ in the consolidated 

statement of income. 

 

v) Share based payments 

The Bank offers its eligible employees two types of plans (the “Plans”). Brief description of the plans as approved by 

SAMA are as follows: 
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Employee Share Participation Scheme (ESPS) 

Under the terms of Employee Share Participation Scheme (ESPS), the eligible employees are offered shares at a pre-

determined strike price on the grant date. Deductions are made on monthly basis from the employees’ salary over 

the vesting period of three years. On the completion of vesting period, should the employees decide not to exercise 

their options, they will be entitled to receive their contribution along with any profit earned thereon. 

 

Employee Share Grant Scheme (ESGS) 

Under the terms of Employee Share Grant Scheme, eligible employees are granted shares with a vesting period of 3-5 

years. At the maturity of vesting period, the Bank delivers the underlying allotted shares to the employee. 

The cost of the shares in the scheme is measured by reference to the fair value at the grant date. The management is 

of the view that the fair value at grant date approximates its market value. 

The cost of the scheme is recognized over the period during which the service conditions are fulfilled, ending on the 

date on which the relevant employees become fully entitled to the shares (‘the vesting date’). The cumulative 

expense recognized for the schemes at each reporting date until the vesting date, reflects the extent to which the 

vesting period has expired and the Bank’s best estimate of the number of equity instruments that will ultimately 

vest. The charge or credit to the consolidated statement of income for a reporting period represents the movement 

in cumulative expense recognized as at the beginning and end of that reporting period. 

 

4.  Cash and balances with Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority  

 

In accordance with the Banking Control Law and regulations issued by SAMA, the Bank is required to maintain a 

statutory deposit with SAMA at stipulated percentages of its customers’ deposits as calculated at the end of each 

month. The statutory deposit is not available to finance the Bank’s day to day operations and therefore does not 

form part of cash and cash equivalents. 

 

5. Due from banks and other financial institutions, net 

 Notes 
2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Current accounts  257,802 162,707 

Murabaha and Wakala with banks  5.1 1,887,997 8,134,362 

Less: Allowance for impairment 5.2 (1,530) (3,863) 

Total  2,144,269 8,293,206 

 

5.1   These are investment grade exposures in the range of “substantially credit risk free to very good credit risk 

quality”based on external credit ratings. 

 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Cash in hand 2,354,284  2,209,434 

Statutory deposit 5,559,950  5,056,731 

Money market placements 59,000 - 

Current accounts 5,295  585 

Others 61,219  92,934 

Total 8,039,748 7,359,684 
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5.2   The following table shows reconciliations from the opening to the closing balance of the allowance for 

impairment for due from banks and other financial institutions: 

 December 31, 2019 December 31, 2018 

12 month ECL 12 month ECL 

Balance as at  January  3,863 6,275 

Reversal for the year (2,333) (2,412) 

Balance as at December 31 1,530 (3,863) 

 

6. Investments, net  

 Notes 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Murabahas with SAMA (at amortized cost)  1,912,152 1,907,707 

Sukuks (at amortized cost) 6.1 15,630,893 11,041,196 

FVOCI investments 6.2 3,628,656 3,201,088 

FVSI investments 6.3 2,254,860 2,180,148 

Investment in an associate 6.4 60,128 72,776 

Investment in a joint venture 6.5 16,156 14,332 

Less: Allowance for impairment 6.10 (25,185) (18,069) 

Total  23,477,660 18,399,178 

 

6.1   The fair value of sukuks (at amortized cost) as at December 31, 2019 was SAR 15,322 million (2018: SAR 10,840 

million). 

 
 

6.2 FVOCI investments 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Sukuk 3,406,416 3,088,529 

Equities 222,240 112,559 

Total 3,628,656 3,201,088 

 

During the year, the Bank sold FVOCI sukuk instruments with a principal value of SAR 116 million (2018: SAR 10 

million). Additionally, out of the Bank’s FVOCI sukuk portfolio, instruments with a principal of SAR 385 million 

matured (2018: SAR 95 million). In relation to this, the Bank transferred SAR 8.9 million unrealized gains related to 

FVOCI sukuk instruments from OCI to the consolidated statement of income.  

 

6.3 FVSI investment 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Equities 59,648 52,721 

Funds 2,195,212 2,127,427 

Total 2,254,860 2,180,148 

 

All of the Bank’s FVSI and FVOCI investments are in Shariah-compliant products. 
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6.4 Investment in associate  

Investment in an associate represents the Bank’s share of investment of 28.75%, (2018: 28.75%) in Alinma Tokio 

Marine Company (a cooperative insurance company). The company has a paid-up share capital of SAR 300 million 

(2018: SAR 300 million). It has been established under Commercial Registration No.1010342537 dated 28 Rajab 1433H 

(corresponding to June 18, 2012). 

 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Opening balance  72,776  78,429 

Share of loss for the year  (12,648) (5,653) 

  60,128  72,776 

 

The fair value of the above investment based on quoted value as at December 31, 2019 is SAR 108 million (2018: SAR 

141 million). 

The table below provides summarized financial information of the associate based on its latest published financial 

statements. 

  

 2019 2018 

SAR 000’ SAR 000’ 

 (un-audited) (Audited) 

Current assets 721,328 502,649 

Total assets  814,987   578,662  

Current liabilities 555,522 309,389 

Total liabilities  597,520   333,664  

Total equity  217,467   244,998  

Total revenue  141,344   226,495  

Total expenses  165,844   258,241  

 

 

6.5 Investment in joint venture 

The Bank had invested SAR 25 million (50%) in ERSAL Financial Remittance Company (a joint venture between Alinma 

Bank and Saudi Post). The company was established under Commercial Registration No.1010431244 dated 21 Jumada I 

1436H (corresponding to March 12, 2015) with a paid-up capital of SAR 50 million. The Bank’s share of income for the 

year is SAR 1.8 million (2018: income of SAR 0.4 million). 

 

6.6 Analysis of investments by type and location 

 Domestic 

SAR’000 

International 

SAR’000 

Total 

SAR’000 

2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 

Fixed-rate investments 17,284,413 12,036,068 144,583 84,335 17,428,996 12,120,403 

Floating-rate investments 3,495,280 3,898,960 - - 3,495,280 3,898,960 

Equities 357,419 251,620 753 768 358,172 252,388 

Funds 1,800,991 1,704,491 394,221 422,936 2,195,212 2,127,427 

Total 22,938,103 17,891,139 539,557 508,039 23,477,660 18,399,178 
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6.7 Analysis of investments by composition 

 Quoted 

SAR’000 

Unquoted 

SAR’000 

Total 

SAR’000 

2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 

Fixed-rate investments 9,423,668 11,114,381 8,005,328 1,006,022 17,428,996 12,120,403 

Floating-rate investments 3,902 36,930 3,491,378 3,862,030 3,495,280 3,898,960 

Equities 211,070 146,659 147,102 105,729 358,172 252,388 

Funds 1,296,219 1,289,641 898,993 837,786 2,195,212 2,127,427 

Total 10,934,859 12,587,611 12,542,801 5,811,567 23,477,660 18,399,178 

 
6.8 Analysis of investments by counter-parties 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Government and quasi government 19,363,260 13,929,455 

Banks and Other financial institutions 504,656 1,624,336 

Corporate 3,609,744 2,845,387 

Total 23,477,660 18,399,178 

 

6.9 Analysis of investments by credit quality 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Government and quasi government 19,363,260 13,929,455 

Investment grade 1,561,016 2,089,908 

Equities and funds 2,553,384 2,379,815 

Total 23,477,660 18,399,178 

 

Investment grade includes exposures in the range of “substantially credit risk free to very good credit risk quality”. 

 

6.10  The following table shows reconciliations from the opening to the closing balance of the allowance 
for impairment for investments: 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

12 month ECL 12 month ECL 

Balance as at  January  18,069 10,882 

Charge for the year 7,116 7,187 

Balance as at December 31 25,185 18,069 
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7.    Financing, net  

SAR’000 

2019 Performing Non-performing Total 

Allowance for 

impairment  

(note 7.1) Financing, net 

      

Retail 19,766,197 340,493 20,106,690 (568,606) 19,538,084 

Corporate 75,777,225 1,502,241 77,279,466 (2,016,152) 75,263,314 

Total 95,543,422 1,842,734 97,386,156 (2,584,758) 94,801,398 

          

SAR’000 

2018 Performing Non-performing Total 

Allowance for 

impairment 

(note 7.1) Financing, net 

      

Retail 15,709,601 566,526 16,276,127 (627,933) 15,648,194 

Corporate 69,203,984 710,125 69,914,109 (1,673,153) 68,240,956 

Total 84,913,585 1,276,651 86,190,236 (2,301,086) 83,889,150 

 

Retail financing comprise mainly of consumer financing and credit cards. Corporate financing comprise mainly of 

commercial financing. 

 

Financing, net include financing products in compliance with Shariah rules mainly Murabaha of SAR 18,447 million 

(2018: SAR 12,999 million), Ijara of SAR 34,904 million (2018: SAR 32,707 million) and Bei Ajel of SAR 43,173 million 

(2018: SAR 40,043 million) as at December 31, 2019. 
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7.1 Movement in allowance for impairment of financing 

The following tables show reconciliations from the opening to the closing balance of the allowance for impairment 

of financing: 

2019 

December 31, 2019 

12 month ECL 

Life time ECL not 

credit impaired 

Lifetime ECL 

credit impaired Total 

SAR’000 

Retail     

Balance at the beginning of the year 249,237 42,308 336,388 627,933 

Transfer to 12-month ECL 29,738 (12,672) (17,066) - 

Transfer to life time ECL, not credit impaired (608) 3,632 (3,024) - 

Transfer to life time ECL, credit impaired (484) (9,956) 10,440 - 

Net charge for the year 18,526 32,464 89,859 140,849 

Write-off - - (200,176) (200,176) 

Balance as at December 31, 2019 296,409 55,776 216,421 568,606 

     

Corporate     

Balance at the beginning of the year 411,014 682,297 579,842 1,673,153 

Transfer to 12-month ECL 108,339 (103,452) (4,887) - 

Transfer to life time ECL, not credit impaired (3,425) 3,425 - - 

Transfer to life time ECL, credit impaired (2,440) (179,315) 181,755 - 

Net (reversal) / charge for the year (106,454) 289,398 402,697 585,641 

Write-off - - (242,642) (242,642) 

Balance as at December 31, 2019 407,034 692,353 916,765 2,016,152 

     

Total     

Balance at the beginning of the year 660,251 724,605 916,230 2,301,086 

Transfer to 12-month ECL 138,077 (116,124) (21,953) - 

Transfer to life time ECL, not credit impaired (4,033) 7,057 (3,024) - 

Transfer to life time ECL, credit impaired (2,924) (189,271) 192,195 - 

Net (reversal) / charge for the year (87,928) 321,862 492,556 726,490 

Write-off - - (442,818) (442,818) 

Balance as at December 31, 2019 703,443 748,129 1,133,186 2,584,758 
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2018 

December 31, 2018 

12 month ECL 

Life time ECL not 

credit impaired 

Lifetime ECL 

credit impaired Total 

SAR’000 

Retail     

Balance at the beginning of the year    365,209 

Remeasurement at adoption of IFRS 9    148,327 

Balance at the beginning of the year (restated) 72,641 71,705 369,190 513,536 

Transfer to 12-month ECL 43,181 (38,708) (4,473) - 

Transfer to life time ECL, not credit impaired (505) 3,903 (3,398) - 

Transfer to life time ECL, credit impaired (1,053) (12,243) 13,296 - 

Net charge / (reversal) for the year 134,973 17,651 (36,157) 116,467 

Write-off - - (2,070) (2,070) 

Balance as at December 31, 2018 249,237 42,308 336,388 627,933 

Corporate     

Balance at the beginning of the year    1,138,121 

Remeasurement at adoption of IFRS 9    341,366 

Balance at the beginning of the year (restated) 261,066 875,304 343,117 1,479,487 

Transfer to 12-month ECL 79,248 (79,248) - - 

Transfer to life time ECL, not credit impaired (42,020) 42,020 - - 

Transfer to life time ECL, credit impaired (722) (239,829) 240,551 - 

Net charge for the year 113,442 84,050 90,871 288,363 

Write-off - - (94,697) (94,697) 

Balance as at December 31, 2018 411,014 682,297 579,842 1,673,153 

     

Total     

Balance at the beginning of the year    1,503,330 

Remeasurement at adoption of IFRS 9    489,693 

Balance at the beginning of the year (restated) 333,707 947,009 712,307 1,993,023 

Transfer to 12-month ECL 122,429 (117,956) (4,473) - 

Transfer to life time ECL, not credit impaired (42,525) 45,923 (3,398) - 

Transfer to life time ECL, credit impaired (1,775) (252,072) 253,847 - 

Net charge for the year 248,415 101,701 54,714 404,830 

Write-off - - (96,767) (96,767) 

Balance as at December 31, 2018 660,251 724,605 916,230 2,301,086 

 

The loss allowance in these tables includes ECL on loan commitments which the Bank cannot separately identify the 

ECL on the loan commitment component from those on the financial instrument component. 

The contractual amount outstanding on financial assets that were written off during the year ended December 31, 

2019 and that are still subject to enforcement activity is SAR 442.8 million (2018: SAR 96.8 million). 
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7.2      Financing includes Ijarah as follows: 

 

2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Less than 1 year 9,109,359 2,845,852 

1 to 5 years 12,517,680 17,281,150 

Over 5 years 23,046,101 23,925,895 

Gross receivables from Ijarah 44,673,140 44,052,897 

Unearned future finance income on Ijarah (9,730,650) (11,289,272) 

Specific provision (38,815) (56,947) 

Net receivables from Ijarah 34,903,675 32,706,678 

 

8. Property and equipment, net 

 

SAR’000 

 

Land  and 

buildings 

Leasehold 

improvements 

Furniture and 

equipment 

Right-of-Use 

asset 

Total 

2019 

Total 

2018 

Cost:       

Balance at beginning of 

the year 1,302,173 407,616 1,521,409 - 3,231,198 3,103,548 

Effect of adoption of IFRS-

16 at January 1, 2019 - - - 479,159 479,159 - 

Additions during the year 96,196 15,416 155,699 50,652 317,963 198,456 

Disposals during the year - - (11,330) (4,264) (15,594) (70,806) 

Balance at end of the year  1,398,369 423,032 1,665,778 525,547 4,012,726 3,231,198 

Accumulated depreciation:      

Balance at beginning of 

the year  84,176 238,188 1,012,155 - 1,334,519 1,227,125 

Charge for the year 16,827 35,213 133,883 87,335 273,258 178,192 

Disposals - - (8,941) (3) (8,944) (70,798) 

Balance at end of the year  101,003 273,401 1,137,097 87,332 1,598,833 1,334,519 

Net book value-as at 

December 31, 2019 1,297,366 149,631 528,681 438,215 2,413,893  

       

Net book value-as at     

December 31, 2018 1,217,997 169,428 509,254 -  1,896,679 

 

Property and equipment includes work in progress as at December 31, 2019 amounting to SAR 248 million (2018: SAR 

227 million).  
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Furniture and equipment includes information technology-related assets as follows: 

 

Right of Use asset pertains mainly to leases of the Bank’s head office, branches and ATM kiosks. 

 

9.       Other assets     

 

Note 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Prepaid rental  893  40,125 

Financing inventory  47,036  581,290 

Other real estate 9.1 487,745  442,884 

Other prepayments  75,543  93,673 

Fee receivable from asset management services  195,191  255,164 

Zakat refundable 22 - 46,432 

Others  156,065  240,505 

Total  962,473  1,700,073 

 

9.1   This represents the properties held for sale which were acquired in settlement of financing due from customers. 

During the year ended December 31, 2019, properties valuing SAR 45.1 million have been acquired in settlement 

of financing claims (2018: SR 46.5 million). 

 

10.      Due to banks and other financial institutions 

 

Note 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Time investments from banks and other financial 

institutions 10.1  3,224,773  6,100,926 

Current accounts   65,071  217,410 

Total   3,289,844  6,318,336 

 

Information technology related assets: SAR’000 

Tangible Intangible Total 

Cost    

January 1, 2019 551,717 808,838 1,360,555 

Additions during the year 39,962 104,367 144,329 

Disposals during the year (10,009) - (10,009) 

December 31, 2019 581,670 913,205 1,494,875 

Accumulated depreciation/amortization    

January 1, 2019 333,198 548,043 881,241 

Charge during the year 44,964 76,357 121,321 

Disposals during the year (7,670) - (7,670) 

December 31, 2019 370,492 624,400 994,892 

Net book value-as at December 31, 2019 211,178  288,805  499,983  

Net book value-as at December 31, 2018 218,519 260,795 479,314 
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10.1  This balance represents Murabaha, Mudaraba and Wakala with banks. 

 

11.      Customers’ deposits 

 

Note 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Demand  57,962,288  53,510,669 

Customers’ time investments 11.1 43,069,002  35,690,291 

Others 11.2 1,031,545  927,178 

Total  102,062,835  90,128,138 

 

11.1 It represents Murabaha and Mudaraba with customers. 

11.2 Others represent cash margins for letters of credit and guarantees. 

11.3 The above includes foreign currency deposits as follows: 

 

 

2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Demand  1,036,898  912,193 

Customers’ time investments  3,557,515  5,383,686 

Other  38,696  81,137 

Total  4,633,109  6,377,016 

 

12.      Other liabilities 

 Notes 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Accounts payable  1,315,050  343,752 

Outward drafts payable  868,886  1,549,956 

Lease liability 12.1 416,307 - 

End of service liability 24.2 347,217 287,044 

Advance rentals against financing  310,797  849,976 

Accrued expenses  277,985  244,428 

Provision for zakat 22 126,831 - 

Provision for credit-related commitments 16 179,937 204,643 

Others  198,828 313,989 

Total  4,041,838 3,793,788  

 

12.1 Lease-related expenses 

Other general and administrative expenses include finance cost of SAR 17.9 million and payments for leases excluded 

in the calculation of lease liability (i.e., short term leases and leases of low value assets) of SAR 8.2 million. 

 

13.    Share capital  

The authorized, issued and fully paid share capital of the Bank consists of 1,500 million shares (2018: 1,500 million 

shares) of SAR 10 each. 
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The ownership of the Bank’s share capital is as follows: 

 
2019 2018 

Percentage 

Public Investment Fund (“PIF”) 10.00 10.00 

Public Pension Agency (“PPA”) 5.81 10.71 

General Organization for Social Insurance (“GOSI”) - 5.10 

General public and others 84.19 74.19 

Total 100.00 100.00 

 

The Board of Directors of the Bank has recommended on December 14, 2019 (corresponding to Rabia II 17, 1441H) to 

an Extraordinary General Shareholders Assembly, an increase of 33% of the Bank's existing capital through bonus 

shares with 1 bonus share for every 3 shares owned. The number of shares will increase by 500 million shares to 

reach 2,000 million shares and the capital of the Bank will increase by SAR 5,000 million to reach SAR 20,000 million 

subject to approval from the official authorities and the Extraordinary General Shareholders Assembly. 

 

14.   Statutory reserve 

In accordance with the Banking Control Law in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, and Bank’s By-Laws, a minimum of 25% 

of the annual net income is required to be transferred to a statutory reserve until this reserve equals the paid-up 

capital of the Bank. Accordingly, SAR 633.7 million (2018: SAR 629.4 million) has been transferred from the net 

income for the year to the statutory reserve. Moreover, an amount of SAR 3,423 million has been transferred to the 

Proposed Dividends / Bonus Issue of Shares (note 13). The statutory reserve is not available for cash distribution.  

 

15.   Treasury shares and other reserves 

a) Treasury shares 

 

Treasury shares have been acquired, after due approvals, for discharging the obligations of employees share based 

plans (refer to note 19.2).  

 

b) Other reserves 

 2019 2018 

Employee share-based plan (note 19.2)  20,772   5,504  

Social community contribution reserve 62,953  48,581  

Total 83,725  54,085  

 

During the year an amount of SAR 25.3 million for 2019 (2018: SAR 45 million) was appropriated from retained 

earnings to other reserves. Such reserves will be utilized towards discharging the Bank’s corporate social 

responsibilities.  

 

16. Commitments and contingencies 

a) Legal proceedings 

As at December 31, 2019 and 2018, there were no significant legal proceedings outstanding against the Bank.  
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b) Capital commitments 

As at December 31, 2019, the Bank had capital commitments of SAR 112 million (2018: SAR 123 million) relating to 

acquisition of property and equipment. 

 

c) Credit related commitments and contingencies  

Credit related commitments and contingencies comprise letters of guarantee, letters of credit, acceptances and 

unused irrevocable commitments to extend financing facilities. The primary purpose of these instruments is to 

ensure that funds are available to customers as required. Letters of guarantee and standby letters of credit, which 

represent irrevocable assurances that the Bank will make payments in the event that a customer cannot meet its 

obligations to third parties, carry the same credit risk as investments and financing. Cash requirements under 

guarantees and standby letters of credit are considerably less than the amount of the commitment because the Bank 

does not generally expect the third party to invoke such commitments. 

Documentary letters of credit are generally collateralized by the underlying assets to which they relate, and therefore 

have significantly lower risk.  

Acceptances comprise undertakings by the Bank to pay bills of exchange drawn on customers. The Bank expects 

most acceptances to be presented before being reimbursed by the customers. 

Commitments to extend credit represent the unused portion of approved credit, principally in the form of financing, 

guarantees and letters of credit. With respect to these commitments, the Bank is exposed to an insignificant 

potential credit risk as most commitments to extend credit are contingent upon customers maintaining specific 

credit standards. The total outstanding commitments to extend credit do not necessarily represent future cash 

requirements, as many of these commitments could expire or terminate without being funded. 

 

i) The contractual maturity structure of the Bank’s commitments and contingencies is as follows: 

 

2019 

SAR’000 

Within 3 

months 
3-12 months 1-5 years Over 5 years Total 

Letters of credit  1,343,158 1,432,839 108,072 267 2,884,336 

Letters of guarantee 1,656,355 5,502,165 3,305,392 50,922 10,514,834 

Acceptances 294,166 43,827 547 - 338,540 

Irrevocable commitments  

  to extend credit - 417,788 - - 417,788 

Total  3,293,679 7,396,619 3,414,011 51,189 14,155,498 

 

 

2018 

SAR’000 

Within 3 

months 
3-12 months 1-5 years Over 5 years Total 

Letters of credit  1,386,902 1,480,661 14,887 267 2,882,717 

Letters of guarantee 1,525,816 4,431,268 2,836,234 43,981 8,837,299 

Acceptances 158,635 96,390 - - 255,025 

Irrevocable commitments  

to extend credit - 574,565 - - 574,565 

Total  3,071,353 6,582,884 2,851,121 44,248 12,549,606 
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ii) The analysis of commitments and contingencies by counter-party is as follows: 

 

2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Government and quasi government 376,478 376,871 

Corporate 12,726,568 11,376,046 

Banks and other financial institutions 1,052,452 796,689 

Total  14,155,498 12,549,606 

 

iii) The outstanding unused portion of commitments as at December 31, 2019 which can be revoked unilaterally at 

any time by the Bank, amounts to SAR 25,350 million (2018: SAR 30,326 million). 

 

iv) The following table shows reconciliations from the opening to the closing balance of the ‘Provision for credit-

related commitments’: 

2019 

December 31, 2019 

12 month ECL 

Life time ECL 

not credit 

impaired 

Lifetime ECL 

credit impaired Total 

SAR’000 

Balance at the beginning of the year 117,488 46,522 40,633 204,643 

Transfer to 12-month ECL 7,787 (7,787) - - 

Transfer to life time ECL, not credit impaired (2,656) 2,656 - - 

Transfer to life time ECL, credit impaired (80) (528) 608 - 

Net (reversal) / charge for the year (73,234) 10,032 38,496 (24,706) 

Balance as at December 31, 2019 49,305 50,895 79,737 179,937 

 

 

   

 

 

2018 

December 31, 2018 

12 month ECL 

Life time ECL not 

credit impaired 

                 

Lifetime ECL 

credit impaired Total 

SAR’000 

Balance at the beginning of the year    - 

Remeasurement at adoption of IFRS 9    216,018 

Balance at the beginning of the year - restated 104,817 29,355 81,846 216,018 

Transfer to 12-month ECL 23,226 (23,226) - - 

Transfer to life time ECL, not credit impaired (25,236) 25,236 - - 

Transfer to life time ECL, credit impaired (276) - 276 - 

Net charge / (reversal) for the year 14,957 15,157 (41,489) (11,375) 

Balance as at December 31, 2018 117,488 46,522 40,633 204,643 
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17.   Income from investments and financing, net     

 

2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Income from investments and financing:   

  Investments (Murabaha with SAMA)   44,791  41,295 

  Investments in Sukuk  575,770  416,970 

  Murabaha with banks and other financial institutions  78,001  135,381 

  Financing  4,910,200  4,299,971 

Total  5,608,762  4,893,617 

   

Return on time investments:    

 Customers’ time  investments  (1,107,949) (1,012,174) 

 Time investments from banks and other financial institutions  (106,354) (83,611) 

Total  (1,214,303) (1,095,785) 

 4,394,459  3,797,832 

 

18.   Fees from banking services, net  

 

2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Income on:   

  Trade finance services  98,832  91,750 

  Card services  584,424  496,125 

  Fund management and other banking services   444,003  398,880 

    1,127,259  986,755 

Expense on:   

  Card services   (298,446) (249,576) 

  Other fees  (8,230) (6,125) 

  (306,676) (255,701) 

 820,583  731,054 
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19.   Salaries and employee related expenses 

The following table summarizes the Bank’s employee categories defined in accordance with SAMA’s rules on 

compensation practices. 

 

Categories of employees 

SAR’000 

Number of 

employees Fixed compensation 

Variable Compensation paid  

Cash Shares Total 

2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 

Senior executives requiring  

SAMA no objections 21 17 32,069 44,221 11,136 9,130 - 3,961 11,136 13,091 

Employees engaged in  

risk taking activities  712 678 255,720 240,511 48,309 43,385 - - 48,309 43,385 

Employees engaged in  

  control functions  182 172 71,922 72,136 13,119 11,244 - - 13,119 11,244 

Other employees 1,603 1,550 395,120 368,584 62,436 55,603 - - 62,436 55,603 

Outsourcing employees  

  (engaged in risk taking   

   activities) - - - - - - - - - - 

 2,518 2,417 754,831 725,452 135,000 119,362 - 3,961 135,000 123,323 

Variable compensation  

  accrued  - - 148,309 127,804 - - - - - - 

Other employee related  

  benefits - - 98,501 86,327 - - - - - - 

Total 2,518 2,417 1,001,641 939,583 135,000 119,362 - 3,961 135,000 123,323 

 

19.1 Salient features of Compensation Policy 

As an integral part of the compensation governance, the Bank follows appropriate compensation practices in line 

with the SAMA guidelines and Financial Stability Board (FSB) Principles/Standards. The Bank has implemented a 

“Compensation & Allowances” policy approved by the Board of Directors (the “Board”). 

 

The Bank has also established a Nomination and Compensation Committee. It has been mandated by the Board to 

review and recommend sound compensation policies for adoption by the Bank. 

 

While developing and implementing such policies, the Bank has sought to align the same with the risks related to 

capital, liquidity and sustainability as well as timing of revenue streams. 

 

The Bank has adopted fixed as well as variable compensation schemes. The variable component is aligned not only 

with the aforesaid risks but also with the overall performance of the Bank and the individual, and risk involved in the 

relevant job function. The Bank consistently evaluates its compensation policies against the industry and makes 

necessary revisions as and when required. 
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19.2   Employee share-based plans 

Significant features of the Employee Share based schemes outstanding at the end of the period are as follows: 

 

Nature of scheme ESPS (Jana) ESGS Plan A ESGS Plan B 

No. of outstanding Schemes 1 1 1 

Grant date 1-May-19 1-May-19 1-May-19 

Maturity date 30-Apr-22 30-Apr-24 30-Apr-22 

Number of shares granted 2,181,819 809,791 1,437,875 

Vesting period 3 Years 5 years 3 years 

Value of shares granted (SAR) 58,909,113 21,864,357 38,822,625 

Strike price per share at grant date (SAR) 21.50 27 27 

Fair value per share at grant date (SAR) 27 27 27 

Vesting condition Employee remain 

in service and 

meets prescribed 

performance 

criteria 

Employee remain 

in service and 

meets prescribed 

performance 

criteria 

Employee remain 

in service and 

meets prescribed 

performance 

criteria 

Method of settlement Equity Equity Equity 

Valuation model used Market Value Market Value Market Value 

Weighted average remaining contractual life 2.6 Years 4.6 Years 2.6 Years 

    

The movement in weighted average price and in the number of shares in the employees share participation scheme 

is as follows: 

 

 ESPS (Jana) ESGS Plan A ESGS Plan B 

Weighted 

average 

exercise price 

(SAR) 

Number of 

shares in 

scheme 

Weighted 

average 

exercise price 

(SAR) 

Number of 

shares in 

scheme 

Weighted 

average 

exercise price 

(SAR) 

Number of 

shares in 

scheme 

December 31, 2019 

Beginning of the period - - - - - - 

Granted during the period 21.50 2,181,819 27 809,791 27 1,437,875 

Forfeited/withdrawn 21.50 (244,802) - - - - 

Exercised/expired - - - -              - - 

End of the period 21.50 1,937,017 27 809,791 27 1,437,875 

       

Exercisable at period end 21.50 1,937,017 27 809,791         27 1,437,875 

 

These rights are granted only under a service/performance condition with no market condition associated with 

them. Total amount of expense recognized during the year ended December 31, 2019 in respect of these schemes 

was SAR 20.8 million (2018: SAR 5.5 million). 
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20.   Earnings per share  

Basic and diluted earnings per share are calculated by dividing the net income by the weighted average number of 

outstanding shares which were 1,490 million shares at December 31, 2019 (2018: 1,490 million shares) after 

accounting for treasury shares. 

 

21.  Proposed issue of bonus shares / dividend  

 

2019 

SAR’000 

( note 13 ) 

2018 

SAR’000 

2019 

 

2018 

 

   SAR per share 

Proposed issue of bonus shares 5,000,000 - 3.33 - 

Proposed dividend - 1,489,967 - 1.00 

 

 

22.   Zakat 

a) Movement of zakat liability / (refundable): 

 

2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

(Restated) 

Opening balance (46,432) 293,086 

Zakat expense   

- current year 281,646 217,061 

- prior years - (556,579) 

 281,646 (339,518) 

Payments during the year (108,383) - 

Ending balance 126,831 (46,432) 

 

b) Zakat settlement 

As a major event, during 2018, the Bank reached a settlement agreement with the General Authority for Zakat & 

Income Tax (GAZT), to settle all pending Zakat claims/assessments up till the financial year ended 2017. 

Consequently, a net refund of SAR 263 million was due from GAZT which was settled from subsequent zakat 

liabilities. The Bank had also withdrawn all pending appeals against the above assessment years. As a result of the 

settlement, an amount of SAR 557 million was credited in the consolidated statement of income for the year ended 

December 31, 2018. 

 

c) Impact of change in accounting treatment 

On 17 July 2019, SAMA instructed banks in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to account for the zakat in the statement of 

income instead of equity which aligns with IFRS and its interpretations as endorsed in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

Accordingly, the Bank changed its accounting treatment for zakat by retrospectively adjusting the impact in line with 

IAS 8 - “Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors”. These retrospective adjustments resulted 

in a SAR 340 million increase in reported net income for the previous year i-e 2018 to SAR 2,857 million and an 

increase in earnings per share of SAR 0.23 to SAR 1.92. 
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The change in accounting treatment for zakat (as explained in note 3(a)) has the following impact on the line items 

of the consolidated statement of income and statement of changes in shareholders’ equity: 

 

As at and for the year ended December 31, 2018: SAR’000 

Financial statement 

impacted Line item 

Amount 

before 

restatement 

Effect of 

restatement 

Amount 

after 

restatement 

Consolidated statement of income Reversal of zakat expense for 

the year  

- 339,518 339,518 

Consolidated statement of income Net income for the year 2,517,433 339,518 2,856,951 

Consolidated statement of income Earnings per share (basic and 

diluted) SAR 1.69 0.23 1.92 

Consolidated statement of changes in 

shareholders’ equity 

Provision for zakat (retained 

earnings) (339,518) 339,518 - 

 

 

23.   Cash and cash equivalents 

Cash and cash equivalents included in the consolidated statement of cash flows comprise the following:  

 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Cash in hand 2,354,284 2,209,434 

Balances with SAMA excluding statutory deposit 125,514 93,519 

Due from banks and other financial institutions maturing within                                                                    

  three months of acquisition  2,144,269 7,237,726 

Total 4,624,067 9,540,679 

  

24.   Employee benefit obligations 

24.1  General description of Defined Benefit Plan 

The Bank operates an End of Service Benefit Plan for its employees based on the prevailing Saudi Labor Laws.  

Accruals are made in accordance with the actuarial valuation under projected unit credit method while the benefit 

payments obligation is discharged as and when it falls due. 

 

24.2  The amounts recognized in the consolidated statement of financial position and movement in the 

obligation during the year based on its present value are as follows: 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Defined benefit obligation at the beginning of  the  year 287,044 219,553 

Charge for the year 43,964 74,644 

Interest cost 14,598 10,608 

Benefits paid (12,607) (8,910) 

Actuarial loss / (gain) on re-measurement recognized in OCI 14,218 (8,851) 

Defined benefit obligation at the end of the year 347,217 287,044 
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Charge for the year is comprised of: 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Current service cost 43,964 43,149 

Past service cost - 31,495 

 43,964 74,644 

 

Actuarial loss / (gain) on re-measurement recognized in OCI is comprised of: 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Loss / (gain) from change in experience assumptions 9,790 (1,775) 

Loss / (gain) from change in financial assumptions 4,428 (7,076) 

 14,218 (8,851) 

 

24.3 Principal actuarial assumptions (in respect of the end of service benefit plan) 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Discount rate 3.23% p.a. 5.20% p.a. 

Expected rate of salary increase 5% for the next 

three years and 3% 

thereafter 

5.00% p.a. 

Normal retirement age 60 years 60 years 

 

The assumptions regarding future mortality are set based on actuarial advice in accordance with the published 

statistics and experience in the region. 

 

24.4   Sensitivity of actuarial assumptions 
 

The table below illustrates the sensitivity of the defined benefit obligation valuation as at December 31, 2019 and 

2018: 

Base Scenario 

 

 

2019 

SAR 000’ 

Impact on defined benefit obligation – Increase / (Decrease) 

Change in 

assumption 

Increase in 

assumption 

Decrease in 

assumption 

Discount rate 1% (30,197) 35,535 

Expected rate of salary increase 1% 36,895 (31,903) 

 

Base Scenario 

 

 

2018 

SAR 000’ 

Impact on defined benefit obligation – Increase / (Decrease) 

Change in 

assumption 

Increase in 

assumption 

Decrease in 

assumption 

Discount rate 1% (31,763) 38,165 

Expected rate of salary increase 1% 37,850 (32,098) 

The above sensitivity analyses is based on a change in an assumption holding all other assumptions constant.  
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24.5   Expected maturity 
 

Expected maturity analysis of undiscounted defined benefit obligation for the end of service benefit plan is as 

follows: 

December 31, 2019 

Less than a year 1-2 years 2-5 years Over 5 years Total 

48,776 17,396 62,014 357,937 486,123 

 

December 31, 2018 

Less than a year 1-2 years 2-5 years Over 5 years Total 

22,715 38,576 70,818 1,582,683 1,714,792 

The weighted average duration of the defined benefit obligation is 15.8 years (2018: 14.9 years). 

 

24.6   Defined contribution plan 

The Bank makes contributions for a defined contribution retirement benefit plan to the General Organization for 

Social Insurance in respect of its Saudi employees. The total amount expensed during the year in respect of this plan 

was SAR 44.5 million (2018: SAR 41.2 million). 

 

25.    Operating segments  

 

Operating segments are identified on the basis of internal reports about activities of the Bank that are regularly 

reviewed by the key decision makers including CEO and the Assets and Liabilities Committee (ALCO), in order to 

allocate resources to the segments and to assess their performance.  

 

The Bank’s primary business is conducted in Saudi Arabia. Transactions between the operating segments are on 

terms as approved by the management. Majority of the segment assets and liabilities comprise operating assets and 

liabilities.  

 

 The Bank’s reportable segments are as follows: 

 
a)    Retail banking  

Financing, deposit and other products/services for individuals.  
 
b)    Corporate banking  
Financing, deposit and other products and services for corporate, SME and institutional customers. 
 
c)     Treasury  
Murabahas with banks, investments and treasury services.  
 
d)     Investment and brokerage 
Asset Management, custodianship, advisory, underwriting and brokerage services.  
 
Profit is charged or credited to operating segments using internally developed Fund Transfer Pricing (FTP) rates which 
approximate the marginal cost of funds. 
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Following is an analysis of the Bank’s assets, liabilities, income and results by operating segments: 

 

2019 SAR ’000 

Retail Corporate Treasury 

Investment & 

brokerage Total 

Total assets  19,175,780  75,263,314  36,344,226   1,056,121  131,839,441 

Total liabilities  74,389,387   7,043,829  27,741,547  219,754  109,394,517 

Income from investments and 

financing      2,543,960   1,792,244   1,251,172   21,386   5,608,762  

Return on time investments  (626,718)  (108,789)  (478,796)  -     (1,214,303) 

Income from investments and 

financing, net      1,917,242   1,683,455   772,376   21,386   4,394,459  

Fees from banking services  and 

other income  423,999   97,228   339,502   354,973   1,215,702  

Total operating income  2,341,241   1,780,683   1,111,878   376,359   5,610,161  

Charge for impairment of 

financing  216,971  484,646  -     (1,137) 700,480 

Charge for impairment of other 

assets  -     -     5,837   -     5,837  

Depreciation and amortization  205,861   34,973   27,360   5,064   273,258  

Other operating expenses  1,254,798   264,706   181,805   101,996   1,803,305  

Total operating expenses  1,677,630  784,325  215,002   105,923  2,782,880 

Net operating income  663,611  996,358  896,876   270,436  2,827,281 

Share of loss from an associate 

and a joint venture  -     -     (10,825)  -     (10,825) 

Net income for the year before 

zakat  663,611  996,358  886,051   270,436  2,816,456 
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 SAR ‘000 December 31, 2019 

Other information: Retail Corporate Treasury 

Investment 

and brokerage Total 

Income from:      

-External customers  756,127   3,918,955   558,720   376,359   5,610,161  

-Inter-segment  1,585,114   (2,138,272)  553,158   -     -    

Total operating income  2,341,241   1,780,683   1,111,878   376,359   5,610,161  

 

SAR ‘000 December 31, 2018 

Other information: Retail Corporate Treasury 

Investment 

and brokerage Total 

Income from:      

-External customers 815,328 3,399,150 279,774 350,670  4,844,922  

-Inter-segment 1,083,936 (1,817,824) 733,888 -  -    

Total operating income 1,899,264 1,581,326 1,013,662 350,670  4,844,922  

 

 

 

 

2018 SAR ’000 

Retail Corporate Treasury 

Investment 

& brokerage Total 

Total assets  15,255,752   68,208,752   37,166,893   906,573   121,537,970  

Total liabilities  68,596,428   6,352,496   24,962,623   328,715   100,240,262  

Income from investments and 

financing      1,931,034   1,621,361   1,326,320   14,902   4,893,617  

Return on time investments  (365,838)  (127,826)  (602,121) -  (1,095,785) 

Income from investments and 

financing, net  1,565,196   1,493,535   724,199   14,902   3,797,832  

Fees from banking services and 

other income  334,068   87,791   289,463   335,768   1,047,090  

Total operating income  1,899,264   1,581,326   1,013,662   350,670   4,844,922  

Charge for impairment of 

financing  89,227   301,698   -     1,871   392,796  

Charge for impairment of other 

assets  -     69,302   4,454   -     73,756  

Depreciation and amortization  124,665   27,542   22,477   3,508   178,192  

Other operating expenses  1,168,258   244,892   165,898   98,463   1,677,511  

Total operating expenses  1,382,150   643,434   192,829   103,842   2,322,255  

Net operating income  517,114   937,892   820,833   246,828   2,522,667  

Share of loss from an associate 

and a joint venture - -  (5,234) -  (5,234) 

Net income for the year before 

zakat  517,114   937,892   815,599   246,828   2,517,433  
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The Bank’s credit exposure by operating segments is as follows: 

2019 

 

 

SAR ‘000 

Retail Corporate Treasury 

Investment & 

brokerage Total 

On balance sheet assets 19,208,768 75,601,606 30,493,391 896,103 126,199,868 

Commitments and    

  Contingencies - 8,813,100 - - 8,813,100 

Total 19,208,768 84,414,706 30,493,391 896,103 135,012,968 

 

2018 

 

 

SAR ‘000 

Retail Corporate Treasury 

Investment & 

brokerage Total 

On balance sheet assets 15,255,752 67,994,110 31,129,973 983,984 115,363,819 

Commitments and  

  Contingencies - 7,253,856 - - 7,253,856 

Total 15,255,752 75,247,966 31,129,973 983,984 122,617,675 

 

Credit exposure comprises the carrying value of balance sheet assets, excluding cash, property and equipment, 

equity investments and other assets. The credit equivalent value of commitments and contingencies are included in 

credit exposure. 

 

26.    Credit risk  

Credit risk arises when a counterparty fails to fulfil its contractual obligations to the Bank.  To minimize the risk of a 

counterparty failing to meet its obligations, the Bank is committed to a strong pro-active credit process to ensure 

that a credit that is originated will meet the institutional risk appetite and will fulfil the criteria under which credits 

are extended. All credit proposals are subjected to a high degree of due diligence intended to identify all risks 

associated with granting the credit.    

An internal credit-rating model is used to determine the Obligor Risk Rating (ORR), a measure of the obligor’s 

probability of default. Ratings by the major credit rating agencies are also considered, when available.  Target Market 

is a key component of this process as it provides the first filter for prospective and existing obligors to avoid 

initiating or maintaining relationships that do not fit the Bank’s strategy and desired risk profile.  Risk Acceptance 

Criteria (RAC) is a set of variables indicating the terms under which the Bank is willing to initiate and/or maintain a 

credit relationship with an obligor that meets the target market. The business team is a front-end marketing team 

responsible for originating, evaluating and recommending credit proposals. Approval is granted in accordance with 

the Board approved “Credit Approval Authority Delegation Matrix” through the Credit Committee which is 

composed of the CEO, Business and Risk Officers. Credits are extended based on the Corporate Banking and Retail 

Banking Credit Policies and Guidelines.  

 Risk Management owns and controls the policies established for financing and are tasked with the responsibility of 

regularly reviewing, and revising the Bank’s credit policies, guidelines and processes, to ensure that credits risk is 

managed and controlled within the Risk Appetite Criteria of the Bank and credit related losses are minimized.  Risk 

Management also ensures that credit policies are aligned and adjusted in accordance with the economic, market, 

regulatory and legal landscape.  
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Various credit portfolios are managed to achieve diversification. Concentration in the portfolio mix is managed in 

terms of economic activity, geography, collateral and underlying product. The Bank seeks diversification of its credit 

portfolios through customer acquisition across different industry and economic activities and geographical presence 

across the country and by targeting large, medium and small corporate clients as well as individual clients. Obligor 

and sector concentrations are monitored to assess different types of financing concentrations. The Bank regularly 

stress tests its credit portfolios, in order to evaluate the potential impact of negative factors on asset quality, risk 

ratings, profitability and capital allocations. 

 

26.1   Expected credit Loss (ECL)  

 

Credit Risk Grades 

The Bank follows a well-defined credit evaluation process anchored in a clear Target Market and Risk Acceptance 

Criteria, strong credit policies, extensive due diligence, credit review and approval processes combined with stringent 

credit administration and monitoring and control of credit limits. 

To generate an internal risk rating, the Bank uses Moody’s Risk Analyst system (MRA). The MRA is used by many 

leading banks globally and in the Kingdom. It enables the Bank to assign a risk rating to a single obligor. The risk 

rating is a point-in-time, 12-month probability of default (PD).  The Bank assigns a rating from a 10-point rating scale 

with 1 as the best through 10 as the worst. The rating uses sub-grades (e.g. 3+, 3, and 3- ) for a granular assessment of 

the PD. As part of the Bank’s policy, only obligors with risk ratings of 6 or better are eligible for new financing 

facilities. The Bank reviews and validates the MRA rating system on a regular basis – calibrating score ranges with 

rating grades and associated PDs. All credit exposures are subject to on-going monitoring, which may result in an 

exposure being moved to a different credit risk grade because of various qualitative and quantitative aspects related 

to the specific obligor such as changes in the audited financial statements, compliance with covenants, management 

changes, as well as changes in the economic and business environment. 

Credit risks in the retail portfolio are estimated based on individual credit-worthiness scores, derived from an 

automated credit scoring platform and is not subject to the MRA rating. 

 

Impairment Framework 

The Bank compares the risk of default at the reporting date with the risk of default at the date of origination. If the 

change in credit assessment is significant, the obligor is moved from Stage 1 to Stage 2 or Stage 2 to Stage 3. The PD 

is then changed from a 12-month point-in-time PD to a lifetime PD.   The Bank groups its credit exposures on the 

basis of shared credit risk characteristics with the objective of facilitating analysis designed to identify significant 

increases in the credit risk on a timely basis.  Given below are the most important types of the shared credit risk 

characteristics:  

a)   Type of exposure 

b)   Obligor risk rating 

c)   Collateral type 

d)   Collateral value 

e)   Economic cycle and forward looking scenario 

f)   Date of origination 

g)   Remaining term to maturity 

h)   Geographical location of the obligor 

i)    Industry 
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The Bank categorizes its financial assets into three stages of impairment, in accordance with IFRS 9 methodology: 

Stage 1 Performing assets – Financial asset(s) at origination or existing financial assets, at the reporting date, with no 

significant increase in credit risk since origination: The Bank recognizes an impairment allowance amounting to 12-

month expected credit losses using a point-in-time PD (an estimate of the probability of default over the next 12 

months). Profits associated with the asset are recognized on the basis of gross carrying value. 

 

Stage 2 Underperforming assets – Financial asset(s) that have significantly deteriorated in credit quality since 

origination: In determining whether a significant risk has occurred since initiation, the bank assesses the change, if 

any, in the risk of default over the expected life of the financial asset. The trigger point for classifying an account to 

Stage 2 and the consequent calculation of lifetime expected credit loss is based on past due obligations (rebuttable 

assumption if payments are more than 30 days past due). However, the most important consideration for 

categorization to Stage 2 is a determination by the Credit Committee that the credit quality has deteriorated to the 

degree defined by the IFRS 9 guidelines.  For retail borrowers, over 30 days past due is typically the trigger point for 

Stage 2 Classification. The Bank recognizes impairment amounting to lifetime expected credit losses using a lifetime 

PD (an estimate of the probability of default over the life of the asset). Profits associated with the asset are 

recognized on the basis of gross carrying value. 

 

Stage 3 Credit -impaired assets (non-performing assets) – Financial asset(s) that show objective evidence of 

impairment: For credit impaired financial asset(s), the Bank recognizes impairment amounting to lifetime expected 

credit losses using a lifetime PD as in stage 2. Profits associated with the asset are recognized on the basis of net 

carrying value. 

 

Definition of ‘Default’ 

The Bank follows the Basel definition for default i.e. “The borrower is more than 90 days past due on principal or 

profit on any material obligation to the Bank”. 

 

Write offs 

The Bank writes off any financing exposure in whole or in part, only when it has exhausted all practical recovery and 

remedial efforts and has concluded that there is no reasonable expectation of recovery in the foreseeable future. The 

write off are made after obtaining required approval. The write-off does not dilute the Bank’s recovery and collection 

efforts including legal recourse. 

 

Impairment – Stage Assessment and Expected Credit Loss Estimation  

The Bank recognizes impairment on an on-going basis by calculating the expected credit loss (ECL) at each reporting 

period.  While impairment requirements as per IAS-39 were based on an incurred loss approach, with an account 

recognized as ‘impaired’ only upon actual loss, the IFRS 9 methodology requires a forward looking approach 

considering ECL for impairment rather than incurred losses. 

By definition, all accounts in the financing portfolio of the Bank are categorized as Stage 1, unless these assets qualify 

under the rules and guidelines for impairment under the two stages which are “underperforming” Stage 2, and 

“Impaired,” Stage 3.  The levels of Credit Risk are described below: 

 

Credit Losses (CL) 

Credit Loss simply defined, is the difference between all the contractual cash flows that are due to the Bank and the 

reduced cash flows that it actually expects to receive from the borrower, in view of certain circumstances that affect 
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the borrower’s ability to repay its original obligations. Credit loss could be the total contractual cash  flows (100% 

credit loss), or a portion of the contractual cash flows. 

 

Lifetime expected credit losses 

Lifetime expected credit loss is the expected present value of losses that may arise if a borrower defaults on its 

obligations at some time during the life of the financial asset.  This is equivalent to the shortfalls in contractual cash 

flows, taking into account the potential or the probability of default at any point in time during the life of the asset.  

  

12- Month Expected credit losses 

The 12 – month expected credit loss is a portion of the lifetime expected credit loss which is calculated by multiplying 

the probability of default occurring on the instrument in the next 12 months by the total (lifetime) expected credit 

losses that would result from that default. They are not the expected cash shortfalls over the next 12 months or the 

forecast of default in next 12 months but the entire credit loss on an asset weighted by the probability that the loss 

will occur in the next 12 months.  An asset moves from 12 – month expected credit losses (Stage 1) to lifetime 

expected credit loss (Stage 2) when there has been a significant deterioration in credit quality since initial 

recognition. Lifetime expected credit loss is also applied for obligors classified in stage 3. 

 

Probability of Default 

Probability of Default (“PD”) is a critical attribute in credit risk assessment. It is used to compute the expected credit 

loss. Alinma Bank starts by using is credit risk models to assign a risk rating for an obligor (obligor risk rating). Each 

obligor risk rating is mapped to a probability of default, a point-in-time estimate of the probability of default over a 

12-month period. A macroeconomic forecast is then used to calculate a multi-period probability of default; these 

multi-period (or term structure PD) are then used in the calculation of lifetime expected credit losses. The Bank 

formulates three forward-looking scenarios of the economic cycle to generate an estimate of the Term Structure PD 

(which is the expected migration of PD up or down, depending on the various stages of the economic cycle.)  For 

example, it can be expected that if the economic environment is on a down-swing, the PD of an obligor which is 

already stressed and is classified under Stage 2 with clear signs of credit weaknesses, will tend to deteriorate. 

Conversely, if the economic environment is on an up-swing, the PD of a similar obligor will tend to improve.  The 

Bank has incorporated in its lifetime PD an adjustment for survivability which recognizes that if a stressed obligor 

survives over a longer period of time, the probability of default is reduced. 

 

Loss Given Default 

Loss Given Default (“LGD”) is an estimate of the loss arising on default. It is based on the difference between the 

contractual cash flows due and those that the lender would expect to receive, including from any collateral.  

Alinma uses the following LGD Rules matrix: 

For Non Secured exposures, Alinma uses an LGD of 50% as the minimum for ECL IFRS 9 calculation covering all 3 

stage classifications. 

For Secured exposures, the LGD Rules grid for retail and corporate facilities takes advantage of the eligible collateral 

values starting with an LGD of 20% as the minimum considering the following factors:  

 Forecast of future collateral valuations, including expected sale discounts 

 Time to realization of collateral (and other recoveries) 

 External costs of realization of collateral 
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The table below shows the sensitivity of change in economic indicators to the ECL computed under three different 

scenarios used by Bank: 

2019 SAR ‘000 

 

Due from banks and other 

financial institutions 

Investments Financing Provision for credit-

related commitments 

Base case (most likely)  1,530   25,185   2,584,758   179,937  

Up turn  1,530   25,185   2,583,733   179,933  

Down turn  1,626   27,889   2,633,771   184,807  

 

2018 SAR ‘000 

 

Due from banks and other 

financial institutions 

Investments Financing Provision for credit-

related commitments 

Base case (most likely) 3,863 18,069 2,301,086 204,643 

Up turn 3,383 16,704 2,258,312 204,643 

Down turn 3,569 17,373 2,308,742 209,213 

 

26.1.1     Due from banks and other financial institutions by risk rating 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

12-month ECL 

Due from banks and other financial institutions   

Grades 1-4: investment grade 2,135,611 8,297,069 

Grades 5-6: below investment grade 8,833 - 

Unrated 1,355 - 

Gross 2,145,799 8,297,069 

Allowance for impairment (1,530) (3,863) 

Net 2,144,269 8,293,206 
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26.1.2 Sukuk and Murabaha investments by risk rating 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

12-month ECL 

Murabahas with SAMA investments – amortized cost   

Grades 1-4: investment grade 1,912,152 1,907,707 

Sukuk investments – amortized cost   

Grades 1-4: investment grade 15,574,417 10,984,720 

Grades 5-6: below investment grade 56,476 56,476 

 15,630,893 11,041,196 

Sukuk investments – FVOCI   

Grades 1-4: investment grade 

 

                3,406,416 3,088,529 

Murabahas with SAMA and Sukuk investments - Total   

Grades 1-4: investment grade 20,892,985 15,980,956 

Grades 5-6: below investment grade 56,476 56,476 

Gross 20,949,461 16,037,432 

Allowance for impairment (25,185) (18,069) 

Net 20,924,276 16,019,363 

 

 

Credit exposures to Banks, financial institutions and investment in sukuks are investment grade exposures in the 

range of “substantially risk free to very good credit risk quality” based on external credit ratings, hence are measured 

at 12-month ECL. 
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26.1.3 Sukuk and Murabaha investments by risk rating 

 

 

SAR’000 

December 31, 2019 

12 month ECL 

Life time ECL not 

credit impaired 

Life time ECL credit 

impaired (non-

Performing) Total 

Financing to customers (at amortized cost) – 
Retail     

Unrated 19,454,511 311,686 - 19,766,197 

Impaired financing - - 340,493 340,493 

Gross financing 19,454,511 311,686 340,493 20,106,690 

Allowance for impairment  (296,409) (55,776) (216,421) (568,606) 

 19,158,102 255,910 124,072 19,538,084 

Financing to customers (at amortized cost) –
Corporate     

Grades 1-4: investment grade 27,606,116 - - 27,606,116 

Grades 5-6: below investment grade 41,888,928 4,805,091 - 46,694,019 

Grades 7: Watch-list - 1,477,090 - 1,477,090 

Impaired financing - - 1,502,241 1,502,241 

Gross financing 69,495,044 6,282,181 1,502,241 77,279,466 

Allowance for impairment  (407,034) (692,353) (916,765) (2,016,152) 

 69,088,010 5,589,828 585,476 75,263,314 

Financing to customers (at amortized cost) – 

Total     

Grades 1-4: investment grade 27,606,116 - - 27,606,116 

Grades 5-6: below investment grade 41,888,928 4,805,091 - 46,694,019 

Grades 7: Watch-list - 1,477,090 - 1,477,090 

Unrated 19,454,511 311,686 - 19,766,197 

Impaired financing - - 1,842,734 1,842,734 

Gross financing 88,949,555 6,593,867 1,842,734 97,386,156 

Allowance for impairment  (703,443) (748,129) (1,133,186) (2,584,758) 

Financing, net 88,246,112 5,845,738 709,548 94,801,398 
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SAR’000 

December 31, 2018 

12 month ECL 

Life time ECL not 

credit impaired 

Life time ECL credit 

impaired (non-

Performing) Total 

Financing to customers (at amortized cost) – 
Retail     

Unrated (Retail) 15,567,639 141,962 - 15,709,601 

Impaired financing - - 566,526 566,526 

Gross financing 15,567,639 141,962 566,526 16,276,127 

Allowance for impairment  (249,237) (42,308) (336,388) (627,933) 

 15,318,402 99,654 230,138 15,648,194 

Financing to customers (at amortized cost) –
Corporate     

Grades 1-4: investment grade 20,653,401 - - 20,653,401 

Grades 5-6: below investment grade 37,322,070 10,065,533 - 47,387,603 

Grades 7: Watch-list - 1,162,980 - 1,162,980 

Impaired financing - - 710,125 710,125 

Gross financing 57,975,471 11,228,513 710,125 69,914,109 

Allowance for impairment  (411,014) (682,297) (579,842) (1,673,153) 

 57,564,457 10,546,216 130,283 68,240,956 

Financing to customers (at amortized cost) – 

Total     

Grades 1-4: investment grade 20,653,401 - - 20,653,401 

Grades 5-6: below investment grade 37,322,070 10,065,533 - 47,387,603 

Grades 7: Watch-list - 1,162,980 - 1,162,980 

Unrated (Retail) 15,567,639 141,962 - 15,709,601 

Impaired financing - - 1,276,651 1,276,651 

Gross financing 73,543,110 11,370,475 1,276,651 86,190,236 

Allowance for impairment  (660,251) (724,605) (916,230) (2,301,086) 

Financing, net 72,882,859 10,645,870 360,421 83,889,150 

 

Rating Scale (1 – 4) represents: 
Substantially credit risk free, Exceptionally strong credit quality, Excellent credit 

risk quality, Very good credit risk quality. 

Rating Scale (5 – 6) represents: Good to Satisfactory credit quality. 

Rating Scale (7) represents:         Watch list category. 

 

26.1.4 Aging of financing (Past due but not impaired): 

2019 SAR ‘000 

 Retail Corporate Total 

From 1 day to 30 days 623,330 744,922 1,368,252 

From 31 days to 90 days 456,999 533,062 990,061 

From 91 days to 180 days - 25,956 25,956 

More than 180 days - 929,883 929,883 

Total 1,080,329 2,233,823 3,314,152 
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2018 SAR ‘000 

 Retail Corporate Total 

From 1 day to 30 days 853,394 1,684,147 2,537,541 

From 31 days to 90 days 214,274 348,438 562,712 

From 91 days to 180 days - - - 

More than 180 days - 733,503 733,503 

Total 1,067,668 2,766,088 3,833,756 

 

26.1.5 Commitments and contingencies by risk rating 

2019 

December 31, 2019 

12 month ECL 

Life time ECL not 

credit impaired 

Lifetime ECL credit 

impaired Total 

SAR’000 

Commitments and contingencies     

Grades 1-4: investment grade 772,613 - - 772,613 

Grades 5-6: below investment grade 5,792,411 249,027 - 6,041,438 

Grades 7: Watch-list - 1,303,221 - 1,303,221 

Unrated 576,526 12,770 - 589,296 

Impaired - - 106,532 106,532 

Total amount at credit equivalents 7,141,550 1,565,018 106,532 8,813,100 

Provision for credit-related commitments 49,305 50,895 79,737 179,937 

 

2018 

December 31, 2018 

12 month ECL 

Life time ECL not 

credit impaired 

Lifetime ECL credit 

impaired Total 

SAR’000 

Commitments and contingencies     

Grades 1-4: investment grade 630,470 - - 630,470 

Grades 5-6: below investment grade 4,649,122 1,143,515 - 5,792,637 

Grades 7: Watch-list - 88,430 - 88,430 

Unrated 666,881 21,261 - 688,142 

Impaired - - 54,177 54,177 

Total amount at credit equivalents 5,946,473 1,253,206 54,177 7,253,856 

Provision for credit-related commitments 117,488 46,522 40,633 204,643 
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26.2 Economic sectors risk concentration for financing and allowance for impairment are as follows: 

 

2019 

 

SAR’000 

Performing Non-performing 
Life time ECL for 

credit impaired 

financing 

Financing, net 

Government and quasi government 5,800,169 - - 5,800,169 

Manufacturing 10,115,903 617,584 (318,437) 10,415,050 

Electricity, water, gas & health 

services 2,226,299 - - 2,226,299 

Building, construction and real estate 6,883,962 202,437 (217,219) 6,869,180 

Services 7,717,897 30,000 (23,419) 7,724,478 

Mining 407,544 - - 407,544 

Agriculture 3,330,798 - - 3,330,798 

Consumer financing 19,766,197 340,493 (216,421) 19,890,269 

Transportation and communication 5,130,399 - - 5,130,399 

Commerce 8,675,109 445,783 (292,144) 8,828,748 

Real estate business 20,620,961 206,437 (65,546) 20,761,852 

Others 4,868,184 - - 4,868,184 

 95,543,422 1,842,734 (1,133,186) 96,252,970 

ECL against performing financing    (1,451,572) 

Financing, net    94,801,398 

 

 

2018 

 

SAR’000 

Performing Non-performing 
Allowance for 

impairment 
Financing, net 

Government and quasi government 4,390,735 - - 4,390,735 

Manufacturing 10,272,628 99,778 (59,825) 10,312,581 

Electricity, water, gas & health 

services 1,801,280 - - 1,801,280 

Building, construction and real estate 5,382,633 77,566 (71,875) 5,388,324 

Services 8,086,619 49,050 (31,998) 8,103,671 

Mining 490,868 - - 490,868 

Agriculture 2,736,475 - - 2,736,475 

Consumer financing  15,709,601 566,526 (336,388) 15,939,739 

Transportation and communication 4,442,966 - - 4,442,966 

Commerce 10,225,538 341,651 (286,400) 10,280,789 

Real estate business 17,768,671 142,080 (129,744) 17,781,007 

Others 3,605,571 - - 3,605,571 

 84,913,585 1,276,651 (916,230) 85,274,006 

ECL against performing financing    (1,384,856) 

Financing, net    83,889,150 
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26.3 Collateral 

The Bank, in the ordinary course of business holds collaterals as security to mitigate credit risk. These collaterals 

mostly include customers’ deposits, financial guarantees, equities, real estate and other fixed assets. As at December 

31, 2019 the Bank held collaterals of SAR 136,643 million (2018: SAR 134,715 million) against its secured finance. 

The amount of collaterals held as security for financing that are credit-impaired as at December 31, 2018 are as 

follows: 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Collateral coverage   

Less than 50% 1,061,209 883,869 

51% to 70% 30,405 92,922 

More than 70% 751,120 299,860 

Total 1,842,734 1,276,651 

 

 

The Bank’s policies regarding obtaining collateral have not significantly changed during the year and there has been 

no significant change in the overall quality of the collaterals held by the Bank. 

The following table sets out the principal types of collateral held against financing. 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Types of Collateral   

Real estate and fixed assets 99,139,557 96,117,294 

Shares  4,194,732 7,675,204 

Others 33,308,205 30,922,607 

Total 136,642,494 134,715,105 
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26.4 Geographical concentration of financial assets, financial liabilities, commitments and contingencies 

are as follows: 

2019 

SAR’000 

Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia 

Other GCC  

and Middle 

East countries Europe 

Other 

countries Total 

Financial assets      

Cash and balances with SAMA 8,039,748 - - - 8,039,748 

Due from banks and other financial 

institutions      

Current accounts -    8,199 182,455 66,133 256,787 

Murabaha and Wakala with banks 99,753 1,337,617 450,112 -    1,887,482 

Investments, net      

Investments at amortized cost 17,484,423 56,148 -    -    17,540,571 

FVOCI investments 3,516,758 88,434 753 -    3,605,945 

FVSI investments 1,860,639 -    -    394,221 2,254,860 

Other  76,284 -    -    -    76,284 

Financing, net      

Retail   19,538,084   -     -     -     19,538,084  

Corporate  72,185,026  -     -     3,078,288  75,263,314 

Other assets  876,514  -     -     -     876,514  

Total financial assets 123,677,229  1,490,398   633,320   3,538,642  129,339,589 

Financial liabilities      

Due to banks and other financial 

institutions      

Demand 42,729 -    55 22,287 65,071 

Time investments 1,981,149 1,115,188 -    128,436 3,224,773 

Customers’ deposits      

Demand  58,993,833   -     -     -     58,993,833  

Customer’s time investments  43,069,002   -     -     -     43,069,002  

Other liabilities  3,745,141   -     -     -     3,745,141  

Total financial liabilities 107,831,854   1,115,188   55   150,723   109,097,820  

Commitments and contingencies:      

Letters of credit 2,884,336 -    -    -    2,884,336 

Letters of guarantee 10,514,834 -    -    -    10,514,834 

Acceptances 338,540 -    -    -    338,540 

Irrevocable commitments to extend credit 417,788 -    -    -    417,788 

 14,155,498 -    -    -    14,155,498 

Maximum credit exposure (stated at 

credit equivalent amounts) of 

commitments and  contingencies      

Letters of credit 576,867 -    -    -    576,867 

Letters of guarantee 7,814,136 -    -    -    7,814,136 

Acceptances 338,540 -    -    -    338,540 

Irrevocable commitments to extend credit 83,557 -    -    -    83,557 

Total maximum credit exposure 8,813,100 - - - 8,813,100 
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2018 

SAR’000 

Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia 

Other GCC  

and Middle 

East countries Europe 

Other 

countries Total 

Financial assets      

Cash and balances with SAMA 7,359,684 - - - 7,359,684 

Due from banks and other financial 

institutions      

Current accounts - 7,209 99,732 55,766 162,707 

Murabaha and Wakala with banks 5,891,371 1,556,468 682,660 - 8,130,499 

Investments, net      

Investments at amortized cost 12,878,544 56,415 - - 12,934,959 

FVOCI investments 3,111,128 85,067 768 - 3,196,963 

FVSI investments 1,757,212 - - 422,936 2,180,148 

Other  87,108 - - - 87,108 

Financing, net      

Retail  15,648,194 - - - 15,648,194 

Corporate  65,885,747 - - 2,355,209 68,240,956 

Other assets 1,562,514 - - - 1,562,514 

Total financial assets 114,181,502 1,705,159 783,160 2,833,911 119,503,732 

Financial liabilities      

Due to banks and other financial 

institutions      

Demand 99,506 559 - 117,345 217,410 

Time investments 5,759,771 85,429 - 255,726 6,100,926 

Customers’ deposits      

Demand 54,437,847 - - - 54,437,847 

Customer’s Time investments 35,690,291 - - - 35,690,291 

Other liabilities 2,943,812 - - - 2,943,812 

Total financial liabilities 98,931,227 85,988 - 373,071 99,390,286 

Commitments and contingencies:      

Letters of credit 2,882,717 - - - 2,882,717 

Letters of guarantee 8,837,299 - - - 8,837,299 

Acceptances 255,025 - - - 255,025 

Irrevocable commitments to extend credit 574,565 - - - 574,565 

 12,549,606 - - - 12,549,606 

Maximum credit exposure (stated at 

credit equivalent amounts) of 

commitments and  contingencies      

Letters of credit 576,542 - - - 576,542 

Letters of guarantee 6,307,376 - - - 6,307,376 

Acceptances 255,025 - - - 255,025 

Irrevocable commitments to extend credit 114,913 - - - 114,913 

Total maximum credit exposure 7,253,856 - - - 7,253,856 
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26.5 The distributions by geographical concentration of non performing financing and allowances for 

impairment on financing are as follows: 

2019 

SAR’000 

Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia 

Other GCC and Middle 

East countries Europe 

Other 

countries Total 

Non-performing financing, net      

Retail 340,493  -     -     -    340,493 

Corporate 1,502,241  -     -     -    1,502,241 

Total 1,842,734  -     -     -    1,842,734 

Allowances for impairment on 

financing      

Retail 568,606  -     -     -    568,606 

Corporate 2,016,152  -     -     -    2,016,152 

Total 2,584,758  -     -     -    2,584,758 

 

2018 

SAR’000 

Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia 

Other GCC and Middle 

East countries Europe 

Other 

countries Total 

Non performing financing, net      

Retail 566,526 - - - 566,526 

Corporate 710,125 - - - 710,125 

Total 1,276,651 - - - 1,276,651 

Allowances for impairment on 

financing      

Retail 627,933 - - - 627,933 

Corporate 1,673,153 - - - 1,673,153 

Total 2,301,086 - - - 2,301,086 

 

27.      Market risk  

Market risk is the risk that the fair value or the future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate due to 

changes in market variables such as equity prices, profit rates, foreign exchange rates, and commodity prices.  The 

Bank classifies exposures to market risks into either trading or non-trading (or banking book). 

 

i. Market risk – trading book 

The Bank is exposed to an insignificant market risk on its trading book position of equities in local currency which is 

regularly marked to market and losses or gains on equity prices are taken directly into consolidated statement of 

income. 

 

ii. Market risk – non trading book 

Market risks on non-trading book mainly arise from profit rate movements and, to a minor extent, from currency 

fluctuations.  The Bank also faces price risks on investments held at “FVOCI”. 

27.1    Profit rate risk 

It arises from changes in profit rates which will affect either the fair values or the future cash flows of the financial 

instruments. The Board has established profit rate gap limits which are regularly monitored by ALCO. Treasury 
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imputes the funding costs based on the yield curve and the margins are also adjusted to account for liquidity 

premium based on the duration of the financing. 

  

Following table depicts the sensitivity on the Bank’s consolidated statement of income or shareholders’ equity due to 

reasonably possible changes in profit rates, with other variables held constant. The sensitivity is the effect of the 

assumed changes in profit rates on the net income or equity, based on profit bearing non-trading financial assets 

and financial liabilities as of the reporting date after taking in to account their respective maturities and re-pricing 

structure. Due to insignificant foreign currency exposures of profit bearing financial assets and liabilities in banking 

book, all the banking book exposures are monitored only in reporting currency. 

2019                                                                                                                                                                    Sensitivity of equity (SAR ‘000) 

Increase/decrease in 

basis points 

Sensitivity of net 

income Within 3 months 3-12 months 1-5 years Over 5 years Total 

+10 (15,532) 2,659 (5,137) 12,265 (144,698) (134,911) 

-10 15,532 (2,659) 5,137 (12,265) 144,698 134,911 

        

2018                                                                                                                                                                      Sensitivity of equity (SAR ‘000) 

Increase/decrease in 

basis points 

Sensitivity of net 

income Within 3 months 3-12 months 1-5 years Over 5 years Total 

+10 (19,765) 3,239 (4,845) (7,914) (82,429) (91,949) 

-10 19,765 (3,239) 4,845 7,914 82,429 91,949 

 

Yield sensitivity of assets, liabilities and off balance sheet items 

The Bank manages exposure to the effects of various risks associated with fluctuations in the prevailing levels of 

market profit rates on its financial position and cash flows. The Bank uses the SAIBOR for SAR and the LIBOR for USD 

lending as a benchmark rate for different maturities. At times when these benchmark rates are not representative of 

the actual transactions in the market, marginal cost of fund is provided by Treasury. The Bank charges profit rates 

based on the maturity of loans (longer term loans usually require a higher profit rate) based on marginal costs of 

funds. 

 

The table below summarizes the Bank’s exposure to profit rate risks. Included in the table are the Bank’s financial 

instruments at carrying amounts, categorized by the earlier of contractual re-pricing or maturity dates. 
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2019 

 

 

SAR’000 

Within 3 

months 

3-12 

months 

1-5 

years 

Over 5 

years 

Non-profit 

bearing 

 

Total 

Assets       

Cash and balances with SAMA  -     -     -     -    8,039,748 8,039,748 

Due from banks and other financial  institutions: 

Current accounts  -     -     -     -     256,787   256,787  

Murabaha and Wakala with 

banks 

1,887,482  -     -     -     -    1,887,482 

Investments, net 

Investments at amortized cost 4,995   -     10,380,587   7,154,989   -     17,540,571  

FVOCI investments  -     -     1,129,012   2,254,693   222,240   3,605,945  

FVSI investments   -     -     -     -     2,254,860   2,254,860  

Others  -     -     -     -     76,284   76,284  

Financing, net 

Retail   1,233,816   2,826,872  9,351,334  6,126,062   -    19,538,084 

Corporate   17,938,506  25,055,159 17,812,042 14,457,607   -    75,263,314 

Property and equipment, net  -     -     -     -     2,413,893   2,413,893  

Other assets  -     -     -     -     962,473   962,473  

Total assets 21,064,799 27,882,031 38,672,975 29,993,351  14,226,285  131,839,441 

 

Liabilities & shareholders’ equity 

Due to banks and other financial institutions 

Demand  -     -     -     -     65,071   65,071  

Time investments   3,224,773   -     -     -     -     3,224,773  

Customer deposits 

Demand  3,433,650   -     -     -     55,560,183   58,993,833  

Customer’s Time investments  26,569,856  15,161,648   1,334,357   3,141   -    43,069,002  

Other liabilities  -     -     -     -    4,041,838 4,041,838 

Shareholders’ equity  -     -     -     -    22,444,924 22,444,924 

Total liabilities & shareholders’ 

equity 33,228,279 15,161,648  1,334,357   3,141  82,112,016 131,839,441 

Yield sensitivity - On statement 

of     

  financial position (12,163,480) 12,720,383 37,338,618 29,990,210  (67,885,731)  -    

Yield sensitivity -  Off statement 

of  

  financial position  3,293,679  7,396,619  3,414,011   51,189   -     14,155,498  

Total yield sensitivity gap (8,869,801) 20,117,002 40,752,629 30,041,399   

Cumulative yield sensitivity gap (8,869,801) 11,247,201 51,999,830 82,041,229   
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2018 

 

 

SAR’000 

Within 3 

months 

3-12 

months 

1-5 

years 

Over 5 

years 

Non-profit 

bearing 

 

Total 

Assets       

Cash and balances with 

SAMA 

- - - - 7,359,684 7,359,684 

Due from banks and other financial  institutions: 

Current accounts - - - - 162,707 162,707 

Murabaha and Wakala with 

banks 7,075,550 664,829 390,120 - - 8,130,499 

Investments, net 

Investments at amortized 

cost 902,541 - 5,890,293 6,142,125 - 12,934,959 

FVOCI investments 642,370 263,015 119,911 2,059,108 112,559 3,196,963 

FVSI investments  - - - - 2,180,148 2,180,148 

Others - - - - 87,108 87,108 

Financing, net 

Retail  780,945 2,147,557 7,941,582 4,778,110 - 15,648,194 

Corporate  21,345,216 34,715,017 11,132,368 1,048,355 - 68,240,956 

Property and equipment, net - - - - 1,896,679 1,896,679 

Other assets - - - - 1,700,073 1,700,073 

Total assets 30,746,622 37,790,418 25,474,274 14,027,698 13,498,958 121,537,970 

 

Liabilities & shareholders’ equity 

Due to banks and other financial institutions 

Demand - - - - 217,410 217,410 

Time investments  5,613,731 487,195 - - - 6,100,926 

Customer deposit 

Demand 4,125,357 - - - 50,312,490 54,437,847 

Customer’s Time investments 27,629,721 6,901,564 1,159,006 - - 35,690,291 

Other liabilities - - - - 3,793,788 3,793,788 

Shareholders’ equity - - - - 21,297,708 21,297,708 

Total liabilities & 

shareholders’ equity 37,368,809 7,388,759 1,159,006 - 75,621,396 121,537,970 

Yield sensitivity - On 

statement of  financial 

position (6,622,187) 30,401,659 24,315,268 14,027,698 (62,122,438) - 

Yield sensitivity -  Off 

statement of financial 

position  3,071,353 6,582,884 2,851,121 44,248 - 12,549,606 

Total yield sensitivity gap (3,550,834) 36,984,543 27,166,389 14,071,946   

Cumulative yield sensitivity 

gap (3,550,834) 33,433,709 60,600,098 74,672,044   
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27.2 Currency risk 

Currency risk represents the risks of change of value of financial instruments due to changes in foreign exchange 

rates.  The Bank’s Risk Appetite Framework and policies contain limits for positions by currencies.  However, the Bank 

has negligible exposure in foreign currencies because its assets and liabilities are primarily denominated in Saudi 

Riyals and to a smaller extent in United States Dollars (USD) or in USD pegged currencies. 

 

The Bank has the following summarized exposure to foreign currency exchange rate risk as at December 31: 

 

 

2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Assets   

Cash & balances with SAMA  155,911  143,207 

Due from banks and other financial institutions  1,570,616  3,782,709 

Investments, net  539,028  564,304 

Financing, net  3,265,853  2,505,822 

Other assets  26,728  7,963 

Total currency risk on assets 5,558,136 7,004,005 

Liabilities    

Due to banks and other financial institutions  579,119  388,525 

Customers’ deposits    4,597,196  6,358,921 

Other liabilities  217,237  188,810 

Total currency risk on liabilities  5,393,552 6,936,256 

Net position – asset 164,584 67,749 

 

The table below shows the currencies to which the Bank has a significant exposure as at December 31: 

 

 

2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

USD 197,992 32,601 

Euro (53,048) (5,903) 

UAE Dirham 5,398 22,301 

BHD 1,957 4,370 

QAR (75) (132) 

Others 12,360 14,512 

Total 164,584 67,749 

 

 

 

 

SAR’000 

Change in Currency % Effect on Net Income Effect on Equity 

Currency Exposures as at December 31, 2019    

Euro ±5% ±2,652 ±2,652 

Currency Exposures as at December 31, 2018    

Euro ±5% ±295 ±295 
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27.3 Equity price risk 

Equity price risk refers to the risk of decrease in fair values of equities as a result of changes in the levels of equity 

index and the value of individual stocks.  

The effect on the Bank’s equity investments held at FVOCI due to reasonable possible change in equity index, with all 

other variables held constant is as follows: 

 

 2019 2018 

SAR’000 SAR’000 

Market index-(Tadawul) Increase/decrease in 

market prices% 

Effect on equity Increase/decrease in 

market prices% 

Effect on equity 

Impact of change in market prices ±10% ± 20,559 ±10% ± 9,590 

 

28.   Liquidity risk 

Liquidity risk is the risk that the Bank will encounter difficulty in meeting obligations associated with its financial 

liabilities that are settled by delivering cash or other financial assets. Liquidity risk can be caused by market 

disruptions or credit downgrades, which may cause certain sources of funding to dry up immediately. To mitigate 

this risk, the Bank has diversified funding sources and assets are managed taking liquidity into consideration, 

maintaining an adequate balance of cash and cash equivalents. The Bank has a Market Risk Management team 

under the Risk Management Group that regularly monitors the liquidity risk of the Bank. 

In accordance with Banking Control Law and the regulations issued by SAMA, the Bank maintains a statutory deposit 

with SAMA equal to 7% of total demand deposits and 4% of customers’ time investments.  

In addition to the statutory deposit, the Bank also maintains liquid reserves of no less than 20% of its deposit 

liabilities, in the form of cash and assets, which can be converted into cash within a period not exceeding 30 days. 

 

a) Analysis of financial liabilities by remaining contractual maturities 

The table below summarizes the maturity profile of the Bank's financial liabilities at December 31, 2019 and 2018 

based on contractual undiscounted repayment obligations whereas the Bank manages the inherent liquidity risk 

based on expected undiscounted cash inflows.  

As profit payments up to contractual maturity are included in the table, totals do not match with the figures as 

appearing in the consolidated statement of financial position. 

2019 

SAR’000 

Within 3 

months 

3 months to 

12 months 1 to 5 years Over 5 years 

No fixed 

maturity Total 

Liabilities        

Due to banks and other financial institutions 

Demand 65,071 - - - - 65,071 

Time investments 3,226,090 - - - - 3,226,090 

 

Demand 58,993,833 - - - - 58,993,833 

Customer’s time investments 26,626,420 15,340,464 1,439,504 4,194 - 43,410,582 

Other liabilities - - - - 4,041,838 4,041,838 

Total liabilities  88,911,414   15,340,464   1,439,504   4,194  4,041,838 109,737,414 
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2018 

SAR’000 

Within 3 

months 

3 months to 

12 months 1 to 5 years Over 5 years 

No fixed 

maturity Total 

Liabilities        

Due to banks and other financial institutions 

Demand 217,410 - - - - 217,410 

Time investments 5,616,296 500,825 - - - 6,117,121 

Customers’ deposits 

Demand 54,437,847 - - - - 54,437,847 

Customer’s time investments 27,692,582 6,994,564 1,267,605 - - 35,954,751 

Other liabilities - - - - 3,793,788 3,793,788 

Total liabilities 87,964,135 7,495,389 1,267,605 - 3,793,788 100,520,917 

 

b) The tables below show the maturity profile of the assets and liabilities: 

The maturities of assets and liabilities have been determined on the basis of the remaining period at reporting date 

and does not reflects the effective maturities as indicated by the historical experience. 
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2019 

SAR’000 

Within 3 

months 

3 months to 

12 months 1 to 5 years Over 5 years 

No fixed 

maturity Total 

Assets       

Cash and balances with 

SAMA 8,039,748 
 -  -  -  - 

8,039,748 

Due from banks and other financial institutions: 

Current accounts 256,787  -  -  -  - 256,787 

Murabaha and Wakala with 

banks 1,887,482 
 -  -  -  - 

1,887,482 

Investments, net 

Investments at amortized 

cost 4,995 
 - 

10,380,587 7,154,989 - 17,540,571 

FVOCI investments  -  - 1,334,606 2,254,693 16,646 3,605,945 

FVSI investments   - 2,254,860  -  - - 2,254,860 

Others  - -  -  - 76,284 76,284 

Financing, net 

Retail  1,233,816   2,826,872   9,351,334   6,126,062   -     19,538,084  

Corporate 17,938,506 25,055,159 17,812,042  14,457,607   -    75,263,314 

Property and equipment, net  - - - -  2,413,893   2,413,893  

Other assets - - - -  962,473   962,473  

Total  29,361,334 30,136,891 38,878,569 29,993,351  3,469,296  131,839,441 

Liabilities and shareholders’ equity 

Due to banks and other financial institutions 

Demand 65,071  -  -  -  - 65,071 

Time investments 3,224,773  -  -  -  - 3,224,773 

Customers’ deposits 

Demand  58,993,833   -     -     -     -     58,993,833  

Customer’s Time investments  26,569,856   15,161,648   1,334,357   3,141   -    43,069,002  

Other liabilities  -     -     -     -    4,041,838 4,041,838 

Shareholders’ equity   -     -     -     -    22,444,924 22,444,924 

Total   88,853,533   15,161,648   1,334,357   3,141  26,486,762 131,839,441 

Commitments & contingencies 

Letters of credit  1,343,158   1,432,839   108,072   267   -     2,884,336  

Letters of guarantee  1,656,355   5,502,165   3,305,392   50,922   -     10,514,834  

Acceptances  294,166   43,827   547   -     -     338,540  

Irrevocable commitments  to 

extend credit  -     417,788   -     -     -     417,788  
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2018 

SAR’000 

Within 3 

months 

3 months to 

12 months 1 to 5 years Over 5 years 

No fixed 

maturity Total 

Assets       

Cash and balances with 

SAMA 7,359,684 - - - - 7,359,684 

Due from banks and other financial institutions: 

Current accounts 162,707 - - - - 162,707 

Murabaha and Wakala with 

banks 7,075,550 664,829 390,120 - - 8,130,499 

Investments, net 

Investments at amortized 

cost 902,541 - 5,890,293 6,142,125 - 12,934,959 

FVOCI investments 642,370 358,913 119,911 2,059,108 16,661 3,196,963 

FVSI investments  - 2,180,148 - - - 2,180,148 

Others - - - - 87,108 87,108 

Financing, net 

Retail 774,928 2,147,727 7,942,678 4,782,860 - 15,648,193 

Corporate 12,933,228 18,671,900 23,207,074 13,428,754 - 68,240,956 

Property and equipment, net  - - - - 1,896,679 1,896,679 

Other assets - - - - 1,700,073 1,700,073 

Total  29,850,478 24,024,048 37,550,076 26,412,847 3,700,521 121,537,970 

Liabilities and shareholders’ equity 

Due to banks and other financial institutions 

Demand 217,410 - - - - 217,410 

Time investments 5,613,731 487,195 - - - 6,100,926 

Customers’ deposits 

Demand 54,437,847 - - - - 54,437,847 

Customer’s Time investments 27,629,721 6,901,564 1,159,006 - - 35,690,291 

Other liabilities - - - - 3,793,788 3,793,788 

Shareholders’ equity  - - - - 21,297,708 21,297,708 

Total  87,898,709 7,388,759 1,159,006 - 25,091,496 121,537,970 

Commitments & contingencies 

Letters of credit 1,386,902 1,480,661 14,887 267 - 2,882,717 

Letters of guarantee 1,525,816 4,431,268 2,836,234 43,981 - 8,837,299 

Acceptances 158,635 96,390 - - - 255,025 

Irrevocable commitments  

  to extend credit - 574,565 - - - 574,565 
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29.  Operational risk  

Operational risk is the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems or from 

external events. Operational risk arises throughout the Bank and from almost any activity.   

The Bank has an Operational Risk Team as a part of Risk Management Group which is tasked with monitoring and 

controlling the operational risks of the Bank.  Functions of this unit are guided by the Operational Risk Policy and 

Framework.  To systematize the assessment and mitigation of operational risks, the Business Environment and 

Internal Control Framework is established through Risk Control and Self-Assessment (RCSA) along with establishing 

Key Risk Indicators (KRIs) for all business and support units. These risk metrics are proactively monitored by 

Operational Risk department on a regular basis. In addition, the Bank has a successfully tested and documented 

business continuity plan and operational disaster recovery site. 

 

30.  Shariah non-compliance risk  

Being an Islamic bank, the Bank is exposed to the risk of Sharia’a non-compliance. To mitigate such risk, extensive 

Sharia’a policies and procedures are in place. Further, the Bank has established a Sharia’a Board and a Sharia’a 

Compliance Audit Unit to monitor such risk.   

 

31.  Reputational risk 

Reputational risk covers the potential adverse effects resulting from negative publicity about the Bank’s products, 

services, competence, integrity and reliability.  

As an Islamic bank, one of the major sources of reputational risk is Sharia’a non-compliance. The other sources of 

negative publicity could be major frauds, customer complaints, regulatory actions and negative perceptions about 

the Bank’s financial condition. The Bank has put in place controls around reputational risk in order to mitigate and 

avoid such risks. Currently, the Bank measures the reputational risk through a Scorecard based approach, where Risk 

Management Group compiles the results of assessments made by business heads to derive the Bank’s overall 

reputational risk indicators. 

 

32.  Fair values of financial assets and liabilities 

Fair value is the price that would be received on sale of an asset or paid to discharge a liability in an orderly 

transaction between market participants at the measurement date. The fair value measurement is based on the 

presumption that the transaction takes place either: 

 In the accessible principal market for the asset or liability, or 

 In the absence of a principal market, in the most advantageous accessible market for the asset or liability. 

The fair values of on-balance sheet financial instruments are not significantly different from their carrying values 

included in the consolidated financial statements. 

The Bank uses following hierarchy for determining and disclosing the fair value of financial instruments: 

Level 1: quoted prices in active market for the same instrument (i.e. without modification or repacking). 

Level 2: quoted prices in active market for similar assets and liabilities or other valuation techniques for which all 

significant inputs are based on observable market data. 

Level 3: valuation techniques for which any significant input is not based on observable market data. 

 

Valuation technique and significant unobservable inputs for financial instruments at fair value 
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The Bank uses various valuation techniques used in measuring level 2 and Level 3 fair values at 31 December 2019 

and 31 December 2018, as well as the significant unobservable inputs used. 

For the valuation of investments in mutual funds, the Bank utilizes fund manager reports.  The fund manager 

deploys various techniques (such as discounted cash flow models and multiples method) for the valuation of 

underlying assets classified under level 2 and 3 of the respective fund’s fair value hierarchy. Significant unobservable 

inputs embedded in the models used by the fund manager include risk-adjusted discount rates, marketability and 

liquidity discounts and control premiums. 

For the valuation of unquoted sukuk investments, the Bank utilizes valuation techniques such as discounted cash 

flows. 

 

(a) Fair values of financial assets and liabilities carried at fair value 

The following table shows an analysis of financial instruments recorded at fair value by level of the fair value 

hierarchy: 

 

2019 SAR ‘000 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total 

Financial assets held as FVSI 

- Equities 57,688 1,960 - 59,648 

- Mutual funds 78,820 1,899,880 216,512 2,195,212 

Financial assets held as FVOCI 

- Equities 205,594 - 16,646 222,240 

- Sukuk 790,564 2,615,852 - 3,406,416 

Total  1,132,666 4,517,692 233,158 5,883,516 

     

2018 SAR ‘000 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Total 

Financial assets held as FVSI 
- Equities 50,763 1,958 - 52,721 

- Mutual funds 111,234 1,821,271 194,922 2,127,427 

Financial assets held as  available for sale 

- Equities 95,898 - 16,661 112,559 

- Sukuk 85,161 3,003,368 - 3,088,529 

Total  343,056 4,826,597 211,583 5,381,236 

 

The movement in Level 3 financial instrument represents movement due to fair value changes only. There are no 

transfers between Stage 1, 2 and 3 during the year. 

 

(b) Fair values of financial assets and liabilities not carried at fair value 

Management adopts discounted cash flow method using the current yield curve to arrive at the fair value of 

financial instruments. Following table shows the fair value of financial instruments carried at amortized cost. 
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SAR ‘000 2019 2018 

Assets Carrying value Fair value Carrying value Fair value 

Due from banks and other financial institutions 2,144,269 2,145,851 8,293,206 8,284,595 

Investments – Murabaha with SAMA   1,912,152   1,913,983  1,907,707 1,909,840 

Sukuks – Amortized Cost  15,630,893   15,322,031  11,041,196 10,839,633 

Financing, net 94,801,398 94,373,405 83,889,150 83,491,292 

Liabilities     

Due to banks and other financial institutions  3,289,844   3,289,889  6,318,336 6,318,519 

Customers’ deposits  102,062,835  102,118,314  90,128,138 90,133,444 

 

 

33.      Related party balances and transactions  

In the ordinary course of its activities, the Bank transacts business with related parties. Related party transactions are 

governed by limits set by the Banking Control Law and regulations issued by SAMA. 

 

(i) The balances as at December 31, resulting from such transactions included in the consolidated financial  
statements are as follows: 

 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Directors, key management personnel, major shareholders and 

affiliates   

Financing to key management personnel 29,209 36,977 

Financing to other related party 520,950 - 

Customers’ deposits 10,211,674 1,988,705 

Investments in associate and joint venture 76,284 87,108 

   

Bank’s mutual funds   

Investments in mutual funds 1,678,486 1,580,208 

Financing to mutual funds 7,279,389 6,908,957 

Deposits from mutual funds 692,303 368,640 

Borrowings from mutual fund 100,633 250,000 

 

(ii) Income and expenses pertaining to transactions with related parties included in the consolidated statement of 
income are as follows: 

 

2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Income on financing 436,140 354,027 

Return on time investments 93,117 239,628 

Fee from banking services, net 270,362 255,448 

Directors’ remuneration 4,376 4,394 

 

The advances and expenses related to executives are in line with the normal employment terms. 
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(iii) The total amount of compensation to key management personnel during the year is as follow:  
 

 2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Short-term employees benefits 66,530 60,024 

End of service benefit 2,324 3,363 

Shares under employee share based scheme -    3,961 

 

34.    Capital adequacy  

The Bank’s objectives when managing capital are, to comply with the capital requirements set by  SAMA; to 

safeguard the Bank’s ability to continue as a going concern; and to maintain a strong capital base. 

Capital adequacy and the use of regulatory capital are monitored by the Bank’s management.  SAMA requires to hold 

and maintain ratio of total regulatory capital to the risk-weighted assets at or above the Basel prescribed minimum 

of 8%. 

The Bank monitors the adequacy of its capital using ratios established by SAMA. These ratios measure capital 

adequacy by comparing the Bank’s eligible capital with its statement of financial position assets and commitments 

at a weighted amount to reflect their relative risk. 

SAMA has issued the framework and guidance for implementation of capital reforms under Basel III, which are 

effective from January 01, 2013. Accordingly, the risk weighted assets, total capital and related ratios are calculated 

using Basel III framework. 

 

Particulars 

2019 

SAR’000 

2018 

SAR’000 

Credit Risk Weighted Assets 109,989,481 101,696,007 

Operational Risk Weighted Assets 9,267,525 7,841,050 

Market Risk Weighted Assets 461,946 422,812 

Total Pillar-I Risk Weighted Assets    119,718,952 109,959,869 

Tier I Capital 22,878,645 21,876,003 

Tier II Capital 1,374,869 1,271,200 

Total Tier I & II Capital 24,253,514 23,147,203 

Capital Adequacy Ratio %   

 Tier I ratio 19% 20% 

 Tier I + Tier II  ratio 20% 21% 

 

 

 
35. Investment management and brokerage services 

The Bank offers investment management services to its customers through its subsidiary which include 

management of funds with total assets under management of SAR 57,423 million (2018: SAR 38,926 million). 
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36. Prospective changes in the International Financial Reporting Standards  

The Bank has chosen not to early adopt the standards and amendments which have been published and are 

mandatory for compliance by the Bank effective from accounting period beginning on or after January 1, 2020. 

 

 

37. Comparative figures 

Figures have been rearranged or reclassified wherever necessary for the purpose of better presentation; however, no 

significant rearrangements or reclassifications have been made in these consolidated financial statements. 

 

 

38. Approval of the consolidated financial statements 

These consolidated financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors of the Bank on 2 Jumada II, 1441H 

(corresponding to 27 January, 2020). 
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Disclosures under Basel III framework 

 

Following additional disclosures are required under Basel III framework.  

 

Disclosures Frequency 

Pillar III, Qualitative disclosures Annually 

Pillar III, Quantitative disclosures Semi-annually 

Capital Structure Quarterly 

Liquidity coverage ratio Quarterly 

Leverage ratio Quarterly 

 

These disclosures will be made available to the public on the Bank’s website (www.alinma.com) within 

prescribed time as required by SAMA.  

http://www.alinma.com/
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Alinma Bank Branches
The following are Alinma locations that are operating as of printing of this report:

Riyadh 
Branch Area Street

Head Office Al Olaya King Fahad Road

Dharat Al Badiah (Gent’s & Ladies) Dharat Al-Badiah Al Madinah Al-Munawara Road

Takhassusi (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Olaya Takhassusi street

Al Malaz Al Malaz Salah Al Deen Al-Ayoubi Road (Siteen) 

Al Suwaidi (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Suwaidi Al Suwaidi street

Al Rabwah (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Rabwah Omar Bin Abdulaziz Road

Al Nahda (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Nahda Prince Bandar Ibn Abdulaziz street

Al Aziziyyah (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Aziziyyah Al Nasr street

Al Ghadeer (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Ghadeer King Abdulaziz Road

Al Nassem Al Nassem Hassan Bin Thabit street

Al Rayaan (Gent’s & Ladies)  Al Rayaan Imam Shafi street

King Faisal (Gent’s & Ladies)  King Faisal King Abdullah Road

Al Muraba’a Al Muraba’a Faisal Bin Turkey Ibn Abdulaziz Road

Al Amal (Batha) Al Amal Assad Ibn Alforat street

Al Rawabi (Gent’s & Ladies)  Al Rawabi Imam Saad Bin Abdulrahman Road

Al Nozha (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Nozha Imam Saud Bin Abdulaziz Bin Mohammed

Al Shaifa’a Branch Derab Road Al Shaifa’a Derab Road

Al Shifa’a (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Shifa’a Ibn Taymiya street

Al Yasmine (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Yasmine Anas Ibn Malek street

Al Rowda (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Rowda Intersection of Al Hassan Ibn Ali and Obada Ibn Al Samit

Qurtoba (Gent’s & Ladies) Qurtoba Dammam High Way, Khalid Ibn Al Walid Exit

Western Swaide (Gent’s & Ladies) Western Swaide Dist. Western Ring Road Exit 27

King khaled Airport King khaled Airport King khaled Airport - domestic arrival terminal

Al Deerah Al Deerah district Al Imam Mohammed bin Saud bin Moqren St.

Al Morouj (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Morouj Imam Saud Bin AbdulAziz Bin Mohammad Road

Al Yarmouk Al Yarmouk Imam Abdullah Bin Saud Bin Abdulaziz Road

Prince Mohammad bin AbdulAziz Hospital 
(Gent’s & Ladies)

Al Rawabi  Inside Prince Mohammad Hospital

Second Industrial City (Male) Industrial City in Riyadh Dist 108 street

Al Farouq Branch Alfaruq Dist Eastern Ring Rd - exit 13

Dhart Laban Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Dhart Laban Al shifa street

Prince Mohammed bin Abdulaziz Road branch 
(AlTahlia)

Al Sulaimania Prince Mohammed Bin Abdulaziz street

Digital Branch (Tahlia) Al Sulaimania Prince Mohammed Bin Abdulaziz street

Hitteen Branch Hitteen Dist Prince Mohamaed bin Saad Road

Takhassusi Sales Al Mohamdiyyah Takhassusi street

King Fahad Sales King Fahad District King Abdulaziz Road

Ar Rabi Sales Ar Rabi Thumamah Road

AL Nassem Sales Branch AL Nassem Dist saed bin abi waqas

Exchange Center - Inside King Khalid Airport King khaled Airport Departure Terminal - International Flights
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Dariyyah
Branch Area Street

Dariyyah Branch Al Khaldiya    King Abdulaziz Road

Kharj
Branch Area Street

Kharj Branch (Gent’s & Ladies)  Al Nahda King Fahad Road

Majmaah
Branch Area Street

Majmaah Branch (Gent’s & Ladies)  King Fahd Dist King Fahd Road

Zulfi
Branch Area Street

Zulfi Branch Branch (Gent’s & Ladies)  Khaldia King Fahad Road

Al Dawadmi
Branch Area Street

Al Dawadmi Branch Al Haramain dest. King Abdulaziz Road

Shaqra
Branch Area Street

Shaqra Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Rawdha dest King Saud Road

Makkah 
Branch Area Street

Al Aziziyyah Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Aziziyyah Al Aziziyyah - Al-Aql Tower

Al Shawqia Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Shawqia dest. Ibraheem AlKhaleel street

Al Awali Branch Al Awali Ibrahim Aljfaily street

Jeddah 
Branch Area Street

Al Rabwah Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Rabwah King Fahad street (Siteen)

Al Rawdah Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Rawdah Sari street

Al Balad Branch Al Balad King Abdulaziz Road

Al Safa Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Safa Prince Miteb street

Al Marwa Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Marwa Hira’a street

Al Shati Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al shati district King Abdulaziz Road 

Aziziah Branch Aziziah Dist Al Madinah Al Munawarah Road

Al Rehab Branch Al Rehab Dest. Palastine Road

Al Manar Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Manar Dist Al Ajwad street 
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Taif
Branch Area Street

Taif Branch (Gent’s & Ladies)  Moeashi Al Jaish street

Madinah 
Branch Area Street

Al Khaledya Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Khaledya Ring Road near Al Naghi Agency 

Al Defa Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Defa Dest. Alimam Albukhari street

Qiblatain Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Qiblatain Sultana street

Prince Mohammed bin Abdulaziz Airport  
Branch

Inside Prince Mohammad Bin 
Abdulaziz Airport in Medina

between arrival Hall and departure 
lounge

Yanbu
Branch Area Street

Yanbu Branch (Gent’s & Ladies)  Al Nakheel Dist King Fahd Road

Dammam
Branch Area Street

Al Tubaishi Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Tubaishi Prince Mohammad Bin Fahad (First Street)

Rayaan Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Rayaan Ali Bin Abi Talib street

Uhod Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Uhod King Fahad Road

Gurnata Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Ghirnatah Dist King Saud Road

Taybah Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Taybah Dist Southern Ring Road

King Fahad Airport Branch King Fahad Airport International arrivals Gate (5)

Currency Exchange counter King Fahad Airport International departures terminal

Khobar
Branch Area Street

Al Raka Branch Al Raka Dammam - Khobar Coastal Road

Al Yarmouk Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Yarmouk Prince Turki street

Al Thoqba Branch Al Thoqba Makkah AlMokarramah street

Al Tahliah Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Tahliah King Khalid Street

Hada Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Hada King Saud Road

Dhahran
Branch Area Street

Doha Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Doha District Abdullah bin Abbas intersection with 
Prince Sultan District

Al Qusour Branch Al Qusoor Dist Prince Mohammed Bin Fahd Road

Al QATIF
Branch Area Street

Al Qatif Branch Fifth Area Al Quds street
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Jubail
Branch Area Street

Jubail Industrial Site Branch (Gent’s & Ladies)  Al Fanateer Al lulu street

Jubail Balad Branch (Gent’s & Ladies)  Taibah King Faisal Road 

Ras Tanura
Branch Area Street

Ras Tanura Branch  Al Fayha Dist King Abdulaziz Road

Hafr Al Batin 
Branch Area Street

Hafr Al Batin Branch (Gent’s & Ladies)    Al Baladiya     King Faisal Road

King Khalid Military City Branch King Khalid Military City Dist King Khaled Road

Mubarraz
Branch Area Street

Mubarraz (Gent’s & Ladies)  Al Khars King Fahad Road

Al Hofouf
Branch Area Street

Al Souq Branch Al Souq King Abdulaziz Road

Al Rodah Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) AlRodha Dest. Al Khaleeg Road

Buraidah
Branch Area Street

AlSafra Branch (Gent’s & Ladies)  Al Safra King Abdullah Road

AlRayyan Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Rayyan dest. Umar ben AlKhatab street

Onaiza
Branch Area Street

Onaiza Branch (Gent’s & Ladies)  Al Ahrafia  Al Zolfi Road

Al Rass 
Branch Area Street

Al Rass Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) King Abdulaziz King Abdulaziz Road

Al Bukayriah
Branch Area Street

Khalidiya Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Khaldiyeh Dist King Abdulaziz Road

Abha
Branch Area Street

Abha Branch (Gent’s & Ladies)  Al Sad  Al Hozam Ring Road  
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Khamis Mushait
Branch Area Street

Khamis Mushait Branch (Gent’s & Ladies)  Al Rowda  King Khalid near King Fahad Mosque 

Bisha
Branch Area Street

Bisha Branch  (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Matar District King Saud Road

Al Baha
Branch Area Street

Al Baha Branch (Gent’s & Ladies)  Al Dfeer Dist  King Saud Road

Najran
Branch Area Street

Najran Branch (Gent’s & Ladies)  Prince Mishal King Abdulaziz Road

Jazan
Branch Area Street

Al Shati Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Shati Dist. AlImam Mohammed ben Abdulaziz Road

Sabia Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Muhammadiyah area King Abdulaziz Road

Safa Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Safa King Abdullah Road

Hail
Branch Area Street

Hail Branch (Gent’s & Ladies)  Al Matar King Abdulaziz Road

Tabouk
Branch Area Street

Tabouk Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Morouj King Abdullah Road

Skaka
Branch Area Street

Skaka Branch (Gent’s & Ladies) Al Shelhob Area King Fahad Road

Arar
Branch Area Street

Arar (Gent’s & Ladies)  Al Rowda   Intersection of King Saud with Prince 
Abdulaziz Bin Masa’ad 

Alinma ATMs 
The bank has a kingdom-wide network of more than 1,523 state-of-the-art ATMs. For more information 
about the bank’s branches and ATMs, please visit our website www.alinma.com or call the Alinma Phone 
service at 800 120 8000.
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